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The main objective of the research was to test a holistic view on virtual organizations with different 
perceptions of virtuality. Traditional and virtual organizations could be seen as two extremes ofmore 
general model of organization. To asses a transition from the traditional to the virtual organizations we 
have to grade organizational virtuality. In the paper we discuss three basically different reference 
models used to asses this transition. Two models are well known - the Mowshowitz's switching 
principle, and the Model of Business Networking (MBN) as a representative of models preferred by the 
ICT experts. They see the virtual organizations through implementation of the ICT, particularly the 
Internet. To express other characteristics of virtual organizations we also presented the model based on 
the Colored Petri nets andfuzzy logic that we originally used to study an organized anarchy. Ali three 
models were implemented to assess the čase ofthe Custom Administration in Slovenia. An assessment 
confirms that organization ofthe Custom services clearly demonstrates an efficient utilization ofthe 
Internet and other features of virtual organizations. 

1 Introduction 
Many authors argue that the theory of virtual 
organizations leads to a generalization of the traditional 
organization theory. It is not yet a prevailing 
organizational concept (Kluber et al, 1999) but, Internet, 
netvvorked and virtual organizations have already proved 
to be an efficient organizational paradigm that brought to 
the business world a higher level of flexibility, 
efficiency, resource utilization and better customer 
services. 

An intuitive perception of virtual organizations is often 
inadequate and misleading so we are stili searching for 
new managerial principles and practical tools for every 
day management that could replace stili prevailing 
traditional organizational principles bom in the industrial 
age. The theory of virtual organizations is presently very 
chaotic. We stili haven't developed practically useful 
indicators to make an objective assessment of virtual 
organization and to distinguish them from the other 
forms of organization. 

We have learned from practical experience that it is not 
realistic to classify organization in only two classes -
virtual and traditional (Jansen at al, 1999). These should 
be seen as two extremes of a more general model of 
organizations. If we need to describe and to assess a 
transition from the traditional to the virtual organizations 
we have to grade their virtuality. 

In this paper we discuss the indicators that could assess 
virtuality of specific business organization. In the čase 
presented we studied a real business environment to 
underline practical issues of virtual organizations and to 

raise a general issue of their virtuality and efficiency. We 
used three very different reference models of virtual 
organizations. Two models are well known - the 
switching principle and metamanagement (Mowshowitz, 
1999) and the Model of Business Networking (Kluber at 
al, 1999) that represents a class of models used mainly by 
the IT and Internet specialists. 

To learn more about the structure and the intemal nature 
of virtual organizations we also presented a formal 
definition of the organization, based on the Colored Petri 
nets and fuzzy sets logic. The definition was 
implemented in a computer model of non-hierarchical 
organizations and the organized anarchy (Bavec, 2001). 
The model was not initially designed to describe virtual 
organizations. Nevertheless, it predicted some features of 
non-traditional organizations as fiizziness of 
organizational rules and boundaries. 

2 Reference Models Used 
The main objective of the research was to test a holistic 
view on virtual organizations with different perceptions 
of virtuality: 

• the Switching Principle - is mainly a managerial 
vievv with emphasis on organizational flexibility and 
manageability, 

• the Model of Business Networking - it defines inter-
organizational relations and predominantly an ICT 
view on organization with emphasis on modularity 
and business transparency. 

mailto:cene.bavec@guest.arnes.si
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• Model based on the Colored Petri nets formalism 
shows an Intemal view on "fuzzy" organizational 
structures and information flovvs. 

We were well aware that models are not compatible and 
not even comparable but, we had intentionally selected 
such different perceptions of virtual organizations. The 
goal was to get some deeper understanding of potential 
indicators that could be used in their assessment. To 
overcome this methodological obstacle we used the 
models to separately assess seven features of virtual 
organizations proposed by Mertens et al. (1998): 

• boundary crossing 
• complementary core competencies 
• sharingof knowledge 
• geographical dispersion 
• changing participants 
• participant equality 
• electronic communication 

2.1 Switching Principle and 
Metamanagement 

The first reference model we used was based on the 
svvitching principle and metamanagement introduced by 
Mowshowitz (1999). In the simplest way we could 
describe it as an ability of organization to dynamically 
select the best performer or executor (need-fulfillment) 
for a particular task (need). That means that an 
organization treats tasks separately from their potential 
performers. Switching would take plače when replacing 
one performer vvould bring benefits that are greater than 
direct and indirect costs of replacement. Another concept 
introduced by Movvshovvitz is metamanagement. It is 
basically management of virtually organized tasks and 
managerial implementation of the svvitching principle. 

This principle may seem trivial at the first glance but it 
opens an entirely new view on the organization. We 
should notice that in the traditional organization theory 
and practice it was always a sign of serious miss-
planning or "bad organization" when we had to change 
(switch) a performer in the production phase of the task 
when organization was already implemented. 

Possibility of switching undoubtedly adds to organization 
and managerial flexibility, but the question that stili 
remains is just how realistic it could be in every day 
business. Basic idea of virtuality is that switching could 
be done relatively fast. It would be difficult for the 
management to implement ali traditional risk analysis, so 
the trust becomes an important decision and even an 
economic factor. We have to trust the new partner 
(Ishaya, Macaulay, 1999) and be reasonably confident 
that he will integrate into our operations and perform his 
role according to our expectations. If the mistrust is too 
high it could overwhelm other benefits. 

From the Mowshowitz's model we could assume that the 
level of virtuality is correlated with the ability to 
implement the switching principle or metamangement. 
We could use it to assess changing participants and 

participant equality from the Mertens' list of virtual 
organization features. 

2.2 ICT Oriented Models of Virtual 
Organization 

Another, very diiferent perception of virtual organization 
is seen in the Model of Business Networking (KlUber et 
al, 1999). It is a typical representative of models 
preferred by the ICT experts as they see virtual 
organizations through implementation of ICT, 
particularly the Internet. But, the model is more general 
and incorporates important features of virtual 
organizations that are highly relevant for the 
management. 

The Model of Business Netvvorking (MBN) has the 
following elements that were parts of our assessment of a 
real business environment: 

• Customer processes (determine the design of a value 
chain), 

• Integrators and Aggregators (third parties included 
into business relationships), 

• Business Bus (logical space where complex services 
among business partners are flexibly and efficiently 
exchanged with the support of service providers), 

• Business Ports (standardized interface to access the 
Business Bus). 

Similar approaches are widely used, often under different 
names in design and implementation of information 
systems based on open netvvorking like the Internet. 
According to the MBN, integrators and aggregators are 
an essential element of netvvorked and virtual 
organizations. They provide different business services: 
knowledge, coordination, process, information, and 
transaction services. They behave in the way to "soften" 
or even eliminate organizational boundaries between 
business partners. The Business Busses and the Business 
Ports describe inter-organizational relations and 
interfaces that define mainly an information structure of 
virtual organizations. But, more generally they describe 
complementary core competencies, sharing of 
knowledge, geographical dispersion and electronic 
communication. 

3 Modeling Organizations with 
Colored Petri Nets 

3.1 Rationale Behind the Model 
In the year 1994 we developed a model of organization 
based on the extended Colored Petri nets and fuzzy logic 
to study organized anarchy and influence of information 
systems on the organization. Their superior semantic 
power makes possible a very rich representation of the 
organization and overcomes some limitations of classical 
representations. A general definition of the organization 
was based on abstract fuzzy sets with axiomatically 
assigned properties. The organization was defined as a 
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set of rules that determined the chain of authority, 
description of working (organizational) places, and other 
organlzational relations. It also determined conditions 
under which organizational processes could change their 
States. The quality of organization can be measured only 
through its impact on processes so it must be modeled 
together with them. The Petri nets proved to be an 
efficient way to combine organizational structure and the 
processes in the organization. 

This methodology was used for modeling properties that 
reflect ambiguity or deviation from the traditional 
hierarchical organization. The study also exposes a 
paradigm that could be called an informed anarchy 
paradigm in analogy with the organized anarchy. The 
informed anarchy paradigm is based on empirically 
founded facts that unclear technology of allocation, 
dissemination, and also faulty understanding of 
information are prevailing properties of organizations. 

An object-oriented model was developed that interlinks a 
formal organization with decision and information 
processes into an integral model. It was based on three 
classes of objects: organization, decision processes and 
information processes. An important feature of the model 
was its ability to model conditions on micro level, that 
means both on the level of working (organizational) 
plače and individual process. 

Further development confirmed that the same model 
represent also some relevant features of virtual 
organizations. 

3.2 Model of Organization Based on 
Colored Petri Nets 

Petri nets are well proven tools for systems modeling that 
can describe dynamic and static properties of the system. 
Similar situations, only much more complex, can be met 
in business organizations, so we experimented with the 
possibility to model them with Colored Petri nets (CPN). 
We published some results of the computer simulation 
(Bavec, 2001) - relation betvveen the level of 
organization anarchy, load of problems, formal and 
informal information systems, and efficiency of decision-
making. 

We defined an organization ORG as a 12-tuple or an 
extended Colored Petri net (Bavec, 1995): 

ORG = (B,P. T,D, CR.l 0,d,ri,p, a) 

B = (bj, b2, ... bj) a fmite set of colors 

P = (pi,p2, ..• Pn) a fmite set of places 

T = {ti,t2, •••trn) a finite set of transitions 

D = (di, d:, ... dj 

C = (C,, C2, ... Ck) 

R = (r,. r2, ... rj 

a finite set of organizational 
places (vvorking places, 
divisions, etc.) 
a finite set of concepts or 
objects 
a finite set of organizational 
relations R = {R\R^DXD } 

Br\pr\T r\Df\c(^R = O 
I: T—* P"" an input function that maps a set of 

transitions // into places p, 

O: T-^ P^ an output function that maps a set of 
transitions /, into places p , 

5: D —>• P a function that maps organizational 
places di G D into places />, S P 

)]: C —f P a function that maps concepts or 
objects C; G C into places/?; G P 

p: /?—> T a function that maps organizational 
relations r, G R into transitions tj G T 

a: Z—>• P a fiinction that maps multi-set of tokens 
z(p,) G Z into places p, G P 

/ le [0,1] a threshold, an additional condition for 
firing transitions. 

We are aware that business and human organizations, 
particularly as complex ones as the virtual organizations, 
can't be highly formalized (structured). Consequently, 
there is a question how far can we go vvith formal 
definitions. But, the model confirms that we could model 
some features of virtual organizations with the CPN and 
its derivations (Deng et al. 1990). 

In the model we implemented fuzzy logic, mainly 
through the threshold XE [0,1] which additionally 
controls firing of tokens. We also proved that the 
introduction of concepts or objects (also Bastide, 1996) 
C/ G C assigned to organizational places d/ E D (they 
could be everything from working places to 
organizational units) provided us with the tool to model 
complex relations betvveen organization as the set of 
rules, and processes that are running in accordance with 
the organizational rules. 

With the controlled firing of tokens in the CPN and fuzzy 
logic we could describe and study features of virtual 
organizations like the switching principle, the ambiguity 
of organizational relations and particularly the boundary 
Crossing. 

4 The Čase Study - Assessment of 
the Government Agency 

4.1 Beyond the Business Partnership 
Emerging experience and the theory of virtual 
organization is based on the present business practice 
with very few examples from the government 
administration. But, there is widely spread belief among 
researchers that governments and public administrations 
are one of the most promising grounds for an 
introduction of virtual organizations. The development of 
Internet and innovative customer and citizen oriented 
services in governments in developed countries more 
than justiiy this assumption. It is encouraging to notice a 
similar development also in the middle developed 
countries, such as Slovenia. 
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In the čase presented we studied the collaboration of the 
Custom Administration in Slovenia (CA) with different 
private companies. The čase reveals development steps 
from the traditional government agencies towards highly 
efficient and technologicaiIy advanced organizations that 
clearly articulate elements of the new organizational 
paradigm - the virtual organizations. The CA has 
developed a sophisticated and efficient Custom 
Information system in which 98% of ali custom 
declarations are lodged electronically up to the highest 
security standards. 

The development of the CA Information system and 
computer applications were outsourced to the private 
company ZZI from Ljubljana. The application was linked 
to the operation environment of users. Jointly vvith its 
partners, ZZI developed an interface to enable its 
software to be integrated into larger operation 
Information systems based on the BAAN, SAP, 
NA VISION, etc. It is important to notice that the CA has 
been equally opened to other potential partners that could 
develop software and services to enable different users to 
link their systems to the Custom Information system, 
enabling them to submit the customs declarations and 
other documents by the Internet. 

Beside the softvvare development ZZI and nearly 30 
other providers also offer transmission services for the 
electronic data interchange vvithin different environments 
and among different partners. The server solutions and 
programs used by clients facilitate the automatic data 
interchange vvithin the different environments and 
applications. Such service for example is the 
transmission of the messages from the Internet 
environment of partners to the X.400 environment of the 
Custom Administration. 

4.2 Implementation of the Switching 
Principle and Metatnanagement 

At the beginning of the research we were concerned with 
the notorious rigidity of the government organization. It 
seemed quite unrealistic to notice any sign of the 
switching principle in the government agencies. But, 
what we really found was a clear presence of elements of 
metamanagement and implementation of the switching 
principle. 

Services such as the transmission of the messages from 
the Internet environment of partners to the X.400 
environment of the Custom Administration and other 
forms of electronic data interchange services performed 
by private companies are without any doubt 
"svvitchable". The official policy of the CA is in favor of 
tighter inclusion of trustworthy participants into the 
Custom Information System. This just confirms this 
development. Transferring elements of the CA authority 
to partners express another important feature of virtual 
organizations - the trust. From the government point of 
view it is a major breakthrough to realize that it is more 
convenient and even cheaper to trust partners and to 
control them more "sofitly" in indirect and off-line mode. 

Looking into the project and official documents of the 
CA reveals that the svvitching principles as well as the 
role of trust are introduced entirely intuitively, without 
any reference to virtual organizations. It shows that 
evolution of virtual organization could be entirely 
spontaneous and a natural development in the 
competitive and technologically advanced environments. 

4.3 Implementation of the MBN 
According to the Model of Business Networking (MBN) 
integrators and aggregators are essential elements of 
netvvorked and virtual organizations. They are the third 
parties included into business relationship. In the čase of 
the Custom Information system they are not government 
agencies, nor the users of the system. Electronic data 
interchange services performed by the ZZI and other 
companies are "infomediary" (Osterle, 1999). The 
companies around the CA are playing the role of 
integrators and aggregators vvith standardized procedures 
and with standardized interfaces and can be interchanged 
and replaced. It gives the CA a very high flexibility, 
accompanying with noticeable cost reduction and better 
customer services. 

Again, the CA implemented the most visible feature of 
virtual organization - a very high flexibility. 
The overall architecture of the CA Information system is 
modular with surprisingly similar topology as the MBN. 
Terminology used is different, but its structure could be 
described vvith the MBN features. Modular system 
design and application of the Business Bus (the way to 
exchange of business services) and the Business Ports 
(standard business and technological interfaces) offers a 
tool for optimal organizational design in the CA and their 
partners. 

The Business Bus in this čase is a virtual world of 
custom declaration processing that is separated from the 
physical world of goods, importers and custom houses. 
Locations of custom warehouses are the matter of 
convenience and agreement betvveen the CA and an 
importer. It indicates the presence of vital elements of 
virtual organization. 

4.4 "Fuzzy" Organizational Bonds 
With the description of the virtual organization with the 
CPN we could identiiy and formalize some internal 
features like the strength of managerial and 
organizational bonds. We could study the mechanisms 
that make some positions in organization logically 
members of two or even more different organizations. 
Many positions or tasks in the ZZI are so strongly linked 
to the CA, and also opposite, that employees often don't 
know who their boss really is and to whom to report to in 
some cases. 

It means that some organizational relations are not just 
fuzzy but they could also extend out of the organization. 
That is a relatively simple explanation for ambiguous 
boundary limits and boundary crossing. 
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The most interesting feature that the CPN modeling 
offers is its ability to model fuzzy Information and 
decision processes that are the characteristics of the 
organized anarchy and also of virtual organizations. We 
were quite intrigued by the fact that we can implement so 
many ideas of organized anarchy directly on the virtual 
organizations. 

4.5 Results 
The reference models used confirm that the organization 
of the Custom Administration clearly demonstrates 
features of contemporary organizations with an efficient 

utilization of the Internet and even more hidden elements 
of virtual organization. In the absence of proven 
methodologies and indicators for assessment of virtual 
organizations we assessed the features of virtual 
organizations proposed by Mertens et al. (1998). 

We transformed the whole problem into seven separated 
and independed assessments. Each feature was ranked on 
the scale from I to 100 and plotted on the radar chart 
(Figure 1). The picture reveals an uneven development of 
virtual organizations futures - some of them are very 
pronounced, others are stili very close to the traditional 
organizations. 

boundary crossing 
100^ 

sharing of knovvledge 

electronic communication 

complementarv core competencies 

geographical dispersion 

participants equality changing participants 

Figure 1: An assessment of the basic features of the virtual organizations - the čase of the 
Custom Administration in Slovenia 

An electronic communication and the geographical 
dispersion are very developed but, in every day business 
they are the easiest goals to achieve. They represent more 
technical than managerial challenge. Obviously, it is 
much more difficult to achieve managerial goals like 
sharing of knowledge, participation equality and 
particularly changing participants. They are prerequisites 
for introduction of the svvitching principle and 
metamanagement. Results also confirm what we could 
intuitively expect - boundary crossing and 
complementary core competencies are somewhere in the 
middle on the scale of managerial problems. They could 
be achieved in the next step, after introducing electronic 
communication and geographical dispersion on a broad 
scale. 

Conclusion 
The research has revealed that the CA had progressively 
developed towards virtual organization entirely 

intuitively. At the beginning, their main goal was to 
outsource development of their Information system and 
to utilize the ICT, as much as possible. It confirms a well 
known fact noticed in the business community that we 
presently face an evolution rather than revolution 
tovvards virtual organizations. This evolution is 
spontaneous in technologicalIy advanced environments. 
But, even if we accept the fact that the emergence of 
virtual organizations could be spontaneous the 
management stili needs deeper insight into challenges of 
the new organizational paradigm. It will soon turn out to 
be one of the most important expertise of contemporary 
managers. 

The čase of the Custom Administration also presents a 
fine example of virtuality - the virtual world of custom 
declaration processing is separated from the physical 
world of goods, importers and custom houses. It provides 
such a high flexibility that Slovenian accession to the 
European Union won't require any changes in 
organization of the CA - their virtual world will be 
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simply extended from Slovenian borders to the whole 
EU. 
An assessment of the degree of virtuality proved to be a 
real challenge. We are stili short of any useful 
methodology or a set of relevant indicators. Nevertheless, 
a simple čase we investigated showed that we could 
combine different models in search for more holistic 
view on virtual organizations. 
We were able to detect weaknesses and obstacles in 
managerial strategies and also to grade their goals from 
the easiest to the more complex. Technical issues like 
extensive introduction of the Internet are relatively easy 
to achieve and to manage. One of the most pronounced 
features of virtual organizations like boundary crossings 
is also quite common, even in the early phase of the 
development of virtual organization. 

The ability to change participants has received the lowest 
grade in our research. It seems that the real managerial 
challenge is hidden in the switching principle and 
metamanagement. It could lead us to the conclusion that 
fully developed virtual organizations are stili difficult to 
achieve. For that reason management needs much deeper 
understanding of challenges and obstacles in the 
transition from traditional to virtual organizations. 
Researchers could contribute with models and tools that 
would enable managers to set relevant goals and to asses 
their efforts. 
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Image categorization is the problem of classifying images into one or more of severa! possible 
categories or classes, which are defined in advance. Classifiers can be trained using machine learning 
algorithms, but existing machine learning algorithms cannot work with images directly. This leads to 
the needfor a suitable way ofrepresenting or describing images such that learning algorithms can work 
with them. We consider a representation based on texture segmentation and a similarity measure 
between segmented images which has been used successfully in the related area of image retrieval. A 
generalized kernel for use with the support vector machine (SVM) algorithm can be builtfrom such a 
similarity measure. We compare this approach with a more straightforward representation based on 
autocorrelograms, and we show that these two representations can be combined to obtain classifiers 
with higher categorization accuracy. 

1 Introduction 
Besides textual and relational data, people increasingly 
have to deal with pictorial data, or data in the form of 
images. Large pictorial databases are being produced as 
archives digitize their collections, and additionally the 
World Wide Web contains a huge number of images. 
Apart from purely technical problems of storing and 
processing such large amounts of data, the emergence of 
large collections of images opens the problems of 
enabling the users to make sense of this data and find 
what they need. Image categorization deals with one 
aspect of this problem: given a set of images and a set of 
predefined categories or classes, we assume that each 
image should belong to one or possibly several of these 
categories. For a large collection it would be impractical 
to have a human observer categorize ali the images, so 
we want to be able to classiiy the images automatically 
after a small number of images has been classified 
manually to be used for training the automatical 
classifiers. 

However, this view of image categorization as a 
machine learning task immediately opens up a new 
problem: existing machine learning algorithms generally 
cannot work with images directly. Instead, they often 
assume they will be dealing with instances described by 
vectors or tuples. We need to be able to represent images 
using structures of this kind to make use of existing 
machine learning algorithms. 

1.1 Related work in image retrieval 
We can build on existing work in image retrieval, 

which is a related area where the problem of represent
ation has already been encountered. In image retrieval, 
the user poses a query to the system and the system 

should find images that are somehovv relevant to the 
query. Thus a way of representing the query, a way of 
representing images, and a way of comparing a query 
and an image (to determine if the image is relevant with 
regard to this query) are needed. One approach that is 
both technically feasible and useful enough to be 
commonly used in practice (e.g. in web image search 
engines such as Google) is to describe each image using 
a few keywords, and the user's query can then request 
images whose description includes or excludes particular 
keywords. However, this approach is only feasible if 
textual descriptions of images can be obtained auto-
matically (e.g. from the HTML file that linked to an 
image); it is usually too costly to have a human 
maintainer prepare such descriptions manually for a 
larger database. In addition, this textual approach suffers 
from problems of polysemy: different people would use 
different words to describe an image, and the same words 
may mean different things to different people. Therefore 
it is often desirable to rely solely on what can be 
automatically extracted from the images themselves. The 
user's query is then often simply a request to look for 
images similar to a given query image or sketch (this 
approach is known as "querying by contenf', or "content-
based image retrieval"). 

There are several close parallels betvveen image 
retrieval and image categorization. In categorization, if a 
new image is similar to training images from a particular 
category, it should probably itself belong to that 
category; in content-based image retrieval, if an image 
from the database is similar to the query image, it should 
probably be shown to the user. Thus we see that both 
areas need a way of representing images and assessing 
similarity between them. Many image representations 
and similarity measures have been proposed in image 
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retrieval, and we would like to examine some of them 
from the point of view of image categorization as well. 

One popular class of image representations is based 
on simplifying the image by approximating the color of 
each pixel by the nearest color from a predefined and 
fixed color palette; this can also be seen as partitioning 
(or guantizing) the space of ali possible colors. Some 
information is then recorded about the presence of each 
color on the image. When simply the proportion of the 
image covered by (the pixels of) that color is stored, the 
resulting description is called a histogram [11]. However, 
this disregards ali spatial information (how the color is 
distributed around the image): for example, a large patch 
of red would affect the histogram of an image in the 
same way as a large number of red pixels scattered ali 
over the image, which is surely undesirable. 

Several improved histogram-like representations of 
images have been proposed. For example, an auto-
correlogram [4] records, for each color c and for a few 
small integers d, the probability that a pixel, chosen 
randomly at distance d from a randomly chosen pixel of 
color C, will itself be of the color c. This retains infor
mation about the amount of a color present on the image, 
but also records something about the spatial arrangenient 
of each color. Stili, ali "global" representations of this 
type can be seen as somewhat rigid as they record a 
strictly fixed amount of data for each image. They cannot 
take into account the fact that some images are more 
complex than others, that an image may contain several 
objects, or that it may be helpfiil to distinguish between 
an (interesting) object and (uninteresting) background. 

1.2 Image segmentation 
Another, more sophisticated, class of image repre
sentations is based on segmentation, or dividing an image 
into a set of regions such that each region is roughIy 
homogeneous in color and/or texture. Each image is then 
represented by a set of regions; each region is typically 
described by a short vector that is a by-product of the 
segmentation procedure (containing e.g. the average 
color of the region, information about texture, and so on). 
Additionally, the location of each region on the image 
(i.e. which parts of the image are covered by that region) 
is often recorded as vvell. In general, regions might 
overlap, and each region might itself be composed of 
several disjoint parts; this is not necessarily problematic 
as they need not be shown to the user, and image 
similarity measures usually permit the regions to be 
disconnected,'^and sometimes work with overlapping 
regions as well. Representations based on segmentation 
can adapt vvell to differences in complexity between 
images, and have been used successfully in image 
retrieval [NRS99, WLWOO]. 

Various segmentation algorithms have been 
proposed in the context of image retrieval [NRS99, 
WLWOO]. These approaches are usually based on 
dividing the image into a grid of small "windows" (e.g. 
4x4 pixels); each window is described by a short vector 
(containing e.g. the average color and possibly a few 
coefficients from the higher-frequency bands of a 

Nvavelet transform, in order to capture the presence of 
edges or texture), and these vectors are then clustered. 
Each of the resulting clusters contains vectors that lie 
close together in their vector space, and such vectors 
hopefully correspond to windows that are similar in 
appearance; therefore it makes sense to form a region 
from such a group of windows. The region thus obtained 
can be described by the centroid of the cluster, i.e. by the 
average of the vectors that describe the windows from 
which the region was formed. 

To use segmentation for image retrieval, it is also 
necessary to introduce a measure of similarity between 
segmented images. Such measures usually examine pairs 
of individual regions (one region from each image) and 
combine the measures of similarity or difference between 
regions into a single similarity measure betvveen entire 
images. For example, the integrated region matching 
(IRM) measure [8] defines the distance betvveen two 
images as a vveighted sum of distances betvveen regions, 
in which the vveights are chosen so as to allow larger 
regions to have a larger influence on the similarity 
between images. 

To use the representations described above for image 
categorization, one could use global representations (e.g. 
autocorrelograms) in combination with any of several 
machine learning algorithms (such as support vector 
machines, SVM); or use a segmentation-based similarity 
measure with an algorithm that allows an arbitrary 
similarity measure to be plugged into it (e.g. the nearest-
neighbor method). However, our earlier work [1] has 
shown that the nearest neighbor method, in combination 
with segmentation-based image similarity measures, 
results in rather unimpressive performance in comparison 
to SVM and global representations. It is therefore our 
goal to try using segmentation together with support 
vector machines. The main challenge here is that the 
SVM in its original formulation assumes aH training and 
test examples to be described by vectors with the same 
number of components, while in the čase of segmentation 
the description of each image has more structure than 
that, and the number of regions can also vary from image 
to image. 

2 Support vector machines 
Support Vector Machines (SVMs) [3] are a relatively 
recent family of machine learning algorithms that have 
been used successfully in many application domains. In 
the most elementary form of this method, we assume that 
each training example is a vector from some d-
dimensional real space, and that there are exactly two 
classes, called positive and negative. Several extensions 
to multiclass problems are possible [5], usually by con-
verting one multiclass learning problem into several two-
class problems (e.g. training one classifier for each pair 
of classes to separate members of one class from those of 
the other class). 

In SVM learning, we want to separate the positive 
vectors from the negative ones using a hyperplane such 
that the positive training vectors lie on one side of the 
plane and the negative ones lie on the other side. 
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Additionally, to help make the classifier more robust and 
more reliable for use on unseen test vectors, we want the 
training vectors to lie as far from the separating 
hyperplane as possible. Maximizing this distance (known 
as the margiri) from the plane to the nearest training 
examp!e can be čast as an optimization problem in the 
following way. 

Let Xi be the /th training vector, and >>, its label 
(which equals +1 for positive examples and-1 for 
negative training examples. A hyperplane can be 
described by the equation w'x + b = Q, where w is the 
"normal", i.e. a vector perpendicuiar to the plane, and b 
is a threshold that determines the actual location of the 
plane in space. v/x denotes the dot product of the vectors 
w and X. Given a particular vector x, we can determine 
what side of the plane it lies on by examining whether 
\/x + Z> is positive or negative. However, to ensure that 
the training examples do not lie too close to the plane, we 
must also insist that v/x + b has a large enough absolute 
value. We can describe this using the following 
conditions: 

yj= \ =^ w^Xi + b>l and j , = -1 => w^xi + b<-\, 

or, more concisely: yi(w^Xi + b) > \ for ali training 
instances /. If ali training examples satisfy these con
ditions, the space betvveen the hyperplanes w^x + b = \ 
and w^x + b = -I is empty; to maximize the breadth of 
this margin space, we need to maximize the distance 
betvveen these two planeš, which equals 2/||w||. Maxi-
mizing the margin is thus equivalent to minimizing ||w||̂  
subject to the above conditions. 

This optimization problem is usually also extended 
to allow some training instances to be misclassified (or at 
least lie vvithin the margin, though perhaps on the correct 
side of the separating plane) if this leads to a wider 
margin on the other training instances (the soft margin 
formulation of SVM). 

Solving the optimization problem gives us the values 
of w and b, and the resulting classifier simply works 
according to the formulaprediction(x) = sgn[w''x + b]. 

Using standard techniques from optimization theory, 
this optimization problem can be transformed into a 
"dual" form. It tums out that the dual form, as well as the 
resulting classification rule, can be expressed so that the 
training vectors need never be accessed directly, as long 
as we are able to compute the dot product of any two 
vectors. In particular, the normal w can be written as w = 
Z, aiyiXi, where the a/ coefficients are obtained by solving 
the dual optimization problem. The classifier can then be 
described asprediction(x) = sgn[b + S, aiyixi'x]. 

Now suppose we used some mapping ep to map our 
original instances X; into some other (possibly higher-
dimensional) vector space F. Let Â (x„ Xj) := (cp(x,), 
(p(Xy));.- be a function that, given two instances x, and Xj, 
computes the dot product (-,•)/;• (in the new space F) of 
their images (p(x;) and (p(xy) under the mapping ep. It 
follovvs from the above that we could train a hyperplane 
in F vvithout ever working with the mapped vectors (p(x;) 
explicitly, as long as we are able to compute A'(x„ Xj) for 
any two vectors Xi and Xj. The function K defined in this 

way is knovvn as a kernel. The importance of kernels 
arises from the fact that the mapping (p need not be 
linear, and for a nonlinear (p a hyperplane in F could 
correspond to some highly nonlinear separation surface 
in the original space. In this way, kernels allow the SVM 
algorithm to induce nonlinear models while preserving 
the optimization framevvork essentially intact. The appeal 
of kernels stems from the fact that a wisely chosen 
function K can be simple to compute and yet correspond 
to a complex nonlinear mapping into some very high-
dimensional space F. 

A kernel corresponds to a dot product in some vector 
space and can therefore in some sense be seen as a sort of 
similarity measure: the dot product of two vectors (if 
their length is fixed) is greatest when they point in the 
same direction, and then decreases as the angle between 
them increases, eventually becoming O (for orthogonal 
vectors) and even negative, reaching the minimum if the 
two vectors point in exactly the opposite direction. 

However, the converse is not true: that is, not every 
similarity measure corresponds to a scalar product in 
some vector space. If we used a non-kernel similarity 
measure as if it were an actual kernel, we would no 
longer have the mathematical guarantees that the SVM 
training algorithm would converge, and even if it 
converged there would be no theoretical grounds to 
expect the resulting classifier to have good performance. 

3 Generalized kernels 
Generalized SVMs have been proposed by Mangasarian 
[9] to allow an arbitrary similarity function to be used in 
a way analogous to a kernel. In the previous section we 
have seen that SVM can learn nonlinear models of the 
form 

prediction{x) = sgn[b + Z, a;yi K{Xj, x)] 

where K(xi, x) = ((p(x,), (p(x))/.- for some mapping (p to 
some space F and some dot product(-,-)f in F. 

Now if some arbitrary function K were used instead 
of a proper kernel function, again giving us a classifier of 
the form sgn[i + Z;,a;_K/^(^/,x)], this might sfill be a 
perfectly reasonable and useful classifier, but it wouldn't 
necessarily correspond to some hyperplane in some 
vector space F to which the instances Xi and x might have 
been mapped. Thus we couldn't obtain the a; values 
using the criterion of maximizing the margin, because 
there wouldn't even be a hyperplane whose margin to 
maximize. Instead, [9] proposes to minimize the value 
aJHa (subject to the same constraints as before, i.e. that 
our training instances should lie on the correct side of the 
separation surface) for some positive definite matrix H. 
(This problem has a very similar structure to the dual 
form of the original SVM optimization problem, and is in 
fact equivalent to it if K really corresponds to a dot 
product and a suitable matrix H is chosen.) 

In the simplest čase of the generalized SVM, we 
would take H = I (the identity matrix) and thus minimize 
2, a^. This can be interpreted intuitively as looking for a 
separation surface that can be expressed in the simplest 
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possible way, possibly with many a, equal to O (i.e. 
vvithout really using the training example Xi in the 
description of the separating surface). 

It can be shown that the formulation for / / = / is 
equivalent to mapping each instance x into the vector 
{K(x, Xi), ..., K{x, x„)) of its "similarities" (as measured 
by K) to ali the training instances X\,... ,x„, and then 
using an ordinary linear support vector machine over this 
new representation. For the problem of image 
categorization, this amounts to the intuitively appealing 
suggestion that two images should be treated as similar if 
they exhibit a similar pattern of similarities to known 
training images. 

4 Region clustering 
In this section we consider another approach to using 
segmentation-based representations for image categori
zation. Each image has its own set of regions and regions 
belonging to different sets are in a sense quite 
independent of each other. This leads to the need for 
special similarity measures that compare two images by 
considering ali pairs of regions and aggregating the 
similarities of regions into a measure of similarity 
between the images. 

As an alternative, we propose to bring the region-
based representations of images to a "common 
denominator" by clustering the descriptions of aH the 
regions of ali the training images. The hope here is that 
each cluster would correspond to a group of similar 
regions from several images, while regions from separate 
clusters would be quite different in appearance. Thus, 
when comparing two images, if a region of one image 
belongs to a different cluster than some region of the 
other image, there would be no need to compare these 
two regions in any particular way, because knovving that 
they belong to different clusters already indicates that 
they are different in appearance and cannot really 
contribute towards the similarity of the two images under 
consideration. 

Therefore, an image would then be described by 
recording, for each cluster of regions, what proportion of 
the area of this image is covered by regions of this 
cluster. If there are d region clusters, each image would 
now be represented by a J-dimensional real vector (with 
possibly many zero-value components, as there wou!d 
probably be much more clusters than an average image 
has regions). With ali images represented in this same d-
dimensional space, we can then use the ordinary linear 
support vector machine to train classifiers. 

5 Experiinental evaluation 
To compare the approaches described in the previous 
sections, we conducted experiments on the misc 
database, which is publicly available (http://www-
db.stanford.edu/IMAGE/) and has already been used in 
image retrieval literature [13, 10], as well as in our 
earlier work on image categorization [1]. This database 
contains approximately 10000 small photographic 

images (of sizes around 128 by 96 pixels). It is 
thematically very diverse. 

We selected 1172 images from the database and 
manually assigned each of them to one of 14 categories 
(butterflies, US flag, sunsets, autumn, flovvers, planets, 
satellite images of Earth, cars, mountains, clouds, sea, 
surfboards, sailboats, prairie animals). The intention of 
this selection was to have categories of varying size and 
difficulty. The smallest category (flags) contains 32 
images, and the largest (sunsets) contains 224 images. 
Some of the categories, such as sunsets or flovvers, have 
characteristic and easily recognizable color distributions, 
while some categories are quite similar in this respect 
and would therefore be more difficult to distinguish (e.g. 
sea and clouds, both of which have a lot of blue and 
white pixels). 

To train the SVM classifiers, we used the LibSvm 
[2] program, which has the advantage of natively 
supporting multiclass problems. It ušes the all-pairs 
approach to convert a multiclass problem to several two-
class problems: for each pair of classes, a classifier is 
trained to distinguish members of one class from 
members of the other class. To classily a new example, it 
is shown to aH the classifiers, each of vvhich then votes 
for either one or the other of the two classes vvhich it has 
been trained to separate. The class vvith the greatest 
number of votes is then adopted as the final prediction. 

We compared the follovving approaches to image 
categorization: 

1. Images are represented in the HSV (hue, 
saturation, value) color space, vvhich is quantized into 
256 colors (the H axis is split into 16 equal ranges and 
the S and V axes into 4 equal ranges). Each image is then 
described by an autocorrelogram in the resulting 
quantized color space. The autocorrelograms are 1024-
dimensional vectors and are used as input for linear 
SVM. 

2. Images are segmented into regions using the 
segmentation algorithm from WALRUS [10]. The IRM 
similarity metric [8] is then used to construct a 
generalized kernel as described in Section 3 above. In 
other vvords, each image is represented by a vector of its 
IRM similarities to aH the training images; these vectors 
are then used as input for linear SVM. 

3. Images are segmented as in the previous 
paragraph. Each region is described by a short (12-
dimensional) vector, vvhich is a by-product of the 
segmentation algorithm. The vectors resulting from aH 
the regions of ali the training images are then clustered 
(here we use the same algorithm, BIRCH [14], that is 
also used by WALRUS during segmentation). An image 
is then described by a sparse vector specifying vvhat 
proportion of the area of the image is covered by regions 
from each region cluster. Depending on the parameters of 
the segmentation, the average number of regions per 
image might vary from less than ten to more than a 
hundred; then, depending on the parameters of the 
clustering, the number of region clusters (and hence the 
dimensionality of the space in vvhich our images are novv 
represented) is usually on the order of a fevv hundred. 

http://www-
http://db.stanford.edu/IMAGE/
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Once images are represented in this way, linear SVM can 
be used to train classifiers for them. 

For the sake of comparison, we also report the 
performance of the nearest neighbor method with the 
IRM similarity metric (that is, each image is predicted to 
belong to the same class as the most simiiar training 
image). Ali performance values reported here are 
averages (and standard errors) based on tenfold stratified 
cross-validation. 

Method 
Autocorrelograms 

Generalized kernels 
Region clustering 

Nearest neighbors + IRM 

Classiflcation accuracy 
80.2 % ± 1.3 % 
79.0% ± 1 . 3 % 
70.0% ±1 .6% 
69.1% ± 1 . 3 % 

As expected, the nearest-neighbor method is in general 
less successfiil than the approaches based on SVM. 
However, it turns out that the two segmentation-based 
approaches do not outperform the representation based 
on autocorrelograms. The performance of the generalized 
kernel method is not significantly different (using a 
paired t-test) from that of autocorrelograms, and the 
generalized kernel method has the additional 
disadvantage of much greater computational cost. 

In addition, the performance of the region clustering 
approach is remarkably poor. A closer examination 
suggests that the partitioning of regions into region 
clusters is problematic and unstable. For example, if the 
centroid of each cluster is recorded and then ali regions 
are distributed to the cluster with the nearest centroid, 
most of the regions will tend to move to a different 
cluster than they were originally attached to. This means 
that two otherwise simiiar regions might fall into 
different clusters by pure chance, and the similarity 
between their images would thus go unnoticed. The 
authors of the BIRCH clustering algorithm were aware of 
the possibility of such problems, and proposed several 
redistribution passes where the regions are redistributed 
to the nearest centroids, but in our experiments this did 
not lead to a really stable partition even after five or ten 
such passes. 

An alternative way of making use of the region 
clustering approach might be to include the test images in 
the region clustering phase. This really amounts to a 
form of transduction, i.e. using test data as if it was 
simply additional unlabeled training data. It ensures that 
both the training images and the test images are really 
being represented in a space that treats both groups of 
images equally. In this setting, the performance of the 
region clustering increases considerably, and it achieves 
an accuracy of 86.4 % ± 1.0 %. However, for the 
comparison with other methods to be fair, transduction 
should also be included in the SVM learning process. 
Since LibSvm does not support tranduction, we used the 
SvmLight program [6] for these experiments; it 
implements Joachims' transductive SVM algorithm [7]. 
With transductive SVM, region clustering achieves an 
average accuracy of 91.9 % ± 1.0 %, while 
autocorrelograms achieve an accuracy of 90.7 % ± 1.1 %. 

Although this difference is not really significant from a 
practical point of view (a t-test shows that it is 
statistica]ly significant at a confidence level of 0.945, 
slightly below the usual 0.95), it suggests that the region 
clustering approach does have at least some potential to 
be useful. 

Finally, we also considered combining several 
representations. An analysis of classiflcation errors 
shows that classifiers based on different representations 
often make mistakes on different test images; that is, a it 
often happens that a test image is classified correctly by 
one classifier but incorrectly by another. For example, 
consider the classifiers based on autocorrelograms and on 
generalized kernels (with the IRM measure). Of the 1172 
images, 828 are classified correctly by both; 120 only by 
the former; 100 only by the latter; and 128 are mis-
classified by both. (To obtain these numbers, each image 
was classified by a model obtained from that 90% of the 
dataset vvhich does not contain the image under consider-
ation.) 

Thus it seems that some advantage could be gained 
by combining the features of both of these 
representations. Many approaches exist for combining 
several classifiers, but with SVM, this can be done in a 
particularly simple way. If we have two representations, 
(t)i: X-^F[ and ^2,'- ^-^Pi, combining their features (or 
attributes) vvould be equivalent to a new representation (S)\ 
X^F{KF2 defined by the formula ^{x) = ((j)i(x), i)2{x)). 
Now if the kernels A î(x„ xj) and K2{x,, Xj) correspond to 
some dot product on Fi and F2, respectively, the fiinction 
K{Xi, Xj) := Ki{xi, Xj) + K2{Xi, Xj) is a dot product on F]XF2. 
Thus we can obtain the equivalent of a combined 
representation simply by computing the sum of two 
kernels. 

In our experiments, the combination of the 
autocorrelogram representation and the generalized 
kernel using the IRM similarity measure achieved a 
categorization accuracy of 83.7% ± 1 . 4 %. A t-test 
shows that this performance level is significantly better 
than that of either of these two representations 
individually. 

6 Conclusions and future work 
Our experiments show that it is difficult to use seg
mentation-based image representation methods in image 
categorization. Relatively complex ways of using Infor
mation obtained from segmentation, such as the 
generalized kernel approach and (to a lesser extent) the 
region clustering approach, have been found able to 
compete with a simpler and more straightforward 
approach such as autocorrelograms but not to signifi-
cantly outperform it. In the presence of unlabeled test 
images, the region clustering approach performs really 
well (relative to other representations) if a transductive 
SVM learner is not available. We have shown that it is 
possible to use segmentation-based representation in 
combination with another representation to achieve a 
small but significant increase of categorization accuracy. 

We nonetheless believe that there must be ways of 
using segmentation more profitably for image catego-
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rization, just as it is used in image retrieval, and that this 
is stili an interesting topic for fiiture work. In particular, 
it would be interesting to further explore the influence of 
the clustering algorithm used in the region clustering 
approach, and to look for more stable clustering algo-
rithms that would allovv the region clustering approach to 
perform better in the inductive in additional to the trans-
ductive setting. 

In addition, as segmentation is a relatively complex 
task, and segmentation algorithms usually depend on 
several parameters, it would be interesting to explore the 
influence of these various parameters on the 
segmentation (and consequently on image categorization) 
in a more systematic way. 

The region clustering approach could also be 
augmented by taking the similarity between different 
clusters into account. Currently, regions that belong to 
different clusters contribute to different components of 
the sparse vectors that describe our images, and therefore 
vvhatever similarity might exist between two regions 
from different clusters cannot contribute anything 
towards our algorithm's perceived similarity between 
their two images. Acknowledging that regions can be at 
least somewhat similar even if they belong to different 
clusters might lead to an improved representation, but 
wou!d (if taken to the extreme čase) again require us to 
do the equivalent of comparing every region of one 
image with every region of the other image, which is 
what the region clustering approach was designed to 
avoid in the first plače. Perhaps one could determine 
(from the region clustering process itself), for each 
region cluster, just a few most similar clusters and then 
compare pairs of regions from the closely similar clusters 
but ignore pairs of regions from entirely unrelated 
clusters. 

Region clustering could also be integrated with 
segmentation. Currently, segmentation is being per-
formed separately on each image, by clustering the 
descriptions of its 4x4 pixel windows; then, the region 
descriptions of ali the images in the training set are 
clustered to form region clusters. These two steps could 
be merged by considering the descriptions of ali 
windows from ali the images as a single large set and 
performing clustering on this. Each image would then be 
represented by a vector of values showing what 
proportion of the image is covered by windows 
belonging to a particular cluster. 

Combination of several kemels could also be 
pursued further, particularly in the direction of 
combining more than two classifiers and using weighted 
sums of kemels. 

Additionally, the methods considered here should be 
tested on other datasets, as (given that widely different 
methods achieve highly similar categorization accuracy 
values on the present dataset) it is perhaps simply 
unrealistic to expect better performance on the current 
dataset, as the categories have an essentially "semantic" 
motivation that the current image representation methods 
simply cannot capture. 
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Traditional image authentication methods cannot preserve the authenticity after the processing of the 
JPEG lossy compression. This is because the JPEG lossy compression destroys the secret embedded in 
the image. However, the JPEG lossy compression has been so widely used that it simply exists 
everywhere. Thus, this kind of modification should be taken into consideration. To improve traditional 
image authentication methods, we shall propose a new method that can not only prevent images from 
being tampered with but also allow reasonable JPEG lossy compression. Our method works by 
extracting some significant discrete cosine transform (DCT) coefficients and setting a compression 
tolerant range. The extracted DCT coefficients will be able to survive when the image is not further 
modified or lossily compressed. The experimental results show that our method can tolerate JPEG lossy 
compression while keeping the image from illegal modifications. 

1 Introduction 
Digital images have been widely used in the computer original image. The extracted VQ indices are called 
world. However, vvithout due protection, they can be features. These features are embedded into the DCT 
easily modified with image-processing tools. As a result, coefficients located in the middle-frequency part of each 
image authentication has become an important research DCT block of the original image. The embedded 
issue. Ifsomeone has malicious!y manipulated an image, features can be used for image tamper detection and 
the image authentication system has to have the ability to recovery. Unfortunately, this method cannot tolerate 
point out the exact places that have been modified. JPEG lossy compression (Pennebaker & Mitchell 1993). 

The image after JPEG lossy compression may stili be 
Image authentication methods can be classified into two considered acceptable. 
categories. They are digital-signature-based methods 
(Bhattacharjee & Kutter 1998, Friedman 1993, Lu & Hence, we shall propose a new method here in this paper 
Liao 2000) and watermarking-based methods (Kundur & that can prevent images from being tampered with even 
Hatzinakos 1999, Schneider & Chang 1996, Lin et al. when they have gone through JPEG lossy compression. 
2000, Hung et al. 2001). In a digital-signature-based Our method takes advantage of two distinct properties of 
method, the original image is hashed and then encrypted the image and extracts some features from these two 
via the public key encryption (Rivest et al. 1978). The properties for further verification. 
encryption result is called the "signature" of the image. 
On the other hand, in a watermarking-based method, The first^property is that the DCT coefficients located in 
vvatermarks are first embedded into an image and later the uppet left positions contain most of the Information 
extracted from it to verily the authenticity. An image is in an image block. To make use of the property, we 
said to have gone through malicious manipulations if the extract some features from those significant DCT 
retrieved watermarkss''^are not identical to the coefficients and modify them vvithin a pre-defined 
corresponding original wate.rmarks. compression-tolerant range. The extracted features can 

tolerate JPEG lossy compression if the significant DCT 
In 2001, Hung et al. proposed an image authentication coefficients do not go beyond the compression-tolerant 
method based on the DCT coefficients. Their method range. Conversely, if the image has been maliciously 
performs the vector quantization (VQ) technique on the manipulated, the modified DCT coefficients will surely 

mailto:tschen@ntit.edu.wt
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exceed the compression-tolerant range, and that is how 
we stili detect illegal modifications. 

The second property of the JPEG lossy compression is 
that, after the encoding and decoding processes, the high 
frequency part of each block will be lest. This is because 
most of the DCT coefficients located in the lower right 
positions will become zero after JPEG lossy compression. 
Thus the 64 pixel values of each smooth image block 
will move toward their mean value. Based on this 
property, the proposed method calculates the maximum 
difference between the mean value and each pixel value 
for each block. The maximum difference should be 
decreased after JPEG lossy compression. In other words, 
if the maximum difference gets increased, then we know 
that the image is tampered with. 

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we shall 
review DCT property and the image authentication 
method by Hung et al. After that, our proposed image 
authentication method will be described in Section 3. In 
Section 4, some experiments and security analyses will 
be discussed. Finally, the conclusions will be presented 
in Section 5. 

2 Related Work 
2.1 Discrete Cosine Transformation 
DCT is an image transformation method that can 
transform each pixel in the spatial domain into the 
frequency domain. It is very popular in applications such 
as image compression, image processing, watermarking, 
etc. The two-dimension transformation of DCT and 
inverse DCT (IDCT) are defined as folIows respectively. 

'to)4<wSE«^ )̂'»« )̂o^ )̂-Â  x=0 y=C IN IN 
(2C+1)OT (2y+l)_/;r, 

fi?c,y>1 -^DcOnU^c^^^^)^ 
1=0 j=0 2N 7N 

•)• 

(1) 

(2) 

Here c(i), c(j)=\ / ^ for i, j=0, otherwise c(i), c(j)=l. 
Besides, J{x, y) is the pixel value in the spatial domain 
and F{i, J) is the DCT coefficient in the frequency 
domain. Generally speaking, 2-D DCT is often used to 
process blocks of 8*8 pixels each. Therefore, the 
parameter A'̂  is set to be 4. 

An important property of DCT is that after DCT 
transforming, for an image block, the DCT coefficients 
located in the upper left positions contain most of the 
energy. That is to say, even if we only use those DCT 
coefficients to reconstruct a block by IDCT 
transformation, the image features of the reconstructed 
block will stili be the same as the original block. That is 
why we can extract some significant DCT coefficients 
located in the upper left positions as our significant 
features. 

2.2 The Hung et al.'s Image Authentication 
2.2.1 DCT-Based Embedding Procedure 
Hung et al.' s image authentication can be divided into 
two stages: feature extraction and feature embedding. In 
the feature extraction stage, they employ the VQ 
compression technique to process the original image. 
Note that the encoding block of VQ is 4x4 pixels. 
Therefore, they can obtain VQ indices as features, or 
called watermarks. Two 16-dimensional codebooks Qi 
and Clr are used to encode the original image O 
respectively. The encoding results are VVj and Wr. Wd is 
the detection feature and Wr is the recovery feature. 
These two distinct features are used for image tampering 
detection and recover/. 

In feature embedding, Wd and Wr are embedded into the 
DCT coeificients located in the middle-frequency part of 
each block of the original image. Here the DCT block is 
8x8 pixels. The detection features of an image block are 
embedded into its block itself, but the recovery features 
are not because the recovery features vvill be destroyed if 
its block gets tampered with. To solve this problem, they 
use pseudorandom permutation operation to embed the 
recovery features of one block in another block. 

Consider an image block S,. Assume the embedded 
features are Wi={wi, vva,..., Ws) and the middle-frequency 
coefficients are Mj={m\, m2,..., m^. Here s is the total bit 
length of the features w/ and -vv,'. They use the hiding 

fiinction and the pseudorandom number with a seed Sk to 
embed the features into the DCT coefficients located in 
the middle frequency part. The hiding function is 
defined as follows. 

H(mj,H'j) = 
L4«rJ 

L4«J 

x4a + 2a if BI = 1 

(3) 
x4a if «0 = 0 

Here a > I is the adjusting magnitude. A large a value 
vvill make an image become more distorted. On the other 
hand, a small a value cannot endure an error. After the 
embedding procedure is finished, IDCT is performed 
upon the above DCT block to obtain the embedded 
image. The embedded image can be published when the 
verification Information is embedded into the original 
image. 

2.2.2 Tamper Detection and Recovery Procedure 
Given a test image O'. They use the embedded detection 
features to decide if the test image O' has been tampered 
with or not. If the ansvver is yes then they use the 
recovery procedure to recover the modified places. First, 
they use DCT transformation on the test image O', and 

then they retrieve the detection features Wf and the 

recovery features W' in each DCT block. They use the 

extraction function and the pseudorandom number with a 
seed Sk to extract the features in each DCT block. The 
extraction function is defined as follows. 
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Eimj) = 
if 

otherwise 
[(mj+a) mod(4a;)] < 2a (4) 

Here mj is the coefficients in the middle-frequency part. 
As for the recovery features, because the pseudorandom 
permutation operation was previously used to permute 
them, the inverse pseudorandom permutation should be 
performed here. They compute iv" = P~' {w'), vvhere P"' 
is an inverse permutation fiinction. 

Next, they perform VQ on the test image O'. The 16-
dimensional codebook O j is used to encode the test 
image O'. Consider a DCT block Bi of the test image. 

An 8x8 DCT block Bi can be divided into four encoding 
VQ-blocks {bii, bi2, b^, b/^) with 4x4 pixels each. Let Df 
denote {da, di2, dj^, d^) and djj be the VQ index of the 
closest codevvord of the subblock bij. A block Bi is said 
to have been tampered with if Z), ¥" w'' and 

RMSE( B', 5, )>?, vvhere RMSE is the root mean square 

error (RMSE) between two blocks, and ris a threshold . 

Here w'' is the detection feature of the blocks;, and B ' 

is the reconstructed block generated following the side-
match VQ method (Chang & chen 1993) as foliovvs. 

When the method detects that a DCT block Bi has been 
tampered with, then the recovery procedure is performed. 
Assume Bi={bii, ba, i«, 6/̂ ) has been illegally modified. 
They use the recovery features \Y" and w" by looking 
up the codebook Q ^ to recover subblocks 6,/ and 6,̂ . As 
for subblocks bi2 and ba, they use the side-match VQ 
method to reconstruct them. Assume the four neighbors 
of subblock bij are bj, b,, bu, and ba. Then the side-match 
method can use these four neighbors to reconstruct 
subblock bij. When the side-match method is adopted, 
the bit length of the recovery features can be reduced. 
Let the reconstructed block of Bi be B' • Finally, we can 
obtain a recovered image 6 • 

The main dravvback of this method is that it cannot 
tolerate inevitable innocent modification such as JPEG 
lossy compression. Therefore, we intend to propose a 
new method to improve it as follovvs. 

3.1 The Signing Procedure 
Given a gray-level image O. First, we partition it into 
nonoverlapping blocks, and then we use DCT to 
transform each block into a DCT coefficient matrix C{i, 
j), vvhere 0<i,j<l. The DCT coefficients located in the 
upper left positions contain most of the Information of 
the image block, even if the image has been compressed 
by lossy JPEG. This is the reason why we often call 
them the "significant DCT coefficients". We extract 
some features from the significant DCT coefficients of 
each block for further verification. If the block is 
modified, then the significant DCT coefficients will also 
be changed. The extracted features will not be identical 
with the original ones. 

To withstand JPEG lossy compression, we set the 
compression-tolerant range for those significant DCT 
coefficients. The detailed procedure is described as 
follows. Consider an image block Bi with its DCT 
coefficient matrix C. The proposed method chooses ten 
significant DCT coefficinets C(0,0), C(0,]), C(],0), 
C(2,0), C(l,l), C(0,2), C(0,3), C(l,2), C(2,l), and C(3,0) 
in zig-zag scan order (like JPEG). We apply these DCT 
coefficinets to represent the features of the block. 
Besides, we use a scale function to quantize and adjust 
these DCT coefficients. The scale function is defined as 
belovv. 

C'{i,J) = 
L C ( / , ; ) / a > a + - ifC(/,7)>0 

|_C(/,y)/aJxctr otherwise 

(5) 

where O ^;', J ̂  7, and a is the position number. The 
parameter a is used to quantize the significant DCT 
coefficients, and the value (a / 2) is used to indicate the 
compression-tolerant range. A large a value will make 
the values of the DCT coefficients change drastically; as 
a result, the reconstructed image will become very 
distorted. On the other hand, if the value of a is too 
small, then the image can hardly tolerate JPEG lossy 
compression. We can obtain a new reconstructed DCT 
coefficient matrix C"{i, j) by adopting the above scale 
fucntion. Finally, we use IDCT transformation to 
transform each adjusted DCT block into 8x8 pixels and 
thus obtain a signed image O'. 

3 The Proposed Method 
Our proposed method is based on two properties of the 
JPEG lossy compression. We shall define the 
compression-tolerant range for the significant DCT 
coefficients and calculate the maximum difference for 
each block. The compression-tolerant range and the 
maximum difference are employed respectively to 
vvithstand JPEG lossy compression and to prevent the 
image from being tampered with. The signing and 
verification procedures of our proposed method will be 
stated as follovvs. 

We could record the ten adjusted DCT coefficients 
directly and use them as the features of the corresponding 
block. Hovvever, this would waste a lot of storage space. 
The proposed method conducts the following steps to 
reduce the storage of the ten coefficients. First, we 
create a one-dimension array A whose size is 4096. Each 
element of A is a bit value. The maximum values of the 
DCT coefficients in a DCT block will not exceed the 
range between +2048 and -2048 alter the DCT 
transformation. The proposed method assigns the 
contents of A by means of a pseudo random number 
generator (PRNG) with a seed S k. Notice that we can use 
different seeds in different images for security's sake. 
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We will use the contents of A to record the ten adjusted 
DCT coefficients. If the value of an adjusted DCT 
coefficient is p, then the proposed method retreives the 
corresponding bit A[2048+p] to represent p. This bit is 
called the "feature bit." Hence, we collect the ten feature 
bits as a variable/for each block. Note that/is the final 
result of the proposed method according to the ten 
significant DCT coefficients. 

How is the extraction of the features related to security? 
The features extracted by the above procedure do not 
contain any Information about the DCT coefficients 
located in the lower right positions. What if someone 
maliciously manipulates the DCT coefficients located in 
the lower right positions, then? For example, assume 
that a DCT coefficient located in a lower right position is 
0. If we modify this coefficient to be 1000, then the 
reconstructed block will be different from the original 
block. However, depending on features extraction only, 
we cannot solve this kind of problem. Because the above 
procedures only consider the significant DCT 
coefficients located in the upper left positions, we think it 
is necessary to add some processes to assist the features 
extraction to solve this kind of problem. 

The lower right DCT coefficients of a block processed by 
the quantization table of JPEG will get close to zero or 
become zero. These DCT coefficients indicate the high 
frequency part of the block. Their zero values represent 
that the pixel values of the corresponding block usually 
have lower variance. That is, the pixel values of the 
block will be close to their mean value in most cases. 
Let m denote the mean value of a block B. The proposed 
method employs m to subtract each pixel value in B and 
picks out the maximum absolute different value as the 
maximum difference T of B. According to the results of 
our experiments, after JPEG lossy compression, for the 
same block B, its maximum difference T shall not be 
bigger than two and a half times the original difference T. 

Finally, we disclose the signed image O'. The proposed 
method stores a quantization value a, the seed Sk of 
PRNG, the maximum difference T of each block, and the 
feature/of each block in the certificafion authority (CA). 
The maximum difference and the features of each block 
will be used to verify the signed image O'. 

[Signing Procedure] 

Input: A gray-level image O, a seed S^ of PRNG, 
and a quantization value a. 

Output: The signed image O', the maximun difference 
T of each block, and the feature / of each 
block. 

Step 1: Partition an image O into nonoverlapping 
blocks and use DCT to transform each block 
into DCT coefficient matrix C(i,J), where O 

Step 2: Use a scale ftinction to quantize and adjust 
ten signification DCT coefficients located in 
the upper left positions. 

Step 3: Create a one-dimension array A whose size is 
4096. The content of A is assigned by PRNG 
with a seed S^. 

Step 4: If the adjusted DCT coefficient is p, then 
retrieve the corresponding bit A[2048+p]. 
Collect the ten featue bits and genertate the 
feature/for each block. 

Step 5: Use IDCT trasnformation to transform each 
adjusted DCT block into 8x8 pixels and then 
obtain a signed image O'. 

Step 6: Partition the signed image O' into 
nonoverlapping blocks and calculate the 
maximum difference T for each block. 

Step 7: Disclose the signed image O' and store the 
quantization value a, a seed St of PRNG, the 
features / of each block, and the maximum 
different T of each block in the certiflcation 
authority (CA). 

An example of the signing procedure is illustrated in 
Figure 1. Figure l(a) shovvs a block of 8x8 pixels. We 
use DCT to transform this block into DCT coefficients 
and then list them in Figure l(b). After that, we use the 
scale function to adjust ten of the significant DCT 
coefficients. The quantization value a in the scale 
function of this example is 8. The adjusted DCT 
coefficients are shown in Figure l(c). The ten adjusted 
significant DCT coefficients are 892, -132, 84, -12, -164, 
44, -4, 84, 148, and 132. Next, we create a one-
dimension array A. The content of A, listed in Figure 
l(d), is assigned by PRNG with the seed 5*. The 
extracted ten feature bits are 1, 1, 1, O, 1, O, O, O, O, and O 
since A[2048+892]=l, A[2048+(-132)]=l, ..., A[2048+( 
132)]=0. After the above processes, the proposed 
method ušes IDCT to transform the adjusted DCT 
coefficients block into 8x8 pixels. The signed block is 
shown in Figure l(e). The mean value and maximun 
difference in this example are 111 and 98 respectively. 
Finally, we store the quantization value a (i.e., 8), the 
seed Sk of the PRNG, the maximum difference (i.e., 98), 
and the feature bits (1, 1, O, 1, O, O, O, O, O, 0) in CA. 

3.2 The Verification Procedure 

The basic idea of the verification procedure is that we 
will extract the maximum differences and features of the 
signed image and compare them with the corresponding 
maximum differences and features stored in CA. The 
image is tampered with if they are not identical. 

At the beginning, we input a signed image O'. The 
proposed method requests the quantization value a, the 
seed Si of the PRNG, the feature/of each block, and the 
maximum difî erence T of each block from CA. Next, the 
signed image O' is partitioned into nonoverlapping 
blocks where the block size is 8x8 pixels. Consider a 
block B,. We extract the maximum difference T' of 5,. 
The maximum difference calculation method here is 
identical with that in the signing procedure. The block 
will be proven to have been tampered with if the 
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maximum difference T is larger than 2.5x7. Here T is 
the maximum differnece of B stored in CA. 
Suppose T < 2.5xT. We cannot say for sure that this 
block has not been tampered with for now. The proposed 
method has to do the follovving checking. The proposed 
method ušes DCT to transform Bj into DCT coefficients. 
The feature / in Bj will be extracted. The feature 
extraction procedure in the verification procedure is the 
same as that in the signing procedure. The block 6, can 
be proven to have not been tampered with if the extracted 
feature / of the signing image is identical with the 
corresponding feature/stored in CA. After the checking 
is aH done, the blocks tampered with are marked "Ves" 
and the blocks not tampered with are marked "No". 

[Verification Procedure] 

Input: The signed image O'. The quantization value 
«, the seed St of the PRNG, the feature / of 
each block.and the maximum different T of 
each block from CA. 

Output: 'Yes' or 'No'. 'Yes' means the block has been 
tampered with. 'No' means the block has not 
been tampered with. 

Step 1: Partitlon an image O' into nonoverlapping 
blocks. 

Step 2: Extract the maximum difference T' for each 
block. 

Step 3: Compare T with T' in the same block. The 
block is proven to have been tampered with 
if T' is larger than 2.5^T. If so, stop 
verifying the block and mark "Ves" for this 
block. Otherwise, we cannot yet say that this 
block has not been tampered with for now. 
The proposed method has to do the following 
checking. 

Step 4: Extract the feature/ in the remaining blocks. 
Step 5: Compare/with/in the same block. Ifthey 

are identical, the block is marked "No". 
Otherwise, the block is marked "Ves". 

An example of the verification procedure is illustrated in 
Figure 2. Figure 2(a) shows a violence block of 8x8 
pixels to be verified. The mean value and maximum 
difference in this example are 68 and 129, respectively. 
The maximum differences in Figures 1 and 2 are 98 and 
129, respectively, and the maximum value 129 is bigger 
than 98. The distortion here is acceptable in terms of the 
proposed method. Thus we need to verify this block 
again in the follovving. The proposed method applies 
DCT on this block. The DCT coefficients of this block 
are listed in Figure 2(b). After that, we use the same 
scale function as was used in the previous example to 
adjust the ten significant DCT coefficients. The 
quantization value a is 8 in the scale function. The 
quantized results are 548, -44, 28, 12, -284, 44, -20, 356, 
20, and 220. Next, we create a one-dimension array A 
by PRNG with the seed Sk and list it in Figure l(d). The 
extracted ten feature bits are 1, 1, 1, O, 1, O, O, 1, O, and 1 
since A[2048+548]=l, A[2048+(-44)]=l,..., and 
A[2048+220]=l. The proposed method picks up the 

original feature from the previous example and compares 
it with the above results. Finally, we find that they are 
not identical since (1, 1, O, 1, O, O, O, O, O, 0)^{[, 1, I, O, 
1, O, O, 1, O, 1). This means this block has been tamperd 
with. 

4 Discussions and Analyses 
The number of the significant DCT coefficients in our 
experiment is set to be 10. We select ten significant DCT 
coefficients to represent the feature of a block because 
they are enough to keep most of the Information of a 
block according to our experiments. If we use more 
feature bits, then the security of the proposed method can 
be improved significantly, but the image quality of the 
signed image will be decreased at the same time. This is 
because most of the significant DCT coefficients have 
been modified and adjusted by the scale function. In 
addition, we need to store more feature bits of each block 
in CA. On the other hand, if we use less significant DCT 
coefficients in the proposed method, then the image 
quality of the signed image will be improved. Hovvever, 
the coefficients will be not enough to represent the 
feature of a block and thus will increase the probability 
of undetected tampering. 

The scale function ušes quantization value a to quantize 
and adjust the significant DCT coefficients. If we 
increase the value of a, the extracted features will be able 
to survive under high JPEG lossy compression. That is, 
the compression-tolerant range will be increased. 
However, the image quality of the signed image will be 
decreased at the same time. This is because the increase 
of quantization value a will enlarge the variety of the 
DCT coefficients. On the other hand, if vve decrease 
quantization value a, then the image quality of the signed 
image will be increased, but the compression-tolerant 
range will be decreased. 

The feature bits and the maximum differences in this 
paper are used to verify the signed image. The number 
of the feature bits is the same as that of the significant 
DCT coefficients. If vve extract more feature bits, then 
the security of the image can be improved, but we need 
to store more features. Besides, the selection of the 
maximum difference of each block is also very important. 
A large difference will increase the pixers compression-
tolerant range, but a small difference can decrease the 
probability of undetected tampering. 

Consider the following cases of malicious manipulations. 
First, if someone wants to use image-processing tools to 
slightly modiIy the image directly, we can consider this 
kind of modification acceptable like reasonable JPEG 
lossy compression. Otherwise, vve can use the features to 
point out the modified areas. Second, if someone tries to 
remove the features, it vvill be very difficult. The 
security of our method is based on PRNG and the 
features stored in certificate authority (CA) for further 
verification. Without the seed 5^ of PRNG, nobody can 
get the features. Third, if someone vvants to maliciously 
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manipulate the non-significant DCT coefficients like 
setting a large number on those non-significant DCT 
coefficients, we can use the maximum difference to point 
this modification out. 

Our experiraents were executed on IBM personal 
Computer with a Pentium 133 CPU. The image-
processing tool employed in the experiments was 
Photoshop 5.0. Two test images 'Lena' and 'F16' were 
used. Their original images are shown in Figures 3 and 4. 
Their image size is 256x256 pixels each. Table 1 lists 
the PSNR values versus a under some quantization 
values. Table 2 shows the error block numbers of two 
signed images under some JPEG compression quality. In 
Photoshop, the parameter q represents compersssion 
quality, and its value is between zero to ten. A large q 
value means better image quality but also means low 
compression rate, and vice versa. 

The peak signal to noise rate (PSNR) is used to evalute 
the image quality, and it is defmed as follovvs: 

PSNR=10xlog,o:^:^£- dB. (6) 
MSE 

The mean square error {MSE) for an N'<N gray-level 
image is 

MSE={-fY, X C^'/-^^)'' (7) 

Here x,y denotes an original pixel value, and X y denotes 
the corresponding decoded pixel value. Besides, we 
define the compression rate (CR). The compression rate 
is defmed as follovvs: 

C R = ^ . (8) 
X 

Here X means the original image size while X means 
the compressed image size. 

Two extra experiments were conducted to illustrate the 
performance of our method except the above experiments. 
The quantization vlaue a was set to be 8 in these two 
extra experiments. In the first experiemt, we input the 
original image 'Lena' shown in Figure 3 and output the 
signed gray-level image 'Lena' in Figure 5. After that, we 
used JPEG lossy compression to compress the signed 
'Lena', where the compression rate was 3 (CR=3), and, 
moreover, we modified the compressed 'Lena' in the eyes. 
The decompressed 'Lena' after compression and 
tampering is shown in Figure 6. The result of the 
verification procedure is listed in Figure 7. According to 
our experiment, the decompression result is "acceptable"; 
and the eyes tampered with can also be pointed out by 
our method. Such phenomenon also exists in 'F 16'. The 
experimental results are shown in Figures 8-10. 

5 Conclusions 
In this paper, we have proposed two important 
properities of image authentication. Taking advantage of 
those two properities, our method can both prevent 
images from being tampered with and allow acceptable 

JPEG lossy compression. First, we set the compression-
tolerant range for significant DCT coefficients. The 
block can vvithstand JPEG lossy compression if the 
significant DCT coefficients after JPEG lossy 
compression do not fall off the compression tolerant-
range. Second, we set the maximum difference for each 
block to detect malicious manipulations done to the non-
significant DCT coefficients. According to our 
experimental results, our method can indeed vvithstand 
JPEG lossy compression while keeping the image from 
being tampered with. 
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Table 1: The image quality (PSNR) of the signed images 
under different quantization vlaues a=4, 6, 8, 10, 
and 12 

a=4 a=6 a=8 a=10 a=12 

F-16 50.04dB 49.77dB 47.72dB 45.93dB 44.36dB 
Lena 52.07dB 49.87dB 47.97dB 46.16dB 44.62dB 

Table 2: Numbers of Error blocks of the signed images 
pointed out after different JPEG compression 
qualities q= 8, 5, and 1 

Signed images a=4 a=6 a=8 a=10 
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(c) The adjusted DCT coefficients 

a=12 
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(e) The signed block 

Figure 1: An example of the signing procedure 
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(a) A violence block of 8x8 pixels 
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(c) The adjusted DCT coefficients 

Figure 2: An example of the verification procedure 
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Figure 3: The original image 'Lena' Figure 7: The verification result 
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Figure 4: The original image 'F 16' Figure 8: The signed image 'F16' where the 
PSNR=47.72 dB 

Figure 5: The signed image 'Lena' where 
the PSNR=47.97 dB 

Figure 9: The 'F 16' with airframe tampered with 

Figure 6: The compressed 'Lena' with the eyes 
tampered with 
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Figure 10: The verification result 
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Mobile agents have been considered a promising technology lo develop e-commerce applications, 
however the seciirity concerns about the technology have stopped their widespread use. 

The identified security areas comprise protecting hosts against malicious agents, protecting the agent 's 
transmission and protecting agents against malicious hosts. The first two security issues and the 
protection of the agent 's code state can be solved by applying traditional security technigues. Even 
though there are some works that manage the privacy of execution, their implementation is almost 
unfeasible in terms ofperformance and complexity. 

This paper describes afast and easy to implement algorithm that a mobile agent can use to encrypt its 
data during its itinerary. The algorithm only makes use ofa bitmap andXOR operations. The algorithm 
consist of applying XOR operations to the data to be ciphered and a random bitmap, while the map is 
repeatedly shifted to the right or to the left in order to compute a CRC field for validation against 
malicious tampering. 

The method only ušes basic bit operations so that its implementation is very easy to develop. Besides, 
since it does not use any computationally expensive cryptographic technigue (i. e. digital signatures) it is 
very fast. In this way we manage to have a secure, simple, fast and feasible protection algorithm to 
protect data while mobile agents are roaming, where simplicity and performance are its better 
advantages. 

• Protection of the agent system against attacks from 
1 Introduction mobile agents 

Mobile Agent Systems are expected to make e-commerce • Protection of the agent against other agents. 
transactions inside virtual supermarkets. In this ^ ^ • i, • j- .• ^ • • i ^ 

. . . . ., . . , . ., • Protection of mformation transmission between 
agent servers against unauthorized third parties. application area security is crucial since we can consider 

that any application will not be useful vvithout doing 
secure transactions. • Protection of the agent against malicious agent 
, . , ., ^ • i J: J , , J » * * J systems (malicious hosts), vvhich includes protection 
Mobile agents consist of code state, data state, and \. , , ^ , 

.. ^ ^ , . , •• ^ . 1 rf „ *u t or the data state 01 the agent. 
execution state. Mobile agent systems are platiorms that '^ 
allow agents to migrate from one node (a mobile agent Different security architectures for mobile agents [1] and 
system) to another, keeping its three states. While agents mobile agent systems [2] [3] have used standard 
migrate there are several security aspects involved. We cryptographic techniques like public key cryptography, or 
can point out different mechanisms that must be digital signatures to authenticate authorities and solve the 
implemented by the mobile agent system to ensure the problem of protecting the host against malicious agents. 
security of the mobile agent applications. Mobile agent Also, they have implemented secure channels for the 
systems basically must provide: transmission of the agents by using SSL or TLS. 

http://uniovi.es
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Nevertheless, the protection of mobile agents from 
malicious hosts is only partially solved. 

The code state of the agent can be signed since it will not 
be modifiable. In this way, we can protect the static part 
of the agent. Hovvever, to protect the data state (that 
changes dynamically) becomes a more difficult task to 
taclile. 

There are some works in this area, described in the 
related work section. However, there has not been found 
any solution having a feasible implementation. 

Consider that most of mobile agent e-commerce 
applications do not need to protect aH the data state, but 
only some important values vvhere agents filter 
information and compile their results. The algorithm 
presented in this paper protects ali the data that the agent 
decides to encrypt by calling a cipher fiinction. When the 
agent returns, only the source server is able to decrypt the 
sensible information stored by the agent. 

The algorithm describes an easy way to protect sensible 
data that must be gathered and are carried ,by mobile 
agents alongside their itinerary. Two principal advantages 
are highlighted: the algorithm is simple and feasible to 
implement, and computationally inexpensive. 

2 Related Work 
Wilhelm presented a technique for protecting the 
itinerary of the mobile agents by using hardware 
mechanisms [4]. He considered that software algorithms 
were not enough to ensure complete security during the 
mobile agenfs itinerary. Even though the technique 
managed to achieve the protection of the itinerary, its 
implementation in real applications becomes difficult, 
since special hardware is required. 

One interesting approach to avoid the malicious host 
attacks was proposed by Fritz Hohl [5]. This approach, 
which is called Code Mess Up, consists of a combination 
of two mechanisms: the first one generates a new and far 
less understandable version of the agenfs code. The 
second mechanism restricts the lifetime of the agent's 
code and data. In this way, when the code of the agent is 
messed up, the malicious server would take some more 
tirne in order to understand the code and then attack it, 
but since the agent's lifetime is restricted, the malicious 
server will not have enough time to attack the agent. In 
this way the agent remains untouched. 

Another solution for this problem was proposed by 
Tomas Sander and Christian Tschudin [6] [7]. They 
presented techniques on how to achieve "non-interactive 
computing with encrypted programs" in certain cases and 
give a complete solution for this problem in important 
instances. They fiirther show how an agent might securely 
perform a cryptographic primitive, digital signing, in an 
untrusted execution environment. Their results are based 
on the use of homomorphic encryption schemes and 
fiinction composition techniques. 

The last two soIutions were designed to offer privacy on 
the agenfs execution, but not to give privacy and 
integrity to the agenfs data. Beside, both of them have 
two main problems: a quite difficult implementation and 
a considerable performance hit in čase of 
implementation. Perhaps these disadvantages are the 
reason why these techniques have not been implemented 
by any mobile agent system, as far as we know, and the 
problem in current mobile agent systems is stili unsolved. 

Considering these related works, the goal of our research 
is to offer a simple and feasible to implement algorithm 
that can be used by mobile agents just for encrypting the 
data that they gather vvhile they are roaming in untrusted 
execution environments, and vvithout a perceivable 
performance hit. 

3 Data Encryption Using Bitmaps 
and the XOR Operation 

The design of this data protection technique takes into 
account the fact that, in most applications, it is not vital to 
protect the whole data state of the mobile agent but some 
variables holding sensible data gathered by the agent, 
which is the main goal of the agenfs travel and need to 
be protected. 
Typical examples of these applications are e-commerce 
applications in which an agent travels alongside an 
itinerary looking for prices or particular services. The 
vital information that must be protected is the priče or 
service offered in each visited server. 
This technique requires that the agent travels holding data 
generated by the source server that will be used by the 
agent to encrypt the sensible data gathered, using fast 
XOR operations. 

3.1 Usefulness of the XOR Operator 
The main encrypfion idea is to apply the XOR operation 
between data and a random number (expressed as a 
bitmap in a row of a matrix and knovvn only by the source 
server) to encrypt information. Once the agent returns to 
the source server, the XOR operation is applied again to 
the encrypted data, using the same random number, and 
the information is restored. 
The agent in the source server will generate two matrixes 
with a number of rows equal to the number of data items 
it expects to encrypt. Initially, both matrixes will be filled 
with the same random numbers (forming a random 
background bitmap). One of the matrixes will be stored 
in the source server and the agent will carry the other. 

For example, lef s assume a 10 (binary 1010) is generated 
as a random number and put it in a row of the matrix. 
This number goes with the agent and a copy is also stored 
in the source server. During the itinerary, the agent gets a 
3 (binary 0011) that the agent wishes to encrypt. The 
XOR operation will be then applied between the random 
number and the datum to be protected (1010 ® 0011), 
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giving 1001 as a result. This datum is stored in the same 
row of the matrix, overvvriting the initial random mask, in 
order to avoid the next server seeing the random number 
used to encrypt the datum. Also, the next server is not 
able to know the real datum, since it ignores the random 
number used to apply the XOR operation. 
A given server will use the next free row available in the 
matrix to store new data, as the occupied rows contain 
data encrypted in previous servers. In this way, the 
current server will never be able to know the previously 
encrypted data since it does know neither the datum nor 
the random number. 
The source server had stored in a duplicate matrix a copy 
of the random numbers, in order to retrieve when the 
agent returns, the data encrypted by the agent while 
roaming from server to server. Thus, to retrieve the 
datum, the encrypted number 1001 will get a XOR 
applied with the corresponding random number generated 
in the source server (1001 XOR 1010), giving 0011 as a 
result (3, the datum the agent had encrypted). 
To assure that the information restored upon return to the 
source server has not been tampered with, and is the same 
information that the agent encrypted in each server, a 
CRC field is computed in order to perform an integrity 
test. 
The complete encryption algorithm is described in the 
next section. 

3.2 Detailed Description of the Encryption 
Algorithm 

A matrix with several fields is defmed (table 1), which is 
used to encrypt the agent's data and for validation of the 
data later. The matrix is initially filled with random 
numbers, creating a background bitmap used to encrypt 
data gathered by the agent alongside its itinerary (table 
2). The matrix is duplicated. One copy travels with the 
agent and the other is kept in the source server. The 
source server's matrix is used to recover the data upon 
agent's return. 
Every datum to be protected by the agent needs a row of 
the matrix, so the agent must know beforehand the 
approximate amount of data it is going to use. 
The structure of the matrix is as follows: 

,|i||i , Data Area of the Mobile Agent > . , 
Host 
ID 
128 
bits 

fl 

Data to be protected 

128 
bits 

ft 

128 \ 
bits i 

f3 I 

128 
bits 

fn 

CW 

128 
bits 

CRC 

128 
bits 

The first field is the identifier of the server, as we need to 
know, for each row, the plače where data was encrypted. 
The second field represents the space needed to store the 
data to be gathered by the agent, in 128 bit blocks. The 
third field is the "codevvord", which is a random number 
to be generated in the remote server. The codeword is 
used to rotate data before applying the encryption 
function. The last field is a CRC, which is computed 
applying a XOR operation using ali the 128 bit blocks in 
the data area. This CRC is used upon agent return to 
veriiy that the data area has not been altered. 

Data Area of tHelMobile!Agent 
lllllll.liPI.!-- •• ' liH.i,Sillll:.!n, .^ ..• • 

ID 
Host 
128 
bits 

0101 
1100 
1011 

Data to be protected 

128 
bits 

1101 
0001 
0011 

128 
bits 

0011 
1101 
0101 

1 128 
I bits 

010 1 0101 
010 I 0001 
001 I 1101 

CW 

128 
bits 

0100 
0100 
1001 

CRC 

128 
bits 
1101 
0100 
0100 

Table 1. Fields composing the rows of the matrix 

Table 2. Matrix filled with a random generated bitmap 

When the agent departs from the source server, the agent 
carries the matrix filled with random numbers, creating a 
background bitmap that is used to hide information, as 
shown in the next table: 
Alongside the itinerary, the following algorithm is 
applied for each datum to be encrypted: 
1. The remote server creates a record with the same 

fields than a row of the matrix that the agent has. 
2. The host ID, data to be encrypted in 128-bit blocks 

form, and a generated random codeword (CW) are 
put into the record. 

3. Each 128 bit block^? is rotated to the left as many 
times as indicated by the 7 less-significant bits of the 
CW. That isfi <-fi « H, where // ^CW& 07Fh. 

4. Before applying the third step or\fi+l, the CW is 
rotated to the right as many times as indicated by the 
7 most-significant bits of the CW. Thus, the number 
of times that each_/7 is rotated is not always the same. 
CW will then heCW '^CW» mi where mi <- (CW 
« 7) & 07Fh. Once the CW is rotated step 3 is 
repeated. These tasks will continue until no more 
128-bit blocks are left. 

5. The original CW is restored into the corresponding 
field of the register in order to retrieve the original 
information using the inverse algorithm in the source 
server. 

6. The CRC field is computed as follovvs. The initial 
value is filled with binary 0's, and then it is XOR'ed 
in sequence (from left to right) with ali the 128 bit 
blocks in the data area, giving the final CRC value. 
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7. Lastly, the corresponding row in the matrix holding 
the original bitmap is XOR'ed with the generated 
register (data) to be protected, thus encrypting the 
data. 

8. The counter indicating the number of lines used in 
the matrix is incremented so that the next row 
available of the matrix can be used. 

It is vvorth to note that, once the mobile agents arrive at a 
new server, the new server can not access the Information 
stored in the previous server, as the background bitmap 
held in the previous row before the XOR operation was 
applied can not be guessed'. Only the source server, who 
has a copy of the original matrix, is able to apply the 
inverse algorithm to retrieve the encrypted data. 

The CRC field is computed in order to detect any 
alteration made by a malicious server on the encrypted 
data. Without any validation action, a malicious server 
could modify just one bit on the encrypted data field and 
when the agent returns to its source server it would not be 
able to detect that alteration. So, the agent would recover 
a wrong modified value since the source server just 
applies and XOR operation with the stored copy of the 
matrix in order to get the encrypted value. 

The CRC field does not prevent a malicious server from 
making any alteration, but it ensures that if an alteration 
were made it would be detected since the CRC field will 
be invalid. 

The bit rotations made in step 3 may appear unnecessary. 
However, if the blocks are not rotated, a malicious server 
could alter the encrypted Information in just one bit in a 
specific position, and the CRC may not change since each 
block is XORred with the next block. Then, upon return 
to the source server, this alteration vvould not be detected. 

On the other hand, once the random rotations are applied, 
a maliciousIy-altered bit in one block vvould be detected, 
as this bit affects many positions in the inverse decryption 
algorithm (since the position of that bit will change after 
rotations are applied), rendering always an invalid CRC 
that will detect the alteration. 

To retrieve the information encrypted by the agent 
alongside the itinerary, the source server just applies the 
XOR operation to each row of the matrix that was used 
by the agent, with the corresponding row of the copy of 
the original matrix holding the initial background random 
bitmap. 

Then, using the random CW, inverse rotations are applied 
to retrieve the real data that was encrypted by the agent in 
a given intermediate server. 

The main advantage of this technique, encrypting data 
using bitmaps and XOR operations is that is very easy to 
implement, compared with other methods, vvhich use very 
complex mathematical algorithms [8] 

Besides, it is computationally inexpensive, as only very 
fast bit operations are used, avoiding effectively the 
performance impact of other techniques such as digital 
signatures, keys, or any other means that hurt 
performance. 

4 Feasibility of Implementation and 
Incorporation to Current Mobile 
Agent Systems 

A great advantage of our protection scheme is the 
feasibility of implementation. Besides, it could be very 
easily incorporated to the current mobile agent systems' 
security mechanisms. 

The majority of Java-based mobile agent systems define 
an abstract class called Agent. Ali the agents 
programmed by the user inherit from this class the 
required functionality, so that the agent can migrates from 
one host to another or can create more agents. 

This abstract class usually follovvs a pattem like this: 

puhlic abstract class Agent implements 
java.io.Serializable{ 

public void run() 

public final java.lang.Object clone() 

public final void createAgent( ) 

public final void dispatch(java.net.destinationURL) 

public final void revert() 

} 
We just need to add an addsecure() method to the agent 
abstract class in order to allow the agents to securely 
store sensible information in the data structure(the matrix 
of bitmaps) that is carried with them, so we could define: 

public final void addsecure(Object data) 

The implementation of this method will encrypt the 
information using the algorithm described in the previous 
section and will store it in the next row available of the 
matrix that is carried with the agent. 

The matrix can be easily defined in Java using a Java 
array (i.e. an instance of the class vector) that will hold 
the background bit map originated in the source server. 

In this way, each time that an agent is created by a user 
(i.e. commerceAgent), it will inherit the addsecure() 
method allowing it store information in a secure way. 

public class commerceAgent extends Agent { 

' Only the next available rovvs, not used yet, can be scen. This 
can be used for an attack that is described later. 

} 
When the user creates an instance of commerceAgent, the 
instance will be able to protect the information it is 
gathering, just by invoking the addsecureO method. For 
example: 

commerceAgent findFlyAgent; 
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defines an agent of type commerceAgent. The run 
method of the findFlyAgent vvould contain the 
instructions to query the priče of the fly it is looking for, 
once it gets the priče it records for later analysis at the 
home server, so the last line of the run method vvould be: 

findFlyAgent.addsecure(FlyPrice); 
in order to protect the sensible datum it has gotten. The 
current server will execute the encrypting process and 
will store the FlyPrice safely in the matrix. The next 
server visited will not be able to fmd out vvhat was the 
priče in the previous one and it just will be able to 
encrypt the Information that the agent gathers in that 
server. 

5 Limitations of the Method 
The algorithm allows to protect the information the agent 
decides during its itinerary, and to veriiy that it has not 
been altered when the agent returns. The algorithm does 
not prevent the possible alteration of data from malicious 
hosts, but detects any modification that has been made. In 
this way, if any alteration is detected (which means a 
CRC field is invalid) the agent will reject the information 
since it vvould be considered invalid. In this way our 
technique offers integrity. 

The current server will never be able to access the 
previously encrypted data since it ignores the data and the 
random number used to apply the XOR operation. 
Hovvever, it can see and copy the stili available rows with 
random numbers that will be used to encrypt the next data 
not only in the current server but in the next server as 
well. 

The first, and most evident deriving of this, is that a 
visited server cannot retrieve the data that was encrypted 
before, but could easily make a copy of the rest of the 
background bitmap. This means that a server could 
potentialiy retrieve the data encrypted in the future by an 
agent, assuming that the agent visits again the same 
server. Thus, an agent should not visit the same server 
twice if it wants to be completely secured. 

Another possible attack (although less probable) is that 
two cooperating malicious servers teamed to retrieve the 
information carried by the agent. The first server vvould 
send to the second one a copy of the unused part of the 
background bitmap already known by the first server (the 
available rows of the matrix). If the agent arrived later to 
the second malicious server, it vvould be able to retrieve 
the data encrypted since the agent left the first malicious 
server and then modify the values. 

The last limitation is that there is a fixed maximum 
number of data that can be protected, vvhich is given by 
the length of the matrix (the length must be set in 
advance). Hovvever, in practice, a reasonable length could 
be set, according vvith the expected task to be carried by 
the agent. 
Finally, this technique does only protect the part of the 
data State of the agent that the agent vvishes to encrypt. 

The rest of the data, such as local variables, etc. are not 
protected. 

6 Future Work 
We vvill continue vvorking on this technique in order to 
implement an improved algorithm that avoids the current 
limitations. Nevertheless we intent to use only the 
operations included in this paper (bit rotations and XOR 
operation), or equally fast or simple ones, so that we can 
keep its simplicity and fast speed vvhich are the objectives 
and philosophy of this vvork. 

7 Conclusions 
One of the problems that a mobile agent system must 
solve is the protection of agents from malicious hosts, 
vvhich includes the protection of the data state of an 
agent. This is very important in order agent techiiology 
be adopted in e-commerce applications, for example in 
applications vvhere agents collect information (such as 
flight prices) for later analysis at the source server. 

Protecting this data gathered by the agent (and not the 
vvhole data state, vvhich is not vital) is the objective of the 
research described in this paper. For example, malicious 
servers should not be able to see or modify the 
information gathered in order to change previous low 
prices to make its priče appear as the best. 
Other techniques such as [5] and [6] try to solve the 
problem by privacy of execution applying very complex 
techniques, vvhich are very difficult to implement, and, 
more importantly, are very expensive computationally, as 
key cryptography is used. This is a hurdle very difficult 
to overcome in practical systems. 
We propose a new technique to protect the part of the 
data state of an agent (the data gathered the agent vvishes 
to protect) that dose not suffer from these limitations, as 
it is fast and easy to implement. 
A matrix is generated at the source server, and filled 
initially vvith random bit numbers. Each rovv is used to 
protect one datum, and is divided into 128 bit blocks. A 
copy of the matrix is stored at the source server, and the 
other copy travels vvith the agent. 
To protect one data item, the agent ušes a rovv, and 
applies the XOR operation to the data item vvith the 
random number held previously, encrypting it and 
overvvriting the initial random number vvith the result. A 
CRC is computed using XOR operations also, in order to 
detect alterations vvhen retuming to the source server. 
Some bit alterations vvould not change the CRC, so the 
random bitmaps are bit-rotated n-times, as indicated by a 
random codevvord that is also held in the matrix (and is 
also rotated). 

The original server is the onIy one able to decrypt the 
information, since the inverse algorithm (basically 
undoing the rotations and applying the XOR operation 
vvith the original random bit map) requires the knovvledge 
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of the original random bit map and codevvords, which is 
only know (the bitmaps) by the original server. 
The only limitation is that an agent should not visit the 
same server twice, or a server co-allied v̂ fith a malicious 
server, as a copy of the matrix could be made and 
subsequent encrypted data items could be retrieved. A 
minor limitation is that the agent should estimate the 
maximum number of data items to protect, as the matrix 
must be generated beforehand. 

The technique we have presented removes the complexity 
and computational limitations of other techniques, which 
hinder the acceptance of agent technology in real 
applications. Agent's data state protection is made 
feasible in practical applications, as no performance hit is 
introduced because no expensive key cryptography is 
used. Furthermore, the algorithm could be a lot of times 
faster than any other that ušes traditional key 
cryptographic techniques since only bits operations are 
used. 

This algorithm can be easily integrated in current mobile 
agent systems in order to create basic e-commerce 
applications that compile Information securely. 
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The importance of process automalion for B2B (business to business) collaboration is rising. The efforts 
are directed towards automating business processes and forming a global electronic market. In this 
paper we present and evaluate the three most important technologies for business process automation: 
ebXML (Electronic Business XML- eXtensible Markup Language), RosettaNet and XLANG. They differ 
in terms offeatures, quality and serviceability. We analyze, compare and evaluate those technologies 
from the perspective of SME (small and medium enterprises). Based on the comparison we define a 
multi-criteria decision model with twenty parameters and the corresponding weights, we evaluate the 
alternatives and define a utility function, which helps us to select the most suitable technology. The 
contributions of this paper are the in-depth evaluation of technologies and the definition of a multi-
criteria decision model. 

1 Introduction 
The well-known fact is that business must be altered to 
survive the upcoming changes and progress. To make the 
idea of a global marketplace and B2B work, proper 
technologies, vvhich will assure safety and efficiency, 
must be created. They have to be appropriate for ali kinds 
of enterprises, small and large, for those with great 
fmancial recourses and responsibilities and for those with 
limited budgets. Only with such universal technologies, a 
global market and complete serviceability will be 
realized. 

In the paper we will review and compare the three most 
important technologies for business process automation: 
ebXML, XLANG and RosettaNet. We wili define criteria 
for their evaluation and build a decision model with 
twenty criteria. We will evaluate the results and choose 
the most suitable technology from the perspective of a 
SME. AH three technologies are based on XML and 
build on the functionality of web services, where they 
reuse existing web service technologies, such as SOAP 
(Simple Object Access Protocol), UDDl (Universal 
Description, Discovery and Integration) and WSDL 
(Web Service Definition Language). We will see that 
they differ in some features while in others they are 
complementary. Because they are based on open 
standards, they are reachable in aspects of priče and 
complexity, not only to large enterprises, but also to 
small and medium enterprises. 

The revievv of related research has shown that there are 
not many similar analyses. The comparison made in [6] 
only compares ebXML and RosettaNet in an informal 

way and does not define a decision model. The author in 
[20] compares B2B standards, which include RosettaNet, 
ebXML, OAGIS (Open Applications Group Integration 
Specification) and Simple Web Services. The same 
author explains in a different article [21] how 
RosettaNet, ebXML, OAGIS and EDI (Electronic Data 
Interchange) fit together. However the author does not 
define a formal decision model. In [22] the author again 
compares RosettaNet, ebXML, OAGIS, Web Services, 
xCBL (UBL) - XML Common Business Library 
(Universal Business Language) and cXML (commerce 
XML) and creates a comparison framework. 

Our paper is organized in the foUovving order: the needs 
of the market are evaluated in the second chapter. Third 
chapter makes a comparison of the ebXML, RosettaNet 
and XLANG. Fourth chapter defines a multi-criteria 
decision model and evaluates them. The last, fifth 
chapter, gives a conclusion of the results. 

2 Needs of the Market 
The way enterprises work, understand their existence and 
survive must be retained. But the way they do business 
and communicate with each other must be improved. So 
business processes must stili work on and through the 
net, just as they have manually. Technologies must 
describe business processes in a consistent and safe way 
and more. They must enable changes, upgrades and 
adaptations, since business is a living process and 
therefore must be flexible and manageable. 

mailto:maja.pusnik@uni-mb.si
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But this is only the first step. There is stili the question of 
automation. A business process consists of many steps 
and includes many people, some of them completely 
unnecessary, vvhich only enlarges the possibility of 
making a mistake. One of the goals in creating a globa! 
electronic market is to automate everything that can be 
automated, including routine work or explicitly defined 
processes with long-term rules and foreseen conditions. 

Some Solutions have already been created in the past, 
more or less successfully, but by far not sufficient 
enough for goals and ambitions of the millennium. The 
web services have only created an initiation of what is 
yet to come. They enabled process describing, but not 
automation. The ultimate goal of those technologies is 
making business as safe and as accessible as possible for 
ali businesses ali over the world [19]. 

3 Comparison of Technologies 
There are several technologies for coordination and 
automation of business processes. Some of them have 
been present on the market for quite a long time, for 
example EDI. But the problem with vintage ones is 
inaccessibility for smaller enterprises and an obvious 
inflexibility, since most of them require a large initial 
investment and expensive support. The up to date 
technologies build upon legacy technologies, which have 
used older proprietary standards. 
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Figure 1: Process Coordination Framework [1] 

The need for different kind of technologies has increased. 
Modem technologies are mutually connected and 
complemented. Figure 1 presents their relationships, 
horizontally divided by the le vel of provided services and 
vertically by the initiative organization, by which they 
were sponsored and created [I]. Ali of the technologies 
are an upgrade of web services and they are aH based on 
the XML language. Their design priorities and fields of 
concentration however differ. 

Service desčription and transport binding was assured in 
WSDL and in ebXML CPP (Collaboration Protocol 
Profile) as the EDI foIlower. With time, new 

technologies emerged from them in different directions. 
Their relations are seen from Figure 1: WSEL (Web 
Service Endpoint Language), ebXML BPSS (Business 
Process Specification Schema), WSCL (Web Service 
Conversation Language), WSFL (Web Service Flow 
Language), XLANG, BMPL (Business Management 
Markup Language), RosettaNet PIPs (Partner Interface 
Process) and ebXML CPA (Collaboration Protocol 
Agreement) [I]. 

WSDL is meant for describing netvvork services as a set 
of endpoints, operating on messages. WSEL is meant for 
non-operational features of web services like security. 
WSCL allovvs that we define abstract interfaces for web 
services for business process conversation. WSFL allows 
the desčription of business processes or interaction 
patterns, based on the web services operations. 

ebXML provides a set of technologies for describing 
various stages of business collaboration. CPPs enable 
companies to speciiy their profiles in which they define 
the terms for collaboration. CPAs are the computer 
equivalents of trading partner agreements. They can be 
defined manually or automatically generated from two or 
more CPPs. The actual flow of a business process is 
specified using BPSS. Shared public and private business 
processes for collaboration between two or more partners 
are specified using BPML. The focus of XLANG and 
RosettaNet PlPs is similar to BPML and will be fiirther 
discussed later in this article. 

XML, concentrated on the contents, enables remote 
systems to interchange and interpret the documents 
without the human intervention. XML document is 
basically an ordinary text file with markup [I]. The 
combination of structure, flexibility and verification 
makes XML useful not only for electronic publishing, 
but also for designing business messages, exchanged 
betvveen enterprises [1]. While building larger processes, 
ali business partners must agree upon the vocabulary, 
interfaces and the type of method invocation, before they 
send individual messages. 

XML vocabularies can define ali kinds of business 
documents or even whole frameworks, which provides 
interoperability and ftinctionality. 

3.1 ebXML 
ebXML is a family of specifications that enable 
companies of ali sizes to collaborate with each other, 
independently of the location [2], through the exchange 
of XML-based messages [8]. Development of the 
ebXML specifications is an on-going effort sponsored by 
OASIS (Organization for the Advancement of Structured 
Information) and UN/CEFACT (United Nations Center 
For Trade Facilitation & Electronic Business) [8]. 

The need for ebXML lies in the experience from the past. 
EDI, the anterior technology for data interchange among 
enterprises, was unreachable for most SMEs, since the 
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costs were too high and the implementation too complex. 
ebXML is based on XML, web services and open 
standards and is publicly available. It overcomes this 
barrier and enables the creation of software for building 
applications, based on mutual structure and syntax, 
which will lower the costs of business data interchange. 
ebXML mission is to provide an open XML-based 
infrastructure, enabling the global use of electronic 
business Information in an interoperable, secure and 
consistent manner by aH parties [8]. 

ebXML architecture was primarily designed for B2B 
interaction. UDDI and SOAP offer services with similar 
functionality on the low level. EbXML ušes and builds 
upon these standards. It provides safe and reliable 
messaging and adds a set of higher level specifications 
for expressing the semantics of B2B collaborations. For 
these purposes it provides CPPs, CPAs, BPSS, core 
components, registry/repository and BPML [II]. 

ebXML provides an effective platform for long-term 
business transactions and enables us to express the 
foUovving: 

quality of service, 
timeouts, 
conformations, 
multi-language support, 
authentication, 
authorization, 
privacy, 
integrity and 
non-repudiation. 

Example of ebXML usage, shown in Figure 2: 

- ® Request ebXML specifications 

( 2 ) - . 
ebXML specifications detail ^—^ 

C O M P A N V X Register company business profile, 

V . ^ (^^^ scenarios and implementation details 
. . ; i j I I " ^ — Build local . ^ 

system Confirm profile and scenarios accepted 
implementation 

0 -

ebXML 
^epository 

C O M P A N V Y 

Figure 2: ebXML in practice 

By using ebXML, companies have a standard method to 
exchange business messages, conduct trading 
relationships, communicate through data in common 
terms, define and register business processes [8]. It 
enables aH parties to complement and extend current 
EC/EDI (electronic commerce/EDI) investment and it 
expands electronic business to new and existing partners. 

It also facilitates convergence of current and emerging 
XML efforts [8]. 

ebXML delivers the value by [8]: 
using the strengths of OASIS and UN/CEFACT to 
ensure a global, open process, 
developing technical specifications for the open 
ebXML infrastructure, 
creating the technical specifications with the world's 
best experts, 
collaborating with other initiatives and standard 
development organizations, 
building on the experience and strength of existing 
EDI knowledge, 
enlisting industry leaders to participate and adopt 
ebXML infrastructure and 
realizing the commitment by ebXML participants to 
implement the ebXML technical specifications. 

3.2 XLANG 
XLANG is a notation for the specification of message 
exchange behavior among participating web services, 
supporting especiaHy the automation of business 
processes [9]. It is expected to serve as the basis for 
automated protocol engines that can track the state of 
process instances and help to enforce protocol 
correctness in message flows. 

XLANG is based on XML and is used for describing 
business processes in the BizTalk initiative. It offers a 
model for orchestration of services and contract 
collaboration between partners [3]. XLANG is fully 
focused on public processes. It supports long-term 
operations and nesting. It enables: 

exception handling, 
restoring operations,, 
behavior, 
actions, 
control flow, 
correlations, 
contents of transaction, 
service management, 
time-outs, 
custom correlation of messages, 
modular behavior description and 
contracts with multiple roles [3]. 

However, it does not define authentication or the quality 
of service nor the non-repudiation [4]. The goal of 
XLA'NG is to make it possible to formally specify 
business processes as state-full long-running interactions 
19]. 

Main features of XLANG include [1]: 
• behavior; container for the description of the 

service's behavioral aspects, including support for 
looping, concurrency and exception handling, 

• actions; atoms of behavior, referencing WSDL 
operations on available ports. 
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• controlflow; iequence in •vvhich the service performs 
actions, 

• correlations; structure, the service ušes to route 
messages to correct woricfiow instances, 

• context; context for iong-running transactions, 
• service management; features of service instance 

management and 
• port mapping; method for plugging in the service 

user and the service provider. 

XLANG is an extension of WSDL and dynamics in 
processes are supported with different flows [3]: 
1. Message flow, vvhere actions are the basic 

constituents of an XLANG process definition that 
specifies the behavior of the service. The actions are 
request/response, solicit response, one way, 
notification, timeouts and exceptions. 

2. Data flow, the base of XLANG is fed by the 
message flow and supports the controi flow 
decisions. 

3. Controi flow, which provides support for looping, 
besides the regular elements. It also enables 
exception handling and transactional behavior. 

XLANG also supports business process contracts, 
however they are merely mappings between two port 
types, which interact together. A contract can only map 
ports that are unidirectional [3]. 

The unit of action, offered by a service is an operation. 
An operation can be a single asynchronous message, or a 
request/response pair of messages with optional fault 
messages. The operation can be either incoming or 
outgoing. But WSDL does not say what is the operation 
semantics. There are three possibilities [17]: 
1. In the first čase the operation is a stateless service 

that has no memory ofprevious operations, such as a 
stock quote service. 

2. The second possibility is an operation on an object, 
in the usual sense of object-oriented programming 
systems, in which čase the object will have the 
ability to use its state variables to keep a record of 
the consequences ofprevious operations. In the latter 
čase, we usually think of the object as being 
subservient to the caller, since the caller controls the 
entire life cycle of the object. The object itself has 
low influence regarding the order in which its 
operations are invoked and no independent behavior. 

3. The third possibility is autonomoiis agents withfull 
State representation of the service. In this čase the 
service supports long-term interactions with full 
State, in which every interaction has a beginning, 
defined protocol for operation call and the ending. 
The supplier has to provide a service, which starts an 
interaction by receiving an order through the 
entering message, then returns the acknowledgement 
to the buyer, if the order can be accomplished. 

Enterprise workflow systems today support the 
definition, execution and monitoring of Iong-running 

processes that coordinate the activities of multiple 
business applications. But they do not separate internal 
implementation from external protocol description [9]. 

Figure 3: XLANG connecting two parties [9] 

The Figure 3 represents the dynamics betvveen two 
participants inside an electronic market, vvhere XLANG 
is the translating key between a buyer and supplier that 
cooperate on the net using the advantages of the 
electronic market. 

3.3 RosettaNet 
RosettaNet is a non-profit consortium of more than 400 
of the vi'orId's leading Information Technology, 
Electronic Components, Semiconductor Manufacturing 
and Solution Provider companies, working to create, 
implement and promote open electronic business process 
standards [7]. 

RosettaNet was created as a compromise between EDI 
and SOAP. Its main goals are reaching dynamic, flexible 
trading networks, operational efficiency and new 
business opportunities [10]. It enables: 
• real time complex transitions, 
• checking, 
• confirmation, 
• non-repudiation, 
• multiple languages, 
• additional standards in industry, 
• SSL (Secure Socket Layer) authentication, 
• digital signature and 
• data encoding. 

Its biggest advantage is the well defined although 
inflexible PIP [5]. The purpose of every PIP is to offer 
general business data models and documents, which 
enable interface implementation by system developers. 
Every interface includes [14]: 
• XML document, which is based on the DTD 

(Document Type Definition) and specifies PIP 
Services, transactions and management, which 
include dictionary properties, 

• class and sequence diagrams in UML, 
• validation tool and 
• implementation guide. 
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PIP interface offers mechanism for sending messages and 
reporting failures. It demonstrates the integration of web 
Services and its safety features, demanded at RosettaNet 
[19]: 
• two - way SSL authentication, 
• digital signature, 
• data encryption and 
• non-repudiation. 

RosettaNet PIP defines an automated business process 
among trading partners for demanding and offering 
product prices and availability Information [16]. 
Different business processes are covered with: 
1. RosettaNet executive plan, which offers a general 

guidance, priorities of addresses and integration 
through tables. 

2. Individual plan of supply chain, which address of 
the supply chain - specific theme, prioritization, 
sources, implementation and adaptation. 

3. RosettaNet partners, which enable voting about 
standards, participants in vvorkshops and 
implementation. 

RosettaNet standards are managed on a global level. 
Locally they are focused on implementation and support. 
So partners can choose between global or local 
membership [13]. 

RosettaNet is very rich in its supporting tools: the 
RosettaNet implementation tool including the current PIP 
template, a Partner Agreement Wizard for quick 
importation, development and testing of customized PIP 
and more. It also contains RosettaNet dictionary and 
RosettaNet implementation framevvork. The template 
enables the development of new PIPs. The Partner 
Agreement Wizard enables importing of trading partners 
and a fast development of new processes. Embedded PIP 
enables implementation of only that certain PIP the 
partner needs. It includes support for ali published 
RosettaNet PIPs as well as for CIDX (Chemical Industry 
Data Exchange) and PIDX (Petroleum Industry Data 
Interchange). PIP can also be tested before actually 
applied and used. 

RosettaNet is also focused on the industry support; the 
adapter for industry development enables integration 
with new and existing applications and ways of business 
[15]. 
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Figure 4: RosettaNet communication 

RosettaNet plans to integrate support for the ebX]VIL 
Messaging Services Specification in future releases of 
RosettaNefs Implementation Framevvork (RNIF). While 
RosettaNet remains committed to developing business 
process standards, required to support the complex needs 
of the high-technoIogy industry, it also wants to ensure 
interoperability across ali supply chains. Figure 4 
represents the communication between two trading 
partners with help of RosettaNet PIP - which enables 
connection of business processes [12]. 

4 Evaluation Model 

4,1 Criteria 
To be able to evaluate the technologies for describing 
business processes for their suitability and quality, we 
have defined a multi-criteria decision model. We have 
identified the following criteria [18]: 

Defining and describing processes: Evaluates the 
architectural support, syntax and semantics for describing 
ali the features of the process and the support for the 
transition from classical to electronic business from 
aspects of flexibility, simplicity, user friendliness and 
compliance to standards. 

Collaboration description: Evaluates the support for 
business interactions and defining relationships betvveen 
partners, from aspects of flexibility, safety and 
complexity. 

Role model: Evaluates the support with modeling tools 
for describing roles and collaboration between them. 

Small/big/medium enterprises support: Evaluates the 
appropriateness and flexibility of the technology for 
different company sizes with different characteristics, 
needs and preferences. 

Complexity and learning effort: Evaluates the amount of 
effort and change, needed to learn and understand the 
technology and ali its features. 
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Efficiency: Evaluates hovv efficient is the technology at 
describing and speciiying the business processes. 

Maturity: Evaluates the maturity, based on the number of 
years the technology exists. 

Tools support: Evaluates the support within tools and 
integrated development environments, which ease the 
development and assure quality. 

Synchronous communication support: Evaluates support 
for synchronous, short-term transactions, which require 
immediate answer. 

Asynchronous communication support: Evaluates 
support for asynchronous, long-term transactions. 

Independency of communication protocols: Describes the 
relationship betvveen communication protocol and the 
technology. 

Quality of service: Evaluates the possibilities for 
speciiying service quality of certain flows, which can be 
done either by raising the priority of a flow or limiting 
the priority of another flow. 

Authentication: Evaluates the level of verification of the 
senders identity - whether the business message sender is 
or is not who he claims to be [6]. 

Authorization: Evaluates the level of verification, 
vvhether the sender of a message is permitted to send the 
subject message to the receiving partner [6]. 

Jntegrity: Evaluates, whether the 
unaltered during transportation [6]. 

messages remams 

Encryption: Evaluates the coding and the level of 
security of messages against unauthorized readers [6]. 

Non-repudiation: Evaluates the mechanism for verifying 
vvhether an orlginating trading partner can or cannot deny 
having originated and sent a message and that a receiving 
trading partner can or cannot deny having received a 
message, sent by its partner [6]. 

Exceptions handling: Evaluates the business preparation 
for every sort of failures, duplications and losses of data. 

Claim detection: Evaluates the preparation and support 
for events of claim loss. 

Data transformation: Evaluates the possibilities, tools 
and technologies for data transformation between 
collaborating enterprises. 

cl 

c2 

c3 

c4 

c5 

c6 

c7 
c8 

c9 

dO 

cll 

cl2 

cl3 

cl4 

cl5 

cI6 

cl7 

cl8 

cl9 

c20 

Criteria definition 
Defining and 
describing 
processes 

Collaboration 
description 

Role model 

Small/big/ 
medium 
enterprises 
support 
Complexity and 
learning effort 

Efficiency 

]V[aturity 
Tools support 

Synchronous 
communication 
support 
Asynchronous 
communication 
support 
Independency 
from 
communication 
protocols 
Quality of service 

Authentication 

Authorization 

Integrity 

Encryption 

Non-repudiation 

Exceptions 
handling 

Claim detection 

Data 
transformation 

Scale defining 
2 - flexible, simple, compliant 
vvith standards 
1 - simple and user friendly 
0 - basic features only 
2-inultiple language, 
flexibility, safety 
1 - safety and basic features 
0 - basic features 
1 -yes 
0-no 
2 - big/medium/small 
1 - big/medium 
0-big 

2 - simple 
1 - moderate effort 
0 - great effort 
2 - very efficient 
I - averagely efficient 
0 - low efficiency 
Actuaj number in years 
2 - many 
1 - medium 
0-low 
1 -yes 
0-no 

1 -yes 
0-no 

1 -yes 
0-no 

1 -yes 
0-no 
1 -yes 
0-no 
1 -yes 
0-no 
1 -yes 
0-no 
1 -yes 
0-no 
1 -yes 
0-no 
2 - handling message loss, 
resolution, system recovery 
1 - two above 
0 - one above 
2 - good 
I - average 
0 - poor 
2 - good 
1 - average 
0 - poor 

Table I: Criteria and scale 
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4.2 Utility Function 
We have defined the utility function, vvhich organizes the 
results, for them to be comparable (on scale between O 
and 1). In the čase, vvhere input value is an actual 
number, the utility function transforms it to the closed 
interval from O to 1. 

Equation 1: Utility function 

' ji \m 2 100 

Equation 2: Maximum utility 

U 
N 

=max{u,) 

Meaning of the symbols: 
• U - maximum utility, 
• Uj - utility of alternative j , 
• Ci - criterion i (Table I), 
• Aj -alternative j (ebXML, XLANG, RosettaNet), 
• Wj - vveight of criterion i, 
• N - total number of alternatives. 

4.3 Results 
For the purposes of the evaluation of the technologies in 
this article we have selected the vveights based on the 
preferences of a SME, where security (authentication, 
authorization, integrity, encryption and non-repudiation), 
defining and describing processes, collaboration support, 
complexity and learning effort, maturity, tools support, 
data transformation, exception handling and quality of 
service are particularly important. The selection of the 
weights is based on the survey, done in [18]. The weights 
can hovvever be. altered according to the needs and 
priorities of each distinctive business. The Table II 
shows the evaluation of ebXML, RosettaNet and 
XLANG. It is divided in 5 columns. The first column 
presents criteria. The second column shows the weights, 
vvhich we assigned to each criterion. The rest of the 
columns show evaluations for each technology, using the 
scale, explained in the third column of Table I. In the last 
row we show the results calculated using the utility 
function. 

As seen in Table II ebXML has achieved the highest 
result. It turns out that ebXML is the best technology for 
most of the businesses. 

XLANG is second best, although it lacks the quality of 
service, authentication and non-repudiation. However, it 
is integrated within the BizTalk Server Initiative, vvhich 
is very promising. We believe that it vvill get improved 
over tirne. 

RosettaNet is the least appropriate for general SMEs. Its 
main preference lies in technical features and level of 
development. Since it is the oldest technology of the 
three, it is the most mature one. Its main disadvantage is 
in the fact that it is suitable mainly for very large 
companies, since its framevvork PIP is very inflexible, 
and once created, very difficult to alter thus inappropriate 
for smaller businesses. 

C 

cl 
c2 
c3 
c4 
c5 
c6 
c7 
c8 
c9 
dO 
cU 
cl2 
cl3 
cl4 
c]5 
cl6 
cI7 
cl8 
cl9 
c20 

w 
9 
8 
2 
10 
9 
7 
8 
2 
2 
2 
2 
6 
3 
3 
5 
3 
4 
6 
2 
7 

ebXML 
2 
2 
1 
2 
1 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
0,735 

KLANG 
2 
1 
0 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
1 
1 
0 
0 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
2 
1 
2 
0,606 

RosettaNet 
0 
1 
1 
0 
2 
1 
4 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
0,498 

Table II: Evaluation matrix and results 

5 Conclusions 
The need to do business on the net and to automate 
business processes is increasing, as is the need for 
supporting technologies. Such technologies must satisfy 
certain standards, they must be flexible and available to 
ali organizations, large but particularly to small and 
medium enterprises. Describing business processes must 
be relatively simple, so that even non-programmers can 
use it, since the business process experts usually do not 
have the necessary knovvledge, needed to vvork with 
complex languages. 

In the article we have identified, compared and evaluated 
the features of the three most important technologies and 
upon our findings defined a multi-criteria decision model 
for their quantitative evaluation. The defined decision 
model is usable for ali kinds of enterprises. They can 
express their priorities through criteria vveights. For the 
purposes of this article we have aiso defined a common 
set of vveights for small and medium enterprises and done 
the evaluation of the technologies. From this perspective 
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we have determined that ebXML technology is the most 
suitable with the widest range of possibilities, followed 
by XLANG and RosettaNet. 
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A visual secret sharing watermarking (VSSfV) technigue is proposed as a way of solving copyright 
protection problems for digital images. The proposed watermarking technigue employs a visual secret 
sharing (VSS) scheme and separates the vvatermark into two parts, a puhlic watermark and a secret 
watermark. For watermarking security, only the puhlic watermark is inserted into the original image, 
while the owner holds the secret vvatermark. Without the secret vvatermark, it is almost impossible to 
extract the vvatermark even if the embedding algorithm is published. To meet reguirements of 
robustness and imperceptibility, vve modify DCT coefficients belonging to the middle frequency band to 
embed the puhlic vvatermark. Importantly, the vvatermark can be retrieved from the vvatermarked image 
vvithout resorting to the original image. Various experiments using the proposed vvatermarking method 
are presented to demonstrate robustness to tampering and a to variety of common image processing 
operations and geometric manipulations. 

1 Introduction 
Protection of intellectual property is an increasingly 
important concern as vvidespread use of the Internet is 
making multimedia data increasingly easily copied and 
distributed. Fortunately, digital watermarking techniques 
allovv us to embed copyrights into digital contents and 
later extract the watermark to detect copyright 
infringement and confirm legal ovvnership. 

Many vvatermarking techniques [1 — 12] have been 
published in the literature. These published techniques 
utilize either transform domain or spatial domain. In [2], 
Cox et al. describe a method to embed into the host 
image a watermark composed of a randomly generated 
sequence. This scheme applies the full-frame Discrete 
Cosine Transform (DCT) to the original image, 
producing a set of coefficients. Then, a subset of these 
coefficients is chosen according to a rule that depends on 
the most perceptually significant coefficients of the DCT 
transform domain. To embed the watermark, they use a 
scaling modulator to alter the values of these coefficients 
according to the values of the vvatermark. Cox's 
vvatermarked version is robust to some attacks involving 
common signal and geometric processing operations. 
Hovvever, there are some dravvbacks to this technique. 
First, extracting the vvatermark requires the original 
image for vvatermark detection. This limitation affects 
its application on the Internet. Second, the authors use a 
threshold of similarity measure to determine vvhether the 
host image is vvatermarked or not. In practice, selection 
of too small or large a threshold vvill lead to vvatermark 

detection error. Third, modulating the most significant 
coefficients (excluding the DC term) with a random 
sequence degrades image quality, and is thus an 
unreasonable requirement for a general vvatermarking 
scheme. 

Hsu and Wu [4] proposed a frequency-domain 
vvatermarking technique that used fixed block-base 
DCT transformation. The method first breaks up the 
host image into 8X8 blocks and then performs the DCT 
on each block. In the embedding algorithm, they select 
16 middle-band coefficients from each block and then 
modity these coefficients according to the residual mark 
to reverse the corresponding polarity. After this 
procedure, the vvatermark is embedded into the host 
image to form a vvatermarked image. Unlike [2], this 
method makes use of a binary image as the vvatermark, 
thereby allovving Identification of the extracted 
vvatermark by direct use of the unaided human eye. Both 
human visual recognition and a similarity measurement 
vvere used experimentally to veriiy the efficiency of their 
vvatermark extraction method. Hovvever, there are some 
dravvbacks to this technique. First, this method cannot 
overcome certain attacks, for example image rotation 
and image resampling. Second, for extraction, this 
scheme also requires the original image to extract the 
vvatermark Information. For vvatermarking systems 
applicable to the Internet, security is a very important 
concern. The vvatermarking systems of [2] and [4] 

mailto:wcj@rose.ee
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require the original image for vvatermark retrieval, 
making verification complicated, necessitating the 
original image be shared in a public place or network for 
ownership verification and thus making these systems 
unsuitable for Internet application. 

In this paper, a new watermarking technique based 
on VSS scheme for enhancing the vvatermarking security 
is presented. The proposed method operates in a fiill-
frame DCT domain, which allows a reasonable tradeoff 
betvveen quality and robustness. More importantly for 
Internet application, watermark extraction does not 
require the original image and the original watermark, 
thus simplifying the watermarking system and allowing 
the original image and original vvatermark to be kept 
secret. Further, because it is dangerous to trust only a 
single person or organization to manage very important 
information, the proposed algorithm includes a visual 
secret sharing scheme (VSS) which shares a secret 
among a limited number of members. 

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 
introduces the basic concept of the VSS as applied in the 
proposed vvatermarking system. The vvatermarking 
technique itself is described in section 3. Experimental 
results are shown in section 4. Finally, section 5 
presents conclusions. 

2 The Basis of Visual Secret Sharing 
Scheme 

VSS is a well-known cipher technique for digital images. 
Decoding can be performed by the naked eye, vvith no 
instrumentation or complex computation. The concept 
of VSS is derived from [13]. In [14], Naor and Shamir 
extended this idea to (k, «)-VSS, vvhich is designed to 
break a shared image into n different shadovvs. Each 
single shadovv look like random data. The shared image 
can be recovered easily from k (k<n) shadovvs or more. 
That is, k person's permission is required to decode the 
shared image. More detailed description can be found 
[13-15]. 

For simplicity, the (2,2)-VSS scheme is used in the 
proposed vvatermarking method. The shared image is 
divided into 2 shadovvs that consist of random dots. The 
mapping relationships of the (2,2)-VSS scheme based 
on [14] are shovvn in Table 1. For each pixel in the 
shared image, two blocks of 2X2 pixels are generated in 
the corresponding location of the shadovv images, one 
for shadovv 1 and the other for shadovv 2. If a pixel P, in 
the shared image is black, then any one of the first six 
rovvs in Table 1 for the tvvo 2X2 blocks of shadovv 
images can be selected. If P, is vvhite, any one of the 
last six rovvs in Table 1 for the tvvo 2X2 blocks of the 
shadovv images can be selected. The tvvo 2x2 blocks 
are copied to the corresponding position in shadovvs 1 
and 2, respectively. According to the human visual 
system, both shadovv 1 and shadovv 2 now contain 50% 
vvhite sub-pixels and 50% black sub-pixels and appear 
like random noise. The human eye cannot read the 

secret message in the independent shadovv and, thus, the 
shared secret can be concealed in shadovv 1 and shadovv 
2. 

Table 1 The mapping relationship function of (2,2)-VSS 
scheme based on [14]. 
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When both shadovvs are superimposed on each 
other, the shared secret is clearly visible to the human 
visual system. The decoder is thus the unaided human 
eye, vvhich is very similar to an ordinary OR function 
performed on tvvo sub-pixels. Therefore, if pixel P, in 
the shared image is black, then the corresponding 
2X2 block created by superimposing shadovvs 1 and 2 
vvill contain four black sub-pixels. On the contrary, if 
Pi is vvhite, then the corresponding 2X2 block by 
superimposing shadovvs 1 and 2 vvill contain tvvo 
black sub-pixels and tvvo vvhite sub-pixels. From the 
vievvpoint of the human visual system, the block vvith 
tvvo black sub-pixels and tvvo vvhite sub-pixels vvill be 
recognized as a vvhite pixel, vvhile the block vvith four 
black sub-pixels vvill be recognized as a black pixel. 
Consequently, the secret information in the shared 
image can be easily detected vvhen these shadovvs are 
superimposed together by way of a pixel-by-pixel 
visual OR operation. 

3 Watermarking Implementation 
Process 

The proposed vvatermarking process involves 
vvatermark generation, embedding and extracting. 
During vvatermark generation, the VSS technique is 
used to enhance the security of the embedded 
vvatermark. In our proposed scheme, only the public 
vvatermark is embedded in the image. The copyright 
ovvner reserves the secret vvatermark for 
reconstructing the vvatermark. In order to embed the 
vvatermark, vve first transform the host image as DCT 
domain and process the coefficients in the middle 
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band into coefficient pairs. Next, each pixel of the 
public watermark is inserted into the middie band by 
modiiying the location of the two coefficients in each 
coefficient pair. Then, inverse DCT transformation is 
performed and thus a watermarked image is obtained. 
Finaiiy, the reconstructed public vvatermark extracted 
from the watermarked image may be superimposed on 
the secret vvatermark to recover the watermark. 

Consider a grayscale image H of size N X N 
pixels. Also, let W he n binary image of size k X I 
pixels that we will use as a watermark. We want to 
embed an invisible vvatermark into H to form a 
vvatermarked image //«/. Host image, watermark and 
vvatermarked image can be denoted by: 

H = ^(p,o),0 < p,o < N}h(p,o)e {0,1,...255} (1) 

IV = V ( / , ; ) 0 <i<k,0<j< l}w{l, j)s {0,255} (2) 

H^ = -^ ' (0 ,0)0 < p,o < N}h'{p,o)& {0,1,...,255} (3) 

3.2 Watermark Embedding 

3.2.1 DCT Transformation of the Image 

In this approach, each pixel of the public watermark is 
embedded into the middle-frequency area of the host 
image. The block-diagram of vvatermark embedding is 
shown in Fig. 1. To spread the energy of the host image, 
we use full-frame DCT instead of block DCT transform, 
after which the watermark information can be embedded 
into the transform domain. When the vvatermark 
information is dispersed over the entire spatial image, 
then the vvatermark can easi]y survive common image 
processing. The transformation is: 

H{u,v) = C(u)C(v)2^ 2^h(p,a)coi "^ ' —^ 
p=0 (7=0 L ^-^ . IN 

(6) 

C{u)--

FN^ 

M=0 

othenvise 

3.1 Watermark Generation 
As described in section 2, the VSS technique can 
partition a shared image into tvvo or more shadovvs. 
For convenience, we set the vvatermark size at 50 by 
50. Watermark W is broken dovvn into tvvo sub-images, 
the public vvatermark Wp and the secret vvatermark Ws. 
Each sub-image vvith size of 100x 100 sub-pixels is 
just a shadovv of the (2,2)-VSS scheme. Each pixel in 
the original vvatermark is novv represented as the 
ORed result of tvvo 2 x 2 blocks, each from the 
corresponding position of Wi> and Ws, respectively. In 
the proposed method, the owner randomly assigns the 
secret vvatermark. After defining the secret vvatermark, 
the public vvatermark can be generated by using the 
relationships based on (2,2)-VSS scheme and listed in 
Table 1. For each pixel P, in W and each block fis-in 
Ws, the block S/, in Wp can be derived as: 

ŠT ifR=black 
' (4) B,= 

B ifP, = white 

vvhere Bg stands for inverting each sub-pixel in the 

block Bs. For example, if/*/ is a black pixel in W and 

ri O" 
the corresponding block Bg in Ws is 

corresponding block Bp in Wp is the complement of 

, then the 

1 O 

O 1 
that is 

0 1 

1 O 
In accordance vvith the 

ongoing example, the public vvatermark is finally 
obtained by collecting each block Bp. It can be 
expressed as: 

Wp={vp{a,^)^ ,255}0<«<2/t ,0<y6 < 2 / | (5) 

vvhere H = {/;(«,v)6 R, O < u,v < N) and R is a real 

number. 

Orij^inal Imai^c 
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Copvright Mark 

VSS~ 

Frequfncy Domain 
Extract Mid-frequcncy Public Secret 

Coefficient Watermark Watermar 

Embedding 

Watermarlced Imaee 

Figure 1: Block-diagram of embedding 

procedure. 

x+y = mj 

Middie Band : m, < x+y < riij 

x+y = nij 

Figure 2: Middie-band determined by tvvo lines. 
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3.2.2 Selection of the Middle-band Coefficients 
In fact, the robustness and invisibility are conflict 
each other. To be a reasonable tradeoff, we select 
middle band components for embedding the 
vvatermark. As seen in Fig. 2, the two lines 

x + y = m^ and x + y = m2 set the boundaries for 
the region selected for hiding the watermark. That is, 
the middle band is selected by: 

mj < X + y < m2 (7) 

Here, x, y is the position of each coefficient in the host 
image, and m/ and m2 represent intercepts that are 
located on the x and y axis respectively. These 
parameters, i.e. ni/ and m2, can be adaptively selected 
to control the size of the middle band for embedding 
watermark. 

3.2.3 Processing the Rank of the DCT 
Coefficient Pair 

As mentioned above, the watermark Information can 
be embedded in middle band, the watermark 
Information, Wp, is added into the middle band as 
follovvs. 
Step 1. Process the coefficients of the middle band to 
form a one-dimensional sequence by row major 
scanning. That is, C = { C^,C2--;C2x2kx2i }• 
Step 2. Process the Wp as a one-dimensional 
sequence by rovv major scanning. Eq. (5) will be 
written as: 

y/ = {or(y ) s {0,255 }0 < y < 4kl } (8) 

where w(y) = Wp(a,fi)with y =ax2l + ^ - 1 

Step 3. For / = ],2...,2kx2l, pack the coefficient,^,./, 
and the neighboring coefficient, Cj/, into an i-th 
coefficient pair, CPi= {€21./, C ,̂). 
Step 4. Select a random number as a secret key. S, to 
generate the 2kx2l different random sequence over 
the interval [\,2kx2l]. That is, 

R={/?i,iŽ2--!^fc<2;}' where 7?, denotes the /-th random 
number. 
Step 5. DefmeRANK: 

(C2,_ , ,C2, )= ' / (C2M>C2,) 
' /(C2,-,^C2,) 

(9) 

Step 6. For / =1,2...,2k x 21, embed the public 
watermark into the middle band by modiiying aH 
coefficient -pairs according to the follovving rule. 

If { w{Ri)®RANK(C2i^x,C2i) = \ } 
Then { swap the coefficients of C ,̂.; and Ĉ / } 
Else { no operation } 

where uj (.) represents a gray level pixel of watermark ; 
here we suppose that gray level 255 and O denote 
logic O and logic 1, respectively. 

3.2.4 Invcrse DCT Transformation 
As mentioned in the previous section, some 
coefficients in the middle-band will change their 
position. Indeed, this process is equivalent to the 
watermark embedding operation. To obtain a 
vvatermarked image, the Inverse Discrete Cosine 
Transform is used to transfer the frequency domain. 
The watermarked image is: 

I.-O v = 0 

(2/0 + \)un 

ZN 

(2(7+ \)vn: 

IN 

(10) 

3.3 Extracting Watermark Procedures 
In the extraction procedure, reconstructing watermark 
is really quite simple. The proposed technique does 
not use the original image to detect the vvatermark. 
The extraction procedure is shown in Fig. 3. First, we 
use the DCT transform on the watermarked image and, 

thus, H„ = DCT( H„ ) is obtained. Next, the 
coefficients of the middle band are selected as 
paragraph 3.2.2. Then, the coefficients are expanded 
and packed into coefficients by the same method as 
the watermark embedding process. After that, the 
secret key, 5, is applied to generate the predefined 
random number and, thus, each pixel of the public 
watermark, according to this predefined random order, 
can be retrieved from the watermarked image. The 
procedure for extracting the reconstructed watermark 

Wp is briefly described as follows: 
Step 1. By row major scanning, we form the 

coefficients of the middle band in / /^ as a one-

dimension form, C ={ C\,C'2.:,C'2-^2k>ai )• 
Step 2. For / = 1.2...,2k x 21, pack the 
coefficient, C2/_i , and the neighboring 

coefficient, C'21 , into an /'-th coefficient pair, CP, = 

( ^ 2 / - l ' ^ 2 ( ) • 

Step 3. Use the secret key. S, to generate the 
predefined random number as a set, that is 

R = {^,,^2---'^2Ax2/}' where 7?/denotes the ;-th 

random number. 
Step 4. According to R, extract the ;-th pixel of the 
watermark by judging the /f/ coefficient pair as the 
following equation: 

^^'Ai) = 
1 ifC2i>Cy,x 

O ifC'2,<C'2„, 
(11) 

where Wp(/)stands for the /-th pixel in the Wp and 

"1" and "O" represent gray-level O and gray-level 255, 
respectively. 
Step 5. Assemble ali the pixels to obtain a 
reconstructed public watermark W'p . 
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Step 6. Superimpose the reconstructed pubhc 

watermark (IVj,) on the secret vvatermark (IVg) to 

obtain the reconstructed watermark (W ) . 

Secret Watermark 

Frequency Domain 
Extract M id-frcqucncy 

Cocfficicnt 
•0.124 1.038 .. 
0.212 2.134 ... 
0,156-0.008 .. 
0.137 0.326 ...^ 

• ^ ^ visual OR 

Reconstructed public 
waterniark 

Reconstructed 
Watermark 

Figure 3: Blocl<-diagram of extraction procedure. 

3.4 Reduction Process 
As mentioned section 3.3, the reconstructed 
watermark can be directiy used for identifying the 

ovvnership protection. To improve the clarity of W , 
we use a post-process called the "reduction process" 
to reduce the redundancy of data caused by VSS 
scheme. Indeed, this process is a quite simple lookup 
table (Fig. 4) which performs the reduction process by 
direct mapping. That is, a block data with four sub-
pixels located in each group will be transferred into a 
corresponding pixel. This means that each block data 
in group A will be mapped into a black pixel (gray-
level 0), and a block data with four white sub-pixels 
in group C vvill be mapped into a white pixel (gray-
level 255). Especially, each block data vvhich contains 
one black sub-pixel and three white sub-pixels located 
in group B will be assigned to a gray pixel (gray-level 
here is 125). Suppose that the four inputs, 
fl], «2 > «3. «4. in the block of each group represent 
either white or black gray-level, and the 3 outputs, 00, 
10, 11, represent black, gray and vvhite pixels 
respectively. Then, these 16 possible states in Fig.4 
can be further mapped into 3 possible states. 
Referring to Fig. 4, let / , /2 be the output bits, vvhich 

is controlled by a,, Oj > ^3. ^̂4 • Then / , /2 may be 
expressed as : 

f,(a,,a2,a3,a4)=aia2a3+a2a3a4+aiasa4+a,a2a4 (12) 

f2(ai,a2,a3,a4)=aia2a3a4 (13) 

Via the reduction process, the reconstructed 
watermark is reduced to the same size as the original 
watermark. Also, the reduced version of reconstructed 
watermark is more visible to human vision. 
Comparison of with-reduction and vvithout-reduction 
is shown in Fig. 5. Since the reduction process 
mitigates noise effects caused by common image 
operations, the with-reduction result shown in Fig. 5(b) 
yields superior quality relative to the without-
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reduction result of Fig. 5(a). 

Figure 4: Reduction process lookup table for 4:1 

data reduction rate. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 5: Performance test for reduction process: 

(a) original reconstructed vvatermark; (b) reduced 

version of (a). 

4 Simulations Results 
To demonstrate the performance of the proposed scheme, 
watermarking is performed on the "Lena," "Baboon" and 
"Airplane" standard images, and the vvatermarked 
images are subjected to robustness and quality testing. 
The employed images are of size 512X512 pixels. The 
original vvatermark is of size 50 X 50 pixels. In the 
robustness test, comparison betvveen extracted 
vvatermark and original vvatermark is made by unaided 
human vision. Further, we define Detection Rate {DP!) as 
a quantitative measurement for evaluating extraction 
fidelity. If nxl is the size of the original vvatermark. 
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then DR can be expressed as 

£ E/(',y) 
DR 

where 

_i=\_j=\ 

nxl 
(14) 

fihj)-- (15) 

1, ;/ wXi,j) = w{i,J) 

'2' ' / w\i,j) = graypixel 

O, // w\i,j)*w{ij) 

Here, w(i,j) represents each pixel of the original 
vvatermark and w'(i,j) represents each pixel of the 
reconstructed vvatermark. Gray pixels are given a 50% 
hit ratio when computing the Detection Rate. The 
quality of a vvatermarked image is estimated by using 
peak-to-peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), expressed by: 

PSNR =101og|o- 255' 

X E iKP,cr)-h„{p,a)f{l6) 
' p=Ocx=Q 

vvhere h ( p , o ), h^{p,o) represent each pixel of the 

host image and the vvatermarked image respectively. 

4.1 Watermarked Image Quality 
"Lena", "Baboon" and "Airplane" images, each of 
size 512-^512 pixels vvith 256 gray levels, vvere used 
for testing. Figs. 6(a), 6(c) and 6(e) shovv the original 
images. Figs. 6(b), 6(d) and 6(f) shovv the 
vvatermarked images embedded vvith the public 
vvatermark. The PSNR for Figs. 6(b), 6(d) and 6(f) 
are 38.66 dB, 29.46 dE and 37.49 dE respectively, 
shovving that these vvatermarked images retain 
reasonable quality. 

4.2 Attack Testing 
To test the robustness of the proposed vvatermarking 
scheme, vve apply typical attacks such as common 
image processing and geometric manipulations. These 
attacks are performed using the commercial image-
processing tool, Photoshop 5.0. 

4.2.1 Lossy Compression vvith JPEG 

JPEG lossy compression is a standard for stili images. 
We applied it to the vvatermarked image to simulate an 
attack. Table 2 shovvs some experimental results 
including extracted vvatermarks, image quality and 
Detection Rate at different compression ratios. It can be 
seen that the proposed vvatermark can vvithstand JPEG 
attack at approximately CR=10, i.e. the reconstructed 
vvatermark can stili visually identify ovvnership rights. 

4.2.2 Filtering Operation with Blurring and 
Sharpening 

In a poor transmission system, many image operations 
such as blurring and sharpening operations are used to 
enhance subjective quality. The coefficients used for the 

blurring filter and the sharpen filter are — x 

1 1 1 

1 1 1 

1 1 1 

and —X 
6 

0 - 1 0 

- 1 10 - 1 

0 - 1 0 

, respectively. Figure 7(a) shovvs 

a blurred version of the vvatermarked image, and Fig. 7(b) 
shovvs the result from a version of the vvatermarked 
image blurred vvith a lovv-pass filter. Similarly, Fig. 8 
shovvs the result obtained from a version of vvatermarked 
image sharpened vvith high-pass filter. 

(e) (f) 

Figure 6: lnvisibility test for VSSW: (a), (c) and 

(e) are original images; (b), (d) and (f) are 

vvatermarked images; quality of (b), (d) and (f) 

are 38.66 dB, 29.46 dB and 37.49 dB 

respectively. 

Table 2 VVatermarked image Fig. 6(b) tested by 

JPEG attack. 

Extractcd 
image Ml 
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Ratio of JPEG 

VVatermarked 
quality(dB) 

Detection Rate 

CR=1 

38.65 

100% 

CR=6.04 

34.65 

88.72 % 

CR=8.02 

33.85 

82.59% 

CR=10.24 

33.37 

80.69 % 

CR=12.00 

32.77 

76.97 % 

CR=14.09 

32.60 

71.37% 

, fc, . '»••?• " S i i -

(a) (b) 
Figure 7: Robustness test against blurring 

filtering for VSSW: (a) blurred image;(b) 

extracted vvatermark. 

(b) 
Figure 8: Robustness test against sharpening 

filtering for VSSW: (a) sharpened image; (b) 

extracted watermarl<. 

4.2.3 Cropping Attack 
Fig. 9(a) siiows a cropped version of the vvatermarlced 
image of Lena. The watermarlced image is clipped 
into a quarter of the original image size. Under these 
conditions, hovvever, we can stili clearly extract the 
vvatermark from the watermarked image. The result is 
shown in Fig. 9(b). Fig, 10(a) shows the interesting 
čase where part of watermarked image is cut off by an 
image editor. Hovvever, the vvatermark shown in Fig. 
10(b) can stili be detected from the cropped version of 
the VVatermarked image. 

(b) 
Figure 9: Robustness test against image 

cropping for VSSW: (a) cropped image; (b) 

extracted vvatermark. 

k > ""̂  I 

(a) (b) 
Figure 10: Robustness test against image cropping for 

VSSW: (a) cropped image; (b) extracted 
vvatermark. 

4.2.4 Rotation Attack 
Fig. 11 (a) shows a rotated version of the vvatermarked 
image. The vvatermarked image is first rotated two 
degrees by a rotation operation. Fig. 1 l(b) shovvs that 
despite the rotation, the extracted vvatermark is stili 
acceptable to the human eye. 

(a) (b) 
Figure 11: Robustness test against image rotation for 
VSSW: (a) rotated image; (b) extracted vvatermark. 

4.2.5 Rescaling Operation Attack 
First, the vvatermarked image is reduced by a 2:1 
resizing operation. Next, the image is enlarged to 
restore the image size. The result shovvn in Fig. 12(b) 
is extracted from the restored version of Fig. 12(a). 
Also, a 1:1.1 resizing operation is applied to the 
vvatermarked image, and the result is shovvn in Fig. 13. 
Again, the extracted vvatermark is acceptable. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 12: Robustness test against image rescaling (2:1) 

for VSSW: (a) rescaled image; (b) extracted 
watermark. 

(a) (b) 
Figure 13: Robustness test against image rescaling 

(1:1.1) for VSSW: (a) rescaled image; (b) 
extracted watermari<;. 

5 Conclusions 
A secure and efficient watermarking system based on 
a VSS scheme bas been proposed. The proposed 
system can embed watermark Information into an 
image while maintaining good image quality. Without 
a valid secret watermark, it is virtually impossible to 
retrieve the watermark. Under this vvatermarking 
scheme, checking image ovvnership is only possible 
for someone who has possession of the correct secret 
watermark. This matches the cryptographic standard 
that a cryptosystem should be secure if someone 
knows the cryptographic algorithm used but does not 
have the appropriate key. The proposed technique thus 
achieves highly security. Furthermore, it is achieved 
by modification of only the coefficients in the middle 
band on fiill-frame DCT domain. Unlike some 
vvatermarking techniques, the proposed approach does 
not require an original image to extract the vvatermark. 
Thus, the proposed watermarking scheme may be 
applied easi]y in netvvorks such as the Internet. Also, 
the proposed method can vvithstand various signal 
processing attacks, including lossy compression, 
sharpen filtering, blur filtering and image cropping. 
Especially, it achieves robustness with respect to the 
image rotation and image rescaling. For future work, 
we intend to extend the proposed process to 
compressed images by an advanced algorithm that 
will allow concurrent image compression and image 
vvatermarking. 
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In this review we present a number of important applications in computational genomics of a class of 
intelligent systems, namely artificial neural networks (ANNs). We present the current state-of-the-art 
Solutions used in recognition of different genomic signals and regions. Ali systems to be commented are 
based fully or in part on the ANNs. We included systems tkat recognize different aspects of a/ 
transcriptional control Information related to promoters, TATA-box regulatory region, and polyA 
signal, b/ those that relate to translation process comprising recognition ofthe translation initiation site, 
coding cDNA/EST fragments, reading frame-shift errors and their correction, and c/ splice-sites 
recognition. The review includes some of the most efficient systems for the indicated recognition 
problems in bioinformatics and aims to be an initial guide for those interested in these challenging 
problems. 

1 Introduction 
Bioinformatics is a complex and relatively new field of 
research which deals with the application of 
computational methods to the analysis of biological data 
(Attwood & Parry-Smith 1999, Baxevanis & Ouellette 
2001, Mount 2001). A lot of biologically relevant 
Information has been deposited in public databases and is 
available for scientific community (Attvvood & Parry-
Smith 1999, Baxevanis & Ouellette 2001, Mount 2001). 
However, generally speaking, there are no standards 
adopted. While ali basic sequence data is obtained from 
experiments, the annotation of that mass of data is not 
always supported by experimental evidence and a lot is 
based on the computational analysis (Benson et al 2000). 
This, in addition to the incomplete understanding of the 
most of the biological processes (Hartvvell et al 2000), 
complicates the application of computer methods for 
different analyses tasks. 
Bioinformatics role is predominantly in extracting 
relevant Information from the large quantity of 
biological sequence data, but also in producing 
hopefully accurate predictions of different important 
biological signals and regions contained in biological 
sequences, vvhich can help in the sequence annotation 
and in reducing the quantity of target sequences for wet-
lab analyses. Every signal and region recognition task in 

bioinformatics can be considered as a pattern 
recognition problem and handled by a variety of 
intelligent systems techniques. The first efficient use of 
artificial neural netvvorks (ANNs) in genomics was the 
application of a perceptron for the recognition of start 
codons in E.coli (Stormo et al 1982), but applications 
exist that cater for the whole gene structure predictions 
(see, for example, Cai & Bork 1998, Snyder & Stormo 
1993, 1995, Uberbacher & Mural 1991, Uberbacher et 
al 1996, Xu et al 1996, etc). In this review we will focus 
on several common computational genomics problems 
which are solved as pattern recognition tasks by ANNs. 
One of the challenges is the recognition of 
transcriptional control signals (Weinzierl 1999), such as 
transcription start sites (TSS), TATA-box, and 
transcription termination signals such as polyA signal 
(Zhao et al 1999). See also revievvs in Fickett & 
Hatzigeorgiou (1997), Pedersen et al (1999). Another 
group of challenging problems are systems that deal with 
the translation process (Kozak 1999), including 
recognition ofthe start codon (translation initiation site -
TIS) (Hatzigeorgiou 2002), coding measures required 
for recognition of coding exons, reading frame-shift 
errors and their correction (Hatzigeorgiou et al 2001). In 
addition we will present a system for recognition of 
splice-sites vvhich separate exons and introns in 
eukaryotes. Our presentation includes up-to-date 
Solutions used in this field and can help as a guide to 
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Computer science community for fUrther exploration of 
this fascinating field. 

2 Genomic Signals and Regions 
Included 

Biological processes in celi of every living organism are 
orchestrated by complex regulatory mechanisms at 
different hierarchical levels (Hartwell et al 2000). DNA 
molecule contains inherited Information that comprises 
signals required to control biochemical processes in the 
celi. DNA contains units of inheritance, genes, which 
determine to the greatest extent how the organism will 
develop and how it vvould respond under specific internal 
and external conditions (Hartwell et al 2000). To achieve 
its biological function, a gene has to pass several stages 
of biochemical processing. These are broadly 
characterized as transcription and translation (Hartwell et 
al 2000). In eukaryotes, initially, the gene segment of 
DNA is copied into the so-called pre-mRNA sequence in 
the process named transcription Weinzierl (1999). After 
the primary transcript is formed, it is further processed in 
the so-called RNA processing, and eventually, it is 
translated into the final gene product in a process named 
translation (Hartwell et al 2000). 
We will consider here the recognition of several 
transcription control signals. Initiation of transcription is 
mainly controlled by a region called promoter (Weinzierl 
1999). This region contains the so-called transcription 
start site (TSS) where the transcription starts. It also 
contains numerous transcription factor binding sites 
(TFBSs), short stretches of DNA with certain 
characteristic composition. Proteins called transcription 
factors (TFs) bind to promoter region to the binding sites 
in order to provide favorable environment for an RNA 
polymerase to initiate the transcription. One of the 
challenges is that there are no unique characteristics that 
can describe eukaryotic promoters, since TFBSs appear 
in different combinations at different mutual distances 
and in different orientation (Klingenhoff et al 1999, 
Zupicich et al 2001, Helhl & Wingender 2001, Kel et al 
2001). Also, TF can bind to different TFBSs. At this 
moment there are more than 10,000 categorized TFBSs 
in TRANSFAC database (Wingender et al 2001), but it is 
reasonable to assume that there are much more that are 
not discovered yet. Some of the better knovvn TFBS are 
TATA-box, GC-box, CCAAT-box, initiator (Inr), etc. 
(see Fickett & Hatzigeorgiou 1997, Pedersen et al 1999). 
Since eukaryotic promoters are short of common 
characteristics, they are very difficult to discover 
accurately by computational methods (Pedersen et al 
1999, Fickett & Hatzigeorgiou 1997). We will present 
several systems based on ANNs that search for TSSs, 
TATA-box, and polyA signal in anonymous (non-
annotated) DNA sequences. 

When the transcript is formed from the template DNA, it 
is further subjected to RNA processing and translation. 
RNA processing will transform the primary transcript by 
splicing out sections called introns (vvhich are internally 

bounded by the splice-sites) and will perform some 
additional alterations at the ends of the transcript, 
forming the mRNA. This mature RNA is required to 
generate the fmal gene products through the translation 
process. The fmal gene products are peptides/proteins 
required by the biochemistry of the celi. Translation is a 
complex process vvhich essentially ušes Information 
contained in the so-called open reading frame (ORF) 
which is a section of the mRNA that starts with the so-
called start codon, and terminates with the stop codon. 
Codons are groups of three consecutive nucleotides that 
are converted into one amino acid during the translation 
process. The length of the ORF is divisible by three, 
since it contains consecutive codons. The first nucleotide 
of the start codon is called translation initiation site (TIS) 
(Hartwell et al 2000). The ORF part of the mRNA is 
biased and can be detected by assessing the so-called 
coding measures (see Hatzigeorgiou et al 2001, 
Hatzigeorgiou 2002) of this region. If the number of 
nucleotide deletion or insertion in ORF has remainder 
after divided by three, the translation template will be 
changed and will cause frame-shift. These would result in 
the synthesis of vvrong final product of the gene, which 
may be fatal for the organism. Since in the biological 
databases there is a limited amount of data that have 
proper experimental verification, it is of interest to be 
able to detect computationally the frame-shift errors and 
when possible to correct them. 

We will present several systems that use ANNs in the 
detection of the TIS, frame-shift errors and their 
correction, ORFs in the mRNA or cDNA sequences, and 
splice-sites. 

3 Systems which Recognize Control 
Signals for Transcription Process 

Roughly we can classify transcription control signals as 
those related to initiation of this process and termination 
of it. The transcription initiation signals are associated 
with promoters. Recognition of the promoter region and 
its signals is one of the most difficult problems in 
computational genomics. There have been several 
systems developed to attack this problem with different 
degrees of success. For the revievvs and comparisons see 
Fickett & Hatzigeorgiou (1997), Reese et al (2000), Bajic 
et al (2002b), Bajic (2000), Scherf et al (2000). We will 
present here eight systems which use ANNs as a part of 
the solution. In what follows we use three measures to 
describe the system performance: sensitivity Se = 
TP/(TP+FN), specificity Sp = TN/(TN+FP), and positive 
predictive value ppv = TP/(TP+FP), where TP, TN, FP, 
and FN denote the number of true positive, true negative, 
false positive, and false negative predictions, 
respectively. In addition, we also consider the frequency 
of prediction in DNA sequence. 
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3.1 Grail's Promoter Recognition Module 

Grail program (Xu et al 1996, Matis et al 1996) is a gene 
recognition system. It has a module that can recognize 
some types of promoters. Grail recognizes mainly TATA-
box containing promoters and it has sensitivity of 0.66 for 
such promoters making one prediction per approximately 
23000 nt ('nt' stands for nucleotide). This system ušes a 
feedforward ANN and input signals from five sensors: 
TATA-box, GC-box, CCAAT-box, Inr, TIS, as well as 
distance information between these signals. It also 
employs a set of refmed rules associated with the 
distances of important signals to reduce the level of false 
positive predictions. The schematic diagram is depicted 
in Fig. 1. 
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invertebrates and makes approximately one prediction 
per 3000 nt, at the sensitivity of 0.36. 

3.3 NNPP System 

The NNPP program (see Reese et al 1996, Reese 2001) is 
based on the recognition of two specific signals within 
the core promoter region: the TATA-box and Inr, as well 
as their mutual distance. This system ušes three time-
delay ANNs (see Fig. 2). One ANN recognizes TATA-
box, the other recognizes Inr. The third time-delay ANN 
combines the outputs of the previous two ANNs with the 
spatial distance between the TATA-box and Inr signals. 
The system produces one prediction per 550 nt at the 
sensitivity of about 0.75. 

Another system based on a similar architecture was 
developed by Mache et al (1996) and achieved sensitivity 
of 0.5 with the average frequency of one prediction per 
3100 nt. It has been shown in another report 
(Hatzigeorgiou et al 1994) that better performance of 
promoter recognition can be obtained with the 
feedforward netvvorks than with the time-delay neural 
networks. 

Figure I: The structure of the GraiFs promoter prediction 
module 

3.2 McPromoter ver.3 

McPromoter is a system that ušes integration of certain 
physical properties of DNA, promoter region 
segmentation, and an ANN to produce prediction of 
promoters (Ohler et al 2001). Promoter region is divided 
into six sub-regions, two of which corresponding to the 
core promoter. These six regions correspond to the two 
upstream promoter segments, TATA-box, spacer between 
the TATA-box and Inr, Inr element, and downstream 
promoter element (Ohler & Niemann 2001, Ohler et al 
2001). These segments represent the states in the 
stochastic segmentation model of the promoter region 
and each of the states is modeled by an interpolated 
Markov model (Ohler & Niemann 2001, Ohler et al 
2001). Segment probabilities are calculated as joint 
probabilities of sequences and physical profiles. Physical 
profiles are derived for a number of features including 
GC content, DNA bendability, DNA conformation, etc. 
As background models, coding and non-coding 
sequences were used. Segment probabilities and the 
likelihoods of promoter and background sequences are 
used as inputs to the feedforward ANN to generate the 
final predictions. The system is developed for 
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Figure 2: The structure of the NNPP system 
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3.4 Promoter 2.0 forj-th cluster 
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Figure 3: The structure of one of the layers in the 
Promoter2 system 

Promoter 2.0 (Knudsen 1999) ušes four ANNs to 
recognize promoter. The ANNs are employed to model 
TATA-box, GC-box, CCAAT-box and Inr, as well as 
distances betvveen these elements. The ANNs are 
connected in a special hierarchical manner, so that the 
output of one ANN serves as an additional input for the 
higher level ANN (see Fig. 3 for one layer structure). Due 
to the unusual structure, the conventional 
backpropagation and similar training algorithms carmot 
be used directly. The system is trained with a simplified 
version of a genetic algorithm. It ušes a window of 6 nt in 
the scanning process along the DNA sequence. 
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SPANN2 system (Bajic & Bajic 2000) ušes domain 
transformations to convert the primary DNA Information 
into more convenient form for ANN processing. The 
system ušes 11 ANNs: one SOM ANN which partitions 
input data into 10 clusters, and one generalized 
regression ANN for each of the clusters to make the fina! 
prediction. On the test-set of Fickett & Hatzigeorgiou 
(1997) the system exhibits a sensitivity of 0.33 and 16 
false positive predictions which is a favorable 
performance on this test set. The structure of the system 
and information processing is depicted in Figs. 4a-c. 
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3.6 LVQ Networks for TATA-box 
Recognition 

The system of Wang (2001) (Fig. 5) ušes two LVQ 
ANNs in the process of recognition of TATA-box. The 
system considers 8 derived features from the TATA-box 
and its neighborhood. These features are used in the 
preliminary filtering process which reduces the number of 
false positive predictions. This filtering is based on the 
analysis of a number of statistical properties. For the 
sequences that pass the filter, data compression is applied 
that reduces the dimension of the transformed feature 
space to 6. This serve as input data for the LVQ system 
that ušes two LVQ networks and a set of rules to further 
reduce the false positives. The system is trained by a 
genetic algorithm due to combination of rules and two 
LVQ netvvorks. The system achieves sensitivity of 0.33 
and 47 FP on the dataset from Fickett & Hatzigeorgiou 
(1997), which can be considered favorable on the basis of 
comparison measures used in Bajic (2000). 
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Figure 5: Structure of the Wang's system for TATA-box 
recognition 

3.7 Hamming Networks and Recognition 
of TATA-box and PolyA-signal 

The systems developed by Milanesi et al (1996) use 
Hamming clustering method to partition the input training 
space to clusters, so that for each cluster a specific 
representative prototype is selected. The input signals for 
the TATA-box motif and polyA-signal motifs are given 
in a special binary form, and Hamming distance is used in 
the clustering process. After the initial clustering of the 
input data, the feedforward ANN is trained with the 
representative cluster prototypes and with negative data 
to produce ANN that will recognize the required type of 
input signal. 

3.8 Dragon Promoter Finder ver.1.3 
Dragon Promoter Finder (DPF) is an enhanced 
integrated promoter recognition system (see Bajic et al 
2002a,b,c). It ušes a composite-hierarchical approach, 
artificial intelligence, statistics, and signal processing 
techniques. It separates promoter sequences to those that 
are G+C-rich or G+C-poor. The system structure is 
represented in Figs. 6a-b. There are separate models for 
different expected sensitivity levels (Fig. 6a). Each 
model is optimized for a particular sensitivity level to 
minimize the number of FP predictions. Also, models 
are derived separately for G+C-rich and G+C-poor 
sequences. Within a particular model three sensors for 
promoter, intron and coding exon sequences compete 
and an ANN determines if the input sequence 
corresponds to the promoter or not. DPF allows 
scanning of complete vertebrate genomes for promoters 
with significantly reduced number of false positive 
predictions (see Bajic et al 2002a,b,c). It can be used in 
combination with the gene finding programs for more 
accurate prediction of the 5'end of genes. The system 
was evaluated on a large and diverse human sequence-
set and exhibited several fold less false positive 
predictions at the same level of sensitivity than several 
publicly available TSS-finding programs. Results 
obtained using human chromosome 22 data showed even 
greater specificity than the evaluation set results. The 
system has been implemented in the Dragon Promoter 
Finder package, vvhich can be accessed at 
http://sdmc.krdl.org.sg:8080/promoter/. The system is 
capable of successfiilly recognizing broad classes of 
promoters, regardless of vvhether they are CpG-island 
related or not, or whether they are in the G+C-rich and 
G+C-poor regions. This makes it quite universal as 
opposed, for example, to soIutions in Hannenhalli & 
Levy (2001), loshikhes & Zhang (2000) which are 
specialized in recognizing CpG-island related promoters, 
or TATA-box containing promoters in G+C-rich regions 
(Down & Hubbard 2002). Based on the results on the 
mouse genome 

analysis, the average frequencies of predictions based on 
several sensitivity settings for DPF are summarized in 
Table 1. The predictions that were vvithin 1000 nt apart 
were combined into one prediction. 

http://sdmc.krdl
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Figure 6a: Dragon Promoter Finder system structure 
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Figure 6b: Structure of one of the models in DPF 

Testing results of the DPF ver. 1.3 system on the 
annotated known genes on human chromosome 22 are 
summarized in Table 2. The annotation data (Rel.2.3) for 
human chromosome 22 were produced by the 
Chromosome 22 Gene Annotation Group at the Sanger 
Centre and were obtained from the World Wide Web 
(Dunham et al). It should be noted that human 
chromosome 22 is very G+C rich and consequently 
atypical for human genome, and thus the performance of 
prediction programs on this chromosome cannot serve as 
a basis for assessment of the general prediction ability. 
Hovvever, it is good to use it as a relative reference 
source. We considered the predicted TSS positions 
correct if they fall within the interval of length equal to 
the average length of the promoter region predicted by 
PromoterInspector (555bp), while the other conditions 
were the same as in Scherf et al (2001). If the predictions 
were within 1000 nt apart they were combined in one 
prediction. For example, Table 2 implies that for each TP 
at Se = 80%, an average of 3.34 FP predictions vvere 
made; at Se = 0.58%, 1.4 FP predictions were made; and 
at Se = 0.49% on average 1.1 FP predictions vvere made. 

TABLE 1 Average predictions of DPF ver. 1.3 on the 
non-masked version of the Mouse Genome Assembly (v 

3datedMay01,2002) 
Expected Se 

50% 

65% 

80% 

Frequency of 

predictions 

40957 nt 

16433 nt 

4973 nt 

Total number 

of predictions 

135377 

337399 

1114806 

TABLE 2 The results of promoter prediction by DPF 
ver. 1.3 on human chromosome 22. 

Se 

49% 

58% 

64% 

74% 

80% 

ppv 

48% 

42% 

33% 

30% 

23% 

Cost of making one TP 

prediction, i.e. FP/TP 

1.1 

1.4 

2.0 

2.34 

3.42 

4 Recognition ofTranslation 
Related Signals and Regions 

The problem of TIS recognition appears in different 
contexts, from the recognition of TIS in anonymous DNA 
(Derst et al. 2000), to its recognition in mRNA, cDNA or 
EST fragments (Pedersen & Nielsen 1997, Salzberg 
1997, Burge & Karlin 1997, Agarwal & Bafna 1998a,b, 
Salamov et al 1998, Zien et al 2000, Nishikawa et al 
2000, Hatzigeorgiou 2002, Hatzigeorgiou et al 2001). 
Aiso, most of the gene recognition programs have 
modules that aim at recognizing TIS. In a vast majority of 
cases (Kozak 1999) TIS confomis the well-known 'ATG' 
consensus in DNA ('AUG' in mRNA). On average, this 
consensus appears once in 64 nt on a completely random 
DNA. 
The recognition of TIS can be efficiently set up if the 
ribosome scanning model (selection of the most 5' AUG 
in the proper context in mRNA as the initiation codon, 
Kozak 1999), is used in the recognition process such as 
in Hatzigeorgiou (2002). Unfortunate]y, there are many 
mRNA/cDNA sequences that have long 5'UTR which 
can contain other upstream ATGs (upstream of the main 
TIS), upstream stop codons, or even complete upstream 
ORFs (Kozak 1999). This makes recognition of the 
functional TIS far more difficult. The recognition 
problem is even more complicated by having partial 
cDNA or mRNA sequences, those that contain 
incomplete main ORF. The abiiity of computational 
prediction of TISs is hampered in such cases. 
When the length of the 5'UTR is greater, the possibilities 
increase that such sequences could contain AUG triplets. 
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stop codons or the 'so-called' mini ORFs. This opens 
ways for violating the ribosome scanning rule (Kozak 
1999) and generally allovvs several scenarios for a 
dovvnstream AUG to be used instead of the first AUG. 
These phenomena are known as leaky scanning, 
reinitiation and direct internal initiation. Without entering 
into details of these phenomena (Kozak 1999) we point 
out that such possibilities are considerably reduced in the 
čase of short 5'UTRs. The computational problem is 
significant when 5'UTRs are longer and this motivated 
Salamov et al (1998) to develop a method (ATGpr) for 
TIS recognition that can čope with such a situation. 
Several techniques have been employed in attempts to 
develop efficient method for computer-based recognition 
of TIS. These include support vector machines (Zien et al 
2000), linear discriminant analysis (Salamov et al 1998), 
different ANNs (Hatzigeorgiou 2002, Hatzigeorgiou et al 
2001, Derst et al 2000, Pedersen & Nielsen 1997), 
generalized higher-order profiles (Agarwal & Bafna 
1998a,b), positional conditional probability matrices 
(Salzberg 1997) and other statistical techniques (Burge & 
Karlin 1997, Nishikawa et al 2000). Different sequence 
features were employed in these recognition methods, 
and also different lengths of TIS neighborhood are used 
to extract these features. The best reported results on TIS 
recognition in cDNA (Hatzigeorgiou 2002) indicate 
sensitivity and positive predictive value of 0.94. 
Unfortunately, that method cannot be applied to partial 
cDNA since it ušes a variant of the ribosome scanning 
model which essentially requires a complete ORF, Other 
methods, such as ATGpr (Salamov et al 1998), 
WWW_Evaluator (Rogozin et al 1996) and NetStart 
(Pedersen & Nielsen 1997) do not rely on the ribosome 
scanning model and do not require a fuU length ORF in 
cDNA fragments. 

The most direct way to characterize the coding regions of 
genomes and provide reliable information for structural 
annotation of genes in genomic sequences stili remains 
the analysis of sequences from cDNA libraries. As a 
consequence of their contribution to rapid gene 
discovery, full and partial cDNA sequences have been 
generated in very large numbers, both in public and 
private sectors. ESTs make up currently more than 60% 
of ali the database entries and EST sequencing projects 
have already started to have a major impact on 
biomedical research, by accelerating the Identification of 
new genes of interest as potential targets for drug 
discover/, and by providing target sequences for genome 
wide expression profiling. 
Unlike high quality finished genome sequences, which 
are double-strand and multiple-pass, cDNA and EST 
sequences are mostly single-strand, single-pass sequences 
which frequently contain sequencing errors. Errors may 
result in nucleotide substitutions, insertions or deletions, 
leading to frame-shifts which cause problems in the 
analysis of these sequences. The analysis of ESTs is 
further complicated by the fact that they are usually short, 
300-600 nucleotides in length, they originate from 

different parts of the cDNA, and may include only 
sequence of non-translated regions. 

4.1 Translation Initiation Site 
There are several systems used for recognition of the TIS 
in cDNA based on the use of ANNs. 

4.1.1 Diana-TIS 
The system Diana-TIS (Hatzigeorgiou 2002) ušes two 
ANNs. The first one, the consensus ANN, assesses the 
TIS and its immediate surrounding (see Fig. 7a). The 
second one, the coding ANN, assesses the coding 
potential of the regions upstream and downstream of TIS. 
Several approaches have been investigated to find a good 
method for coding region prediction. The best 
performance is obtained by an ANN that ušes 
preprocessed data as input. The most efficient pre-
processing method was the counting of codons in a 
window using a step of three nucleotides and starting 
with the window's first codon (see Fig. 7b). Negative 
examples are extracted randomly from the non-coding 
regions and also from those windows of the coding region 
that start with the second and third nucleotide of a codon 
(i.e., those that are out of frame). The finally assembled 
system ušes these two networks and several additional 
rules to predict the TIS. The consensus ANN is with 
short-cut connections, has two hidden neurons, and it is 
trained by cascade-correlation algorithm. The coding 
ANN is a feedforward network trained by resilient 
backpropagation. 

local TIS-score 

output Iayer 

hidden layer 

Input layer 

» • » • • » » • • • 
^ DNA-Seguence A A A C C A T G A C T T :^ 

Figure 7a: shows the architecture of the implemented TIS 
recognition module. A sliding window of 12 nucleotides 

is presented to the trained ANN. A high score at the 
output of the ANN indicates a possible TIS. 

Abilities of individual ANNs and the integrated method 
to correctly recognize TIS are summarized in Table 3. 
Both Se and ppv are obtained from the results on the 
positive and negative test sets. 

TABLE 3. Performances of three ANNs used 

Coding ANN 
Consensus ANN 

Integrated method 

(Se+ppv)/2 
0.764 
0.825 
0.94 
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The system is 
http://diana.pcbi.upenn.edu 

available under: coding potential 

4.1.2 NetStart 
The NetStart system (Pedersen & Nielsen 1997) predicts 
TIS by an ANN. The input to the ANN is the nucleotide 
sequence translated through the binary code. Data 
window is of 203 nucleotides in length and a feedforward 
three layer ANN is used with 30 hidden neurons. The 
system achieves Se = 0.78 and Sp = 0.87 and can be 
accessed at http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/NetStart/ 

4.2 Coding Regions and Frame-shift 
DIANA-EST system (Hatzigeorgiou et al 2001) is aimed 
at recognition of the coding or non-coding EST/cDNA 
sequences, reading frame-shift errors and corrections of 
some of these. It ušes three ANNs. 
DIANA-EST is based on a combination of ANNs and 
statistics for the characterization of coding regions within 
ESTs. Two major problems in the analysis of ESTs are 
their short length and frequent sequencing errors. Their 
short length makes it difficult to use non-frame-specific 
coding measures and, conversely, frame-specific methods 
suffer from the frequent frame shifts introduced by 
sequencing errors. To overcome these problems DIANA-
EST incorporates two separate modules: a coding/non-
coding sensitive module and a frame/non-frame sensitive 
module. Both modules are based on frame-specific codon 
usage statistics combined with an ANN (Hatzigeorgiou, 
2001). 
The selection of positive and negative data was made 
similarly as in the čase of the DIANA-TIS system. The 
performance of this particular ANN on human sequence 
has an accuracy characterized by (Se+ppv)/2 = 84% 
(Hatzigeorgiou et al 2001). 
For the prediction of the coding regions in EST's ali three 
modules are integrated into one system. In the first step 
the frame-ANN is applied on a sliding window along the 
sequence. If the sequence is derived from a coding region 
without sequencing errors the output will be a sequence 
of numerical values with a high score in every third 
position. This is the position of the first nucleotide of a 
codon. If a deletion or insertion occurs, this periodicity 
will get disturbed. In the ideal čase the response of the 
ANN in scanning of a coding nucleotide sequence will be 
made of a chain of alternations of 1 O O, starting with 1 
(for example: 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 O O 1 O 0). In the 
second step of the algorithm the ideal chain of the 
sequence gets aligned with the real score values in order 
to maximize the overall coding score potential (which, in 
this čase, is calculated by 

output layer 

hidden layBr 

input layer 

O O o o o o # o c 

codon usage vector ^ j i 3 I o I D 

"̂  DNA-Seguence A | A| A | c | c ( C T A t C T G T : \ 
54 

Figure 7b: shows coding region recognition module. A 
window of 54 nucleotides slides along the sequence. 

After preprocessing, the data of each window are 
presented to the trained ANN. A high ANN output 

indicates a window of a coding region starting on the first 
nucleotide of a codon. 

The selection of positive and negative data was made 
similarly as in the čase of the DIANA-TIS system. The 
performance of this particular ANN on human sequence 
has an accuracy characterized by (Se+ppv)/2 = 84% 
(Hatzigeorgiou et al 2001). 
For the prediction of the coding regions in EST's ali three 
modules are integrated into one system. In the first step 
the frame-ANN is applied on a sliding window along the 
sequence. If the sequence is derived from a coding region 
without sequencing errors the output will be a sequence 
of numerical values with a high score in every third 
position. This is the position of the first nucleotide of a 
codon. If a deletion or insertion occurs, this periodicity 
will get disturbed. In the ideal čase the response of the 
ANN in scanning of a coding nucleotide sequence will be 
made of a chain of alternations of 1 O O, starting with 1 
(for example: 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 O O 1 O 0). In the 
second step of the algorithm the ideal chain of the 
sequence gets aligned with the real score values in order 
to maximize the overall coding score potential (which, in 
this čase, is calculated by multiplying the values of the 
two sequences). This alignment is made by a dynamic 
programming approach. Finally, retracing back the path 
of the best alignment (the alignment with the best score) 
it is possible to locate the frame changes. This method is 
similar with the approach described in (Xu et al 1995). In 
order to avoid a frequent frame-switching it is necessary 
to introduce frame-change penalty. 
For the recognition of the coding start the consensus-
ANN is used to calculate a score for every ATG (putative 
TIS). In Addition the non-coding/coding potential around 
every ATG is calculated by building the diiference 
between ali coding scores (calculated by the coding 
ANN) of in-frame 60 positions before and after the ATG. 
If the product of the consensus score and the non-
coding/coding difference is above a certain threshold 

http://diana.pcbi.upenn.edu
http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/NetStart/
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(here 0.2) and the ATG is on the leading frame, the ATG 
is characterized as TIS. 
Stop codons are permitted on the predicted coding 
region. Possible ends of the coding sequence are 
determined by the presence of stop codons in a local 
coding frame. Local coding frame means that the frame 
of the stop-codon has a high score for 60 nucleotides 
before the stop codon. 
The integrated method of detection of coding/non-coding 
sequences has Se = 0.865 and ppv = 0.796. Correction 
ability of the integrated system is estimated to be 
characterized by (Se+ppv)/2 = 0.897. 
The system is available under: 
http://diana.pcbi.upenn.edu 

ensemble of coding/non-coding ANNs is formed from 6 
ANNs. One ANN ušes data window of 101 nt, 4 ANNs 
use data window of 201 nt, and one ANN a data window 
of 251 nt. These different window sizes are used to cater 
for short and long exons. This ensemble achieves Se = 
0.91, Sp = 0.895. One may consider the splice site 
ensemble as dealing with the local Information, while the 
coding/non-coding ensemble deals with the global 
Information surrounding the sites. These two ANN 
ensembles are combined into the fmal system and 
additional rules are used for post-prediction filtering. The 
final system achieves the follovving results on A.thaliana 
data set: 

5 Splice Sites Recognition 

Splice sites represent boundaries between the introns and 
exons in eukaryotic organisms. They are located in 
introns and the boundary between the exon and the 
adjacent intron is characterized by a canonical nucleotide 
pair GT and called 'donor' site, while the boundary 
between the intron and the adjacent exon is characterized 
by AG nucleotide pair and it is called 'acceptor' site. 
Consequently introns are bounded by GT and AG splice 
sites. Since many of the internal exons are also coding 
exons, a nucleotide bias is present in such coding exons 
and this frequently can help in predictions of the splice 
sites. 

5.1 NetPlantGene 
One of the systems for splice sites prediction based on 
ANNs is NetPlantGene (Hebsgaard et al 1996). This 
system ušes ANNs and additional rules to infer the 
predictions of splice sites. It combines local and global 
sequence Information. ANNs used in this system are aH 
feedforward, three layer ANNs, trained by 
backpropagation algorithm. The input sequence is 
obtained from appropriate nucleotide data window, where 
nucleotides are coded by a sparse binary code A = 
(1000), C = (0100), G = (0010), T = (0001). Each ANN 
has only one output node which produces real number 
response in the range [0,1]. Two types of ANNs are 
designed for this system: 1/ ANNs for detection of coding 
nucleotides as opposed to non-coding ones, and II ANNs 
used for detection of splice sites. The coding/non-coding 
ANNs are trained to achieve maximal correlation 
coefFicient (CC). The splice sites ANNs are trained to 
achieve Se = 0.95 while the number of FPs is minimized. 
Data window used for splice site ANNs is 23 nt, and 10 
hidden layer neurons were used. An ensemble of 10 
ANNs which were randomly initialized is formed and the 
average of the outputs of ensemble ANNs is used for 
predictions. 

On A.thaliana dataset this ensemble achieves Se = 0.61, 
ppv = 0.69 for donor sites. For acceptor sites the 
performance is similar, but due to complexity of acceptor 
sites a window of 61 nt is used and ali ANNs in the 
ensemble of 10 ANNs had 15 hidden layer neurons. An 

5.2 Other Splice Site Systems Based on 
ANNs 

Several other systems for splice site recognition based 
on different types of ANNs are developed. Generally, 
their technical solutions exploit the coding/non-coding 
region contrast and immediate surrounding of the splice 
sites. The best known of these systems are NetGene2 
(http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/NetGene2/) which 
evolved from NetGene (Brunak et al 1991) and 
NetPlantGene, NNSplice 
(http://www.fruitflv.org/seq_tools/splice.htmn. BRAIN 
(Rampone 1998) and EXON-ENet (Fu 1999). A 
comparison of the many splice site recognition systems 
including some of those based on ANNs are given in the 
studyofThanaraj (2000). 

DNA sequence 

ANN ENSEMBLE 
FOR LOCAL 

INFORMATION 

ANN ENSEMBLE 
FOR GLOBAL 
INFORMATION 

INTEGRATION 
AND POST-

PROCESSING 
RULES 

SPLICE SITE 
PREDICTION 

Figure 8: NetPlantGene system structure 

http://diana.pcbi.upenn.edu
http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/NetGene2/
http://www.fruitflv.org/seq_tools/splice.htmn
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TABLE 4. Performances of NetPlantGene ANN 
ensembles 

Integrated method 
(donor sites) 

Integrated methods 
(donor sites) 

Integrated method 
(acceptor sites) 

Integrated methods 
(acceptor sites) 

Se 
0.80 

0.95 

0.80 

0.95 

FP 
0.011% 

0.097% 

0.034% 

0.26% 

6 Conclusion 
We presented an overvievv of a number of ANN based 
systems used for different problems associated with 
transcriptional and translational signals and regions, as 
well as splice-sites. These systems show overall improved 
performances as compared to other non-ANN based 
systems and thus represent very promising tools for 
specific pattem recognition in computational genomics. 
The indicated performances of these systems can be used 
only as a guideline since the training and test sets for 
these systems were, generally, different. Interested reader 
can fmd details of the solutions in the respective 
literature. 
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This paper describes our current results and research activities in the held of intelligent distributed com-
puting in dynamic computer networks. In this area, we focus on mobile agents and mobile agent systems, 
especially on the itinerary problem of mobile agents. We describe a framework to improve an agenVs mi-
gration process and to increase its autonomy and adaptivity in the planing and travel phase. As a basis we 
utilize the Tracy mobile agent system, developed at FSU during the last few years. Por ourpurposes we 
expand this system by adding intelligent and adaptable system components, as v/ell as a basic information 
infrastructure. 

1 Introduction and results in the area of itinerary planning. 

Mobile agents are autonomous and proactive software en-
tities which act on behalf of an owner, communicate and 
cooperate with each other, and have the ability to migrate 
through a heterogenous netvvork of computers [21, 3]. 
Within the last years an increasing amount of research has 
been devoted to this area. Topics like communication [2], 
cooperation [15], migration [20], applications [16, 17], se-
curity issues [19], etc. are investigated at several universi-
ties and companies. 

Mobile agents can be used in distributed real-time appli
cations to avoid network latency by migrating to the critical 
domains in the netvvork, help to reduce network traffic on 
the WWW by moving the code to the data sources, build 
and manage intelligent on-line communities (for humans 
and/or agents), etc. There are lots of other possible applica-
tion areas that have been widely discussed. True is that mo
bile agents are not limited to a single killer application, or 
even need one. We at FSU look at (mobile) agents mostly 
from the vievvpoint of distributed computing systems, i. e. 
as a new paradigm for open peer-to-peer computing. 

In a typical scenario, a mobile agent visits more than 
one host in a network of so-called agencies to fulfill its 
task. Thus, it needs a "travel plan" when it starts its jour-
ney, a usually fixed plan that is provided by its program-
mer/owner. Hovvever, due to the size and possibly dy-
namical behavior of modern (ad-hoc) netvvorks that change 
much faster than the agent-owner's perception of the net, 
mobile agents must by now develop the ability to construct 
and pro-actively adapt their ovvn travel plans, which we call 
an itinerary. 

We at FSU, in the TRACY project [1], focus as one hot-
spot on the itinerary problem of mobile agents by improv-
ing the basic technical efficiency of their migration and by 
increasing their autonomy and adaptivity in the planning 
and travel phase. This paper outlines our current research 

2 A Sample Scenario 

Before we start to explain our framework we want to intro-
duce a general scenario for the application. It should help 
to describe our idea and our goals. In the scenario, the mo
bile agents visits a set of agencies while migrating through 
the netvvork to fuliill its task. 

A user (the ovvner) hands over a task to an agent. Nor-
mally, such a task should not contain information on HOW 
to fulfill. Hence, the agent has to organize the journey 
through the network by itself. Therefore, the agent searches 
for suitable services at a map provided by the local agency. 
This map contains information on services within the net 
and some network characteristics. The search result is a set 
of agencies within the netvvork that should be visited. Novv 
the agent may trigger a route planer to use the available 
map's information on connection topology and qualities to 
identify a possible trip through the netvvork. The result is 
a first travel plan - the itinerary. Before the agent begins 
the trip, it might use a migration planer to optimize the trip 
from an efficiency perspective. 

Novv the agent "executes the itinerary" and starts the mi
gration. During the trip the agent visits service points and 
communicates and cooperates vvith other agents. At any 
point in time, but at least vvhen migrating to further away 
agencies (map's information is more blurred for further 
away agencies), the agent may fine-tune and re-adapt its 
itinerary. This is achieved by taking advantage of the more 
detailed information novv available locally. Finally, after its 
trip, the agent hands over the results to its principal. This 
might include a description of the visited agencies, a kind 
of travel report. 

As indicated, we vvant to provide an infrastructure that 
enables agents to be more autonomous. A user should con-
centrate on WHAT the agent has to do and not on HOW. 

http://swt.informatik.uni-jena.de
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3 The Framework 

To improve the autonomy of mobile agents means mDstly 
to improve the pro-activity of an agent. The agent has to 
initiaUze its itinerary on its own by locating services within 
the network vvhich are suitable to fulfill the owner-given 
task. While visiting these service points (so-called agen
cies) within the netvvork, the agent may in addition adapt 
to the changing environment (broken links, new services 
and platforms, etc.) and modify its itinerary dynamically. 

We strive to provide an infrastructure that enables mobile 
agents to plan and modify their itinerary in an autonomous 
fashion. We utilize the existing systems Tracy - The Mo
bile Agent System and The Tracy Domain Service. Tracy 
is a general purpose mobile agent system implemented in 
Java 2 at FSU Jena [6, 4]. The Tracy Domain Service is 
a mechanism to network multiple sub-netvforks of agen
cies [5]. Thereby, the full set of available agencies is split 
into disjunct domains (local sets of agencies) to achieve 
better scalability and an improved information handling po-
tential within a possibly dynamical network environment 
(see also sec. 4.1). To implement this idea, we expand 
the existing agent system middle-vvare by adding intelligent 
and adaptable system components and a basic information 
infrastructure to each agency (see sec. 4.2 to sec. 4.4). 

Our main idea is to build and provide Dynamic Domain 
Maps [8, 18]. Such a map contains information on avail
able Domain Nodes (agencies vvithin the local domain) and 
their services, as well as on the quality of the available con-
nections in-between these nodes (e. g., bandwidth, reliabil-
ity, etc). The data on the map is kept up-to-date at regular 
intervals. The amount of data to be included can be han-
dled quite easily due to the limited number of nodes within 
a domain. These domain maps form the basic information 
infrastructure that enables our mobile agents to act and plan 
in an intelligent fashion. 

Betvveen domains, compressed (summarized) domain 
maps can be exchanged. Thus, each domain has at least a 
limited view of (neighboring) remote domains and mobile 
agents are, therefore, able to target services also in other, 
non-local domains. 

Fig. 1 shows the system components available on each 
agency the agent may visit - the Map Module, the Roiite 
Planer, and the Migration Planer. The Map Module is 
designed to support the agent in choosing and locating 
task-relevant services within the Dynamic Domain Maps. 
The Route Planer can be used by the agent to plan an ef-
ficient path through the (local) domain or to modify the 
itinerary during the journey. The Migration Planer is a 
Tracy-specitic module to minimize network load and mi
gration time. It links to the capability of Tracy to optimize 
the actual technical migration process once an itinerary has 
been developed. 

These tasks can be triggered by any agent on demand 
while residing in an agency, without having to program and 
replicate the respective algorithms into each single agent 
instance (mobile agents want to be slim and fast). How-
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Figure 1: Major Infrastructure Components 

ever, if and when an agent actually wants to use this type 
of infrastructure service remains vvithin its own power of 
decision. Thus, it could also ignore the offered capabili-
ties of this infrastructure completely and apply its private 
algorithms and rules. 

4 Module Description 

This section describes the major infrastructure components 
shown in fig. 1 in more detail, as well as the Tracy Domain 
Service which is an important basis for the framework. 

4.1 Tracy Domain Service 

An agent system network consists of an unstructured set of 
agencies. Generally such an agency is independent and not 
networked with other agencies. In Tracy the vvhole set of 
agencies is structured into domains, i. e. every agency be-
longs to exactly one domain and is no longer unknovvn to 
other local agencies. Within every domain there is a Do
main Manager, vvhich is a special agency responsible for 
administration tasks vvithin the local domain. Every Do
main Node (agency vvithin the domain) needs to register 
with the Domain Manager vvhich can, therefore, provide a 
list of knovvn Domain Nodes and the services they offer. 

On the left hand side of figure 2 you can see a local do
main and its Domain Manager Remote Domains are illus-
trated on the right hand side. Which of the many available 
domains is "local" depends for a specific agent simply on 
the fact on vvhich agency it currently resides. 

Multiple domains are netvvorked via a Domain Master 
vvhich acts as a Domain Manager for Domains (represented 
by the Domain Manager). Thus, the Tracy Domain Service 
is a tvvo-stage concept: netvvorked Domain Nodes vvithin a 
local domain and netvvorked domains vvithin the vveb. 
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Domain Master 

Figure 2: Tracy Domain Concept 

4.2 Map Module 
The starting point to build a local domain map is the list 
of nodes available within the domain, provided by the Do
main Manager, and the relations betvveen each one of them. 
This is the basic matrix structure we use for the map. An 
additional component is needed to coUect detailed informa
tion on each node and on the network (line) characteristics, 
to fill the matrix with information. This component is the 
Network Monitoring Module [18]. 

The main problem within such a domain, and thus the 
complete network, is its possibly highly dynamical behav-
ior and its heterogeneity. At anytime additional nodes may 
be added on while other nodes may drop out. The perfor-
mance and line characteristics of nodes may be completely 
different, reaching from PDAs to high performance servers 
with good bandvvidth. Actually measured values of line 
characteristics may oscillate quite intensively over time. 

To get an up to date view of the current network situa-
tion, a lot of measurement experiments have to be done at 
short and regular time intervals. The more frequently, the 
better the data. However, netvvork load is also increased 
and a good compromise has thus to be found. 

The amount of data which has to be stored is increased 
by the number of nodes. If there should be information 
available on line characteristics for each node-to-node con-
nection, the amount of required memory rises to the square 
with the number of nodes. This data can not be handled 
efficiently for a large set of unstructured nodes. The use of 
the Tracy Domain Service gives us thus the chance to limit 
the number of nodes to a fitting size (domains are limited in 
size, as they correspond usually to logical sub-networks). 

As mentioned before, between domains there is a pos-
sibility to exchange data (domain maps) with compressed 
information. Of course, it is not so important to have an up-
to-date map of remote domains as it is for the local domain. 
For this reason, and because of memory efficency, the map 
within the Map Module is split into a local domain map and 

a map of remote domains (compressed domain maps). 
In fig. 3 the data structure of a domain map is shown in 

more detail. Local and remote maps are structured identi-
cally, the difference is in the granularity of the data. We 
distinguish between Node Information and Line Informa
tion. Node Information contains a technical description for 
each node (e. g. supported protocols) and information on 
provided services. If we talk about the local domain map, 
the term "node" means a single agency. Otherwise, if we 
talk about remote domains, a node represents a complete 
domain, represented by its Domain Manager. Line Infor
mation contains data on important line characteristics (e. g. 
bandvvidth). 
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Figure 3: Map Data Structure 

The Line Information part is mainly a connection matrix 
M e 

M e 

/ Cii 
C21 

Cl2 
C22 

with entries Cjj that are each a list of values vi,... ,Vk for 
the different line characteristics, representing the directed 
connection from node i to node j . 

Map information is located on every agency. Within 
the matrix Me, there is one rovi' i (Line Information part) 
which represents the own local agency i. This row con
tains the line information entries to aH known hosts within 
the local domain. The list values Vi within the entries are 
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extracted from measurement experiments. 
The current values we provide for our agents planning 

purposes are always forecasts for the next expected result, 
based on a time-line of multiple existing measurements, 
and not simply the last available measurements. This helps 
to prevent an agent from extracting a possibly singular 
value that is wide off the usual scale and bases the agent's 
prognosis on a more solid and larger set of values. 

To measure a certain line characteristic, we use software 
sensors. Such a sensor is located on every node and con-
ducts experiments with the sensors located on other nodes 
within the same domain. If the local node is a Domain 
Manager, the sensor makes experiments also with remote 
Domain Managers. The precondition to do experiments is 
a list of known hosts, received from the Domain Manager 
or, on the domain level, from the Domain Master. 

Within the matrix Me there is only one row filled with 
entries by experiments of the local node. This line must be 
communicated to the other nodes vvithin the local domain 
to fill their respective line structures, representing the re
mote matrices. We use the ongoing bandwidth experiments 
to transmit these data as well as Node Information. Once a 
local node has received data from ali other nodes vvithin the 
local domain, its local domain map is complete. The same 
procedure is done at the domain level to fill the map's struc-
ture for remote domains. As a result, every node (agency) 
has quite detailed Information with regards to the local do
main and a rough knowledge on known remote domains. 

4.3 Route Planer Module 

The Route Planer Module ušes the Dynamic Domain Maps 
created by the Map Module. The task of the module is 
to generale a path through the netvvork which can be used 
by the agent to visit ali targets within nearly minimal mi-
gration time. Therefore, the agent has selected interesting 
nodes from the map or even has its own list of interest
ing agencies which will be a starting point to calculate the 
path through the net. For this calculation the module has 
to query the Map Module for line characteristics which can 
be used to vveight connections in-between nodes. 

The calculation for the whole trip can be done only, if the 
agent travels vvithin a known area, like the local domain. If 
the agent visits remote domains, information is incomplete, 
i. e. the exact targets vvithin the remote domains are not 
known yet and the line qualities within the remote domains 
are not available in detail. Hence, the agent should use the 
Route Planer again to re-calculate the path. 

The route planing process itself is basically the Travel-
ing Salesman Problem which is an NP complete type of 
problem. As a consequence, getting an optimal solution in 
practical application is ruled out. There are some heuristic 
algorithms (such as local search algorithm, genetic algo-
rithm, simulated annealing, neural networks etc.) that have 
been applied extensively for solving such problems [12]. 
The comparative performance of the algorithms depends 
on the problem and the given detailed circumstances. 

To be able to test different algorithms, the Route Planing 
Module has an interchangeable calculation component (see 
fig. 1). Our current results indicate that classical local op-
timization algorithms (2-Opt, 3-Opt, Lin-Kernighan) seem 
to be the best fit for our application ([13] compares various 
algorithms). Thereby, in order to improve a feasible tour it 
is modified by deleting some edges, thus breaking the tour 
into paths, and then reconnection those paths in another 
possible way [14]. Basically the algorithms in this family 
differ in the number of edges which will be exchanged: 2-
Opt ušes 2 edges, 3-Opt ušes 3 edges, and Lin-Kernighan 
ušes a variable number of edges. 

These algorithms are designed to handle symmetrical 
distance/vveight matrices. There are also algorithms for 
asymmetrical distance/vveight matrices [11], vvhich we will 
test in more detail at the moment. 

4.4 IMigration Planer JVIodule 

This module plans the agent's actual migration process 
from a technical perspective. In contrast to the other mod-
ules, it is a very Tracy specific enhahcement and will not 
be covered in any real depth in this paper. 

Tracy provides adaptable Migration Strategies, i. e. the 
way how migrations are processed. In general, an agent 
consists of different parts: the agent's state and its variable 
data parts (the serialized agent), and the agent's byte code 
(several class files). To execute an agent on a remote plat
form, at least the state and the data part have to be transmit-
ted. The byte code files have to be transmitted only, if they 
are needed on the remote platform and are not available 
there. 

Based on this basic observation, different types of migra
tion strategies are possible: push strategies, puli strategies, 
and its variations. A push strategy means to transmit byte 
code along with the agent or even before the agent arrives at 
the remote platform. The opposite is a puli strategy where 
the agent loads code on demand. 

The purpose of the use of different migration strategies 
is to transmit only code units which are needed (see fig. 4) 
and thus to cause minimal network load [7]. The granular-
ity level in this question ranges from a set of class files to 
single classes, or even to single methods (planned) [9]. 

The decision which type of migration strategy should be 
used in a given situation is mainly influenced by three facts: 
network characteristics, node properties/contents, and the 
agenfs own characteristics and behavior. 

An example for a netvvork characteristic based decision 
vvould be an agent starting from a node which is not con-
nected to the web ali the time, like a dial-up host or a mo-
bile device. It should be transmitted as a whole because 
a dynamical dovvnload from code parts on request is only 
possible if the node is online. In general, this holds for ali 
types of instable connections. 

For a first realization of the Migration Planner Mod
ule, we currently limit our efforts to netvvork characteristic 
based decisions and a class based granularity. Due to this 
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limitations the module is also less Tracy specific and could 
be ported relatively easily to other available environments. 

5 Conclusion 
We have established an infrastructure of Dynamic Domain 
Maps as a basis to handle and structure a potentially slowly 
dynamical and very large netvvork of agencies. This infras
tructure enables mobile agents to navigate through a par-
tially unknown network of nodes. With the help of addi-
tional modules at each agency, we enable mobile agents to 
plan an efficient itinerary and to adapt to changing environ
ments, if they choose to do so. This solution respects each 
agent's autonomy, its independence and, at the same tirne, 
offers additional value and intelligence vvhenever neces-
sary. 

Tracy is by now a fully operational middle-vvare for mo
bile agents that will be outsourced into a small company 
within the next year. The realization of the additional mod
ules discussed in this paper (fig. 1) is ongoing research - the 
Map Module is already implemented and the Route Planer 
is well under vî ay. We already started with the development 
of the Migration Planer based on the possibilities of Tracy's 
Migration Strategies. Furthermore, we plan to run more ex-
periments to get an improved feeling for the potentials and 
possible dravvbacks of our framevvork. 
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In the recent years, the astonisbing growth of the Internet and the considerable advances of Web tech-
nologies have promoted the development of electronic commerce. While e-commerce has not necessarily 
aiiowed businesses to produce more products, it has aUowed them to provide consumers with more choices. 
Instead of tens of thousands of books in a superstore, consumers may choose among millions of books in 
an online store. Increasing choice has aiso increased the amount of information that scrupulous customers 
v/antprocess before they are able to select which items meet their needs. One way to address this informa
tion overload is the use of personalized systems able to support customers in retrieving information about 
products they are really interested in. Personalization has become an important strategy in Business-to-
Consumer electronic commerce, where a user explicitly wants the e-commerce site to considerhis orher 
own information, such as preferences, in order to improve access to relevant product information. In this 
paper, we propose a scheme to learn user profiles to support Internet customers. The proposed scheme is 
designed to handle different levels of users' interests simultaneously. Experimental evaluations show the 
promise of the approach. 

1 Introduction 
In the era of Internet, huge amount of data are available to 
everybody, in every plače and at any moment. Even though 
this is extremely useful and exciting, the ever-growing 
amount of information at disposal generates cognitive over
load and even anxiety, especially in novice or occasional 
users. Consumers have to spend more tirne to browse the 
net in order to find the information needed. Sometimes the 
contents of the Web pages are irrelevant to the consumers' 
expectation, but they have to read them in order to filter 
and get what they really want. The main challenge is to 
support web users in order to facilitate navigation through 
web sites and to improve searching among the extremely 
large Web repositories, such as Digital Libraries, online 
product catalogues or other generic information sources. 
A possible way to overcome this problem is the develop
ment of intelligent systems to provide personalized infor
mation services [Schafer et al., 2001]. A remarkable ex-
ample arises in e-commerce Internet sites (marketplaces, 
electronic shops, and others), which provide information 
on thousands, even millions, of products and services and 
where it is well known that the process of buying prod
ucts and services often implies a high degree of complex-
ity and uncertainty. Effecdvely supporting user search and 
brovvsing over such large repositories entails the problem 
of properly understanding user needs, filtering out not rel
evant items, helping the user to formulate the most appro-
priate queries, and presenting results ranked according to 
their presumed relevance. The complexity of the problem 

could be loNvered by the automatic construction of machine 
processable profiles that can be exploited to deliver person
alized content to the user, fitting his or her personal choices. 
This is called user modelling process. 

This paper discusses a method to model customers' pref
erences to offer personalized Internet services. Our ap
proach relies on a two-step profiles generation process: in 
the first step, the system leams coarse-grained profiles in 
which the preferences are the product categories the user is 
interested into. In the second step, the profiles are refined 
by adding a probabilistic model of each preferred product 
category, induced from the descriptions of the products the 
user likes in these categories. The final outcome of the pro
cess is a more specidcfine-grainedprofile able to discrimi-
nate between interesting and uninteresdng products for the 
user. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Sec-
don 2 discusses how the need to acquire new customers 
has made web personalization an indispensable part of e-
commerce and how intelligent techniques are needed to 
achieve effective personalization. In Section 3, after intro-
ducing the use of leaming techniques to construct models 
of users' preferences, a detailed description of the two-step 
profile generation process is provided. Section 4 presents 
some experimental results. Finally, conclusions and future 
works are drav/n in Section 5. 

mailto:semeraro@di.uniba.it
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2 Background 

2.1 User profiling for web-content 
personalization 

Internet services have evolved rapidly, leading to a con-
stantly increasing number of modern Web sites. Enter
prises are developing new business portals and providing 
enormous amounts of productinformation, which in many 
cases is heterogeneous, not structured and needs to be dealt 
with in a personalized way. It is particularly relevant to give 
the customers personal advice which reflects their individ-
ual needs and interests. Personalization bas become an 
important strategy in Business-to-Consunier e-commerce, 
vvhere a user explicitly wants the e-commerce site to con-
sider his or her own Information, such as preferences, in 
order to improve access to relevant products. A key issue 
in web site personalization is the automatic construction 
of accurate machine processable user profiles. This pro-
cess is called user modelling and consists in ascertaining 
a few bits of information about each user, processing that 
information quickly and providing the results to applica-
tions, ali vvithout intruding upon the user's consciousness. 
User modelling is nothing more than a fancy term for auto-
mated personalization. Any application that behaves differ-
ently for different users employs a user model. The models 
themselves can be big or small, complex or simple, rich or 
sparse. They often have different names: personality pro
files, psychographic profiles, or consumer databases. They 
are coUections of information about an individual. Such 
collections of information are at best embryonic precursors 
of an ideal user model, which would possess an intimate 
and thorough knowledge of the user it refers to. In short, 
the user model should be able to recognize the user, know 
why the user did something, and guess what he or she wants 
to do next. Profiles could be used to deliver personalized 
content to the user, fitting his or her personal choices. 

According to [Tasso and Omero, 2002], the main ad-
vantages of using the one-to-one personalization paradigm 
based on user profiling are: 

- Making the site more attractive for users - A web site 
that takes into account user preferences is able to make 
recommendations reflecting user needs. Specifically 
in the e-commerce area, this will probably turn a sig-
nificant part of brovvsers into buyers; 

- Obtaining trust and confidence - Users will not be 
requested to explicitly insert information conceming 
their preferences, tastes, etc, but they will be able to 
participate in the management and updating of their 
personal profile. This will result in an increase of trust 
and confidence in a system able to automatically col-
lect data about their preferences; 

- Improving loyalty - The effectiveness of a personal
ization system improves in the long run. Every time 
a user interacts with the web site, the personalization 

mechanism collects new data about his or her pref
erences, so that a more and more satisfactory service 
can be offered. Even if a competitor ušes a person
alization system, it has to learn a lot of information 
about the new customer to be able to offer the same 
satisfactory service. 

Among issues the personalization community is dealing 
with, the acquisition of a good user model is of special im-
portance. 

Machine learning techniques represent a very promising 
solution by which personalization in adaptive systems can 
be achieved. In fact, they have proved successful in cases 
vvhere large data sets were available by providing tools for 
retrieval and filtering useful information and they applied 
to the definition of models of users interacting with an in
formation system [Webb et al., 2001]. 

2.2 Related work 

During recent years several systems have been designed 
to offer personalized services and to deliver user-tailored 
Web content. In this context, various learning approaches 
have been applied to discover user preferences and con-
struct user profiles. A text categorization method is adopted 
by Mooney and Roy [Mooney and Roy, 2000] in their LI-
BRA system. It makes content-based book recommending 
by applying automated text categorization methods to prod-
uct descriptions in Amazon.com, using a naive Bayes text 
classifier. 

A similar approach is adopted by Syskill & Webert 
[Pazzani and Billsus, 1997], which tracks the users brows-
ing to formulate user profiles. The system identifies infor-
mative words from Web pages to be used as boolean fea-
tures and leams a naive Bayesian classifier to discriminate 
interesting Web pages on a particular topic from uninter-
esting ones. 

Data mining methods are used by the l:lPro system 
[Adomavicius and Tuzhilin, 2001] in order to construct in
dividual profiles made up of two sections. One part of 
the profile contains facts about a customer, and the other 
part is made up of rules describing the customer's behavior. 
The behavioral part of the profile is derived from transac-
tional data, representing purchasing and brovvsing activities 
of each user. 

A multistrategy machine learning approach is adopted 
in [Billsus and Pazzani, 1999] for the induction of accurate 
interest profiles that consist of separate models for long-
term and short-term interests. This strategy is applied in 
designing an agent that learns about a user's interests in 
daily news stories. The use of this approach is due to the 
fact that the model must be capable of representing a user's 
multiple interests in different topics and must be flexible 
enough to adapt to a user's changing interests reasonably 
quickly, even after a long preceding training period. 
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3 Learning User Profiles for 
Intelligent Information Access 

3.1 Exploiting Learning Techniques to 
construct models of users' preferences 

By user profile we mean ali the information collected about 
a user that logs to a Web site, in order to take into account 
his or her needs, wishes, and interests. Roughly, a user pro
file is a structured representation of the user's needs which 
a retrieval system could exploit in order to autonomously 
pursue the goals posed by the user. In a user profile mod-
elling process, we have to decide what has to be represented 
and how this information is effectively represented. Gen-
erally the information stored in a user profile can be con-
ceptually categorized in several classes, according to their 
source: 

- Registration Data, such as name, address, email ad-
dress, phone number, title, etc, useful to better serve 
the customer, for example to contact him or her either 
electronically or otherwise. Systems using personal 
data must abide to privacy laws [Kobsa, 2001]; 

- Questwns & Answers (Q&A), that reveal a set of top-
ics of possible interest for the customer; 

- Legacy Data, gathered from external data sources 
such as CRM systems or ERP systems, etc; 

- Past History, that is data related to the brovvsing activ-
ity of users, or data stored in databases such as which 
of registered online customers responded to an e-mail 
campaign; 

- Srd Party, gathered from marketing databases, demo-
graphic analysis, etc; 

- Current Activity, that contains the set of actions per-
formed by the customer in the current session. This 
gives the flexibility and responsiveness to address 
rapidly changing customer needs. 

A user profile is given by a list of attribute-value pairs, in 
which each attribute is given the proper value on the ground 
of the specific user it refers to. Each attribute-value pair 
represents a characteristic of that user The list of attributes 
must be finite as well as the possible values related to each 
attribute. Examples of attributes in that list are: last name, 
first name, age, address, job, annual income, preferences, 
etc. The attribute list is the same for ali the users. These 
attributes or features can be divided into three categories: 

- Explicit, whose values are given by the user himself 
or herself (Registration Data or Q&A); 

- Existing, that can be drawn by existing applications 
(e.g.job); 

- Implicit, are elicited from the behavior of the user, 
through the history of his or her navigation or just 
from the current navigation. 

A simple approach to acquire user preferences is the 
manual construction of a user profile; buyers have to fill an 
initial form that asks for personal data and some specific in
formation (such as product categories of interest among the 
list of categories available in the store). In this way, only a 
limited amount of information can be acquired (customers 
might not be able or willing neither to fill large forms nor to 
provide personal details and preferences). The main prob
lem of this process is its dependency on users vvilling to up
date their preferences. If users do not remember or do not 
want to spend their tirne in updating preferences, the per-
sonalization service will exploit unreliable or wrong data. 

For these reasons, we adopt an approach that dynami-
cally updates the user model by considering data recorded 
on past visits to the store (transactions). The approach ušes 
rules - describing the behavior of a user - leamed from cus
tomers' transacdonal data to construct individual profiles. 

Profiles generated from a huge number of transactions 
tend to be statisdcally reliable. 

In this paper we try to combine the rule-based 
approach with a text categorization method ap-
plied to semi-structured text - the product descrip-
tions [Mooney and Roy, 2000] - in a two-step generation 
process in order to build more detailed user profiles. The 
two steps are described in the next subsections. 

3.2 Discovering user preferences from 
transactional data 

The first step of the profiling extraction process we pro-
pose is performed by the Profile Extractor (Figure 1), 
a module built upon an intelligent middleware com-
ponent, called Learning Server, developed in the con-
text of a digital library service [Semeraro et al., 2000, 
Semeraroet al., 2001]. It has in charge the induction of 
the rules to create the coarse-grained profiles containing the 
product categories the user is interested into. 

The Profile Extractor employs supervised learning tech-
niques to dynamically discover users' preferences from 
transactional data recorded during past visits to the e-
commerce web site. Preferences are stored in a customer 
profile that could be useful to generate individual recom-
mendations. 

From our point of view, the problem of learning user's 
preferences can be čast to the problem of inducing gen
eral concepts from examples labelled as members (or non-
members) of the concepts [Mitchell, 1997]. In this context, 
given a finite set of categories of interest C= {ci, C2, . . . , 
c„}, the task consists in learning the target concept Ji "user 
interested in the category Ci". 

In the training phase, each user represents a positive ex-
ample of users interested in the categories he or she likes 
and a negative example of users interested in the categories 
he or she dislikes. 
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Moreover, we chose an operational description of the 
target concept Ti, using a collection of rules that match 
against the features describing a user in order to decide if 
he or she is a member of Tj. 

In the COGITO project, the system was tested on the 
German virtual bookshop of the Bertelsmann Online com-
pany (www.bol.de). In this context, the set of categories 
of interest (translation in English of the German word 
is reported in parenthesis) is C= [Belletristik (Fiction), 
Computer_und_Internet (Computer and Internet), Kinder-
biicher (Children's Books), Kultur_und_Geschichte (Cul-
ture and History), Nachschlagewerke (Reference Books), 
Reise (Travel), Sachbuch_und_Ratgeber (Monographs and 
Guidebooks), Schule_und_Bildung (School and Educa-
tion), Wirtschaft_und_Soziales (Economics and Law), Wis-
senschaft_und_Technik (Science and Technique)}. The 
members of C are the ten main book categories the BOL 
product database is subdivided into and represent the pref-
erences of the users accessing the BOL Web site. More
over, we needed to establish a formal description of the 
features (attributes) that represent each example. The com-
plete set of attributes is listed in Table 1. 

Transactional data about customers, stored in an XML 
file (Users' History), are used to set up the examples in 
order to train the system. A domain expert classifies each 
instance as member or nonmember of each book category, 
depending on the values of the attributes. 

The architecture of the Profile Extractor (Figure 1) is 
made up of several sub-modules: 

- XMLI/0 Wrapper - it extracts from the Users' History 
the data required to set up the instances used to train 
the leaming component; 

- Profile Rules Extractor - it processes the instances 
and induces a classification rule set for each book 
category. An example of a classification rule set in-
ferred for a specific category of the BOL Web site 
is presented in Figure 2. The core of the mod
ule is WEKA [Witten and Frank, 1999], a tool that 
provides implementation of state-of-the-art leaming 
algorithms, developed at the University of Waikato 
(New Zealand) and written in Java. The learning 
algorithm adopted in the rule induction process is 
PART [Frank and Witten, 1998], that produces rules 
from pruned partial decision trees, built using C4.5's 
heuristics [Quinlan, 1993]. 

- Profile Manager - it ušes the rule sets inferred by the 
Profile Rules Extractor to predict whether a user is 
interested in each book category. AU these classi-
fications, together with the user's transactional data, 
are gathered to form the user profile. It is composed 
of two main frames: factual, containing personal 
and transactional data, and behavioral, containing the 
leamed preferred book categories ranked according to 
the degree of interest computed by the leaming system 
(Figure 3). 

In the COGITO context, user profiles are used to per-
sonalize the search in the BOL product database ac
cording to the user's interests [Abbattista et al., 2002]. 

3.3 Exploiting the profiles for intelligent 
search 

In the COGITO prototype, the coarse-grained profiles are 
exploited by a natural language assistant named Susanna. It 
offers a better support to customers using the BOL search 
engine to find interesting books. This improves the usabil-
ity of the BOL web site, as demonstrated in the foIlowing 
scenarios. 

Scenario I: unknown user 
A user is known by the COGITO system if he or she 

completes the BOL registration procedure. This step pro
vides each customer with a personal Identification number 
that is necessary both for recognizing a user and for col-
lecting data on his or her preferences and for generating or 
updating his or her profile. 

In the first scenario, an unknown user asks the chatterbot 
for a book by the author named King. Susanna finds several 
books through a remote call (deep linking) to the search 
engine available on the BOL Web site, and displays them 
as shown in Figure 4. 

Notice that the books that rank at the top aie authored 
by Stephen King. Books by other authors are found further 
down the list, which means that the user must scroll down 
a long list if he or she is not looking for a book by Stephen 
King. The customer not looking for a book by Stephen 
King can now choose to either refine the search by using an 
advanced search function or continue to chat with Susanna 
about different fields of interest. 

Scenario 2: registered user 
In the second scenario, the user has already been chatting 

to Susanna about some of his or her interests. Therefore, a 
profile of this user is available to the system, which can ex-
ploit it to accomplish a more precise search in the product 
database. Consider that the profile of such a user is the one 
presented in Figure 3 and the query submitted by the user 
is the same as in the previous scenario. 

Now, the first book displayed is a book about Windows 
2000 co-authored by Robert King (Figure 5). This re-
sult is due to the fact that the original query about King 
has been automatically expanded into "King AND Com-
puter&Internet" (highlighted by the circle in Figure 5), 
since Computer_und_Internet is the category with the 
highest degree of interest in the profile of the user (Fig
ure 3). This process is called query expansion. These sce
narios highlight the dependence of the result set on the pro
file of the user that issued the query. 

3.4 Refinement of profiles by learning from 
textual descriptions 

The profiles inferred by the COGITO system are coarse-
grained: they conlain the book categories preferred by 

http://www.bol.de
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a user. Our intention was to enhance the profiles by 
taking into account the user's preferences in each cate-
gory, in order to achieve more precise book recommen-
dations. Thus, we adopted a probabilistic leaming algo-
rithm to classify the textual descriptions of the books, the 
naive Bayes classifier [Mitchell, 1997, Sebastiani, 2002]. 
Naive Bayes has been shown to perform competitively 
with more complex algorithms and has become an increas-
ingly popular algorithm in text classification applications 
[Pazzani and Billsus, 1997, McCallum and Nigam, 1998]. 

Our prototype, called ITem Recommender (ITR), is able 
to classify books belonging to a specific category as inter-
esting or uninteresting for a particular user: for example, 
the system could leam the target concept "book descrip
tions the user finds interesting in the category Computer 
and Internet". 

Bayesian reasoning provides a probabilistic approach to 
inference. It is based on the assumption that the quantities 
of interesi are governed by probabilistic distributions and 
that optimal decision can be made by reasoning about these 
probabilities together with observed data. 

In our leaming problem, each instance is represented by 
a set of slots. Each slot is a textual field corresponding to a 
specific feature of a book. The slots used by ITR are: title, 
authors and textual annotation. A simple pattern-matcher, 
the Item Extractor (Figure 6), analyzes the book descrip
tions and extracts the words, the tokens to fill each slot (it 
also eliminates stopwords and applies stemming). The text 
in each slot is a collection of words (a bag of word, BOW) 
processed taking into account their occurrences in the orig
inal text. Thus, each instance is represented as a vector of 
three BOWs, one for each slot. Moreover, each instance is 
labelled with a discrete rating (from 1 to 10) provided by a 
user, according to his or her degree of interesi. 

According to the Bayesian approach to classify natural 
language text documents, given a set of classes C= {Ci, C2, 
. . . , C|c|}. the conditional probability of a class Cj given a 
document d is calculated as follows: 

To calculate (1), we need to estimate the probability 
terms P{cj) and P{tk\cj,Sm), from the training data, 
where each instance is weighted according to the user rat
ing r. 

r-1 
w. 'W^_ = l-w\ (2) 

The vveights in (2) are used for estimating the two proba-
bility terms according to the follovving equations: 

Picj) = 

-* l̂ fe [Cj , Sm) — 

\TR\ 

\TR\ 

\TR\ 

\TR\ 

i=\ 

(3) 

(4) 

In (4), ny^ira IS thc number of occurrences of the term i^ in 
the slot Sm of the i*'' instance, and the denominator denotes 
the total Vk'eighted length of the slot «„ in the class Cj. 

This approach allows for the refinement of the profiles by 
including those words that tum out to be most indicative of 
user preferences for each preferred book category the sys-
tem was trained on. An example of a fine-grained profile 
obtained by rating books about "Computer and Intemet" is 
given in Figure 7. 

The extraction phase from the BOL site is performed by 
the Item Extractor, and produces a local database of book 
descriptions. A profile-driven interface to the database has 
been developed in order to test the effectiveness of the fine-
grained profiles in retrieving interesting items. When a user 
submits a query q to the system, the products in the result 
set Rq are ranked by the preferred category, as in the COG-
ITO retrieval process, and by the classification value 

P{cM) = Pid) 
P{d\cj) 

In our problem, we have only 2 classes: C-^. represents 
the positive class (user-likes, corresponding to ratings from 
6 to 10), and c_ the negative one (user-dislikes, ratings 
from 1 to 5). Since instances are represented as a vector of 
three documents, one for each BOW, the conditional prob-
ability of a category Cj given an:instance d^ js computed 
using the formula: 

Picj) 
\S\ \bi„ picj\di)=^ n n Pit>^\cj,smr^- (1) 

^^"^^ m = l k=l 

vvhere S= [si, S2, •••, s^s\} is the set of slots, bim is the 
BOW in the slot Sm of the instance di, Ukim is the number 
of occurrences of the token t k in bim-

P{c+\d) deRg 

computed according to equation (1). This kind of profile 
gives a more precise products ranking with respect to the 
one retumed by the coarse-grained profiles (Figure 8). 

4 Experimental Results 

Two different experiments were performed: the former 
consisted in observing the accuracy of ITR, the latter was 
conducted to evaluate the combination of the COGITO pro
files with the ITR ones. For both experiments, 5 book cat-
egories at uk.bol.com were selected: for each category, the 
system has been trained by a specific COGITO user that 
rated approximately 90 books. In this way, a dataset of 
roughly 450 classified instances is obtained (Table 2). 

The dataset was analyzed by means of a 10-fold cross-
validation and several metrics were used in the testing 

http://uk.bol.com
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phase. In addition to Precision (Pr), Recall (Re) and F-
measure (F), we also adopted: 

Normalized Distance-based Perfonnance Measure 
(NDPM) - the distance betvveen the ranking imposed by 
the user ratings and the ranking predicted by the system. 
Values range from O (agreement) to 1 (disagreement) 
[Yao, 1995]; 

Spearman 's Rank Correlation (Rs) - a statistic measure 
used to establish whether there is any correlation betvveen 
two sets of data. Its value falls betvveen -1 and 1. A cor
relation coefficient of 0.3 to 0.6 is considered as moderate 
and above 0.6 is considered strong; 

Error (E) - it is calculated as an average of the absolute 
difference between the user ratings and those predicted by 
the system. 

Results of the experiment are reported in Table 3. 
Values of Pr, Re and F provide evidence that ITR sys-

tem produces accurate recommendations. NDPM is fairly 
consistent, while looking at Rs we observe that there is at 
least a moderate correlation for each category. 

In the second experiment, each user was requested to 
submit 3 different queries to ITR. Then, a feedback is given 
to the system by rating the 20 top ranked books in each 
result set. The experiment has been modelled on the ba-
sis of two different scenarios. In the first scenario, books 
are ranked according to the COGITO profile (by category 
only), vvhereas in the second scenario the ranking is per-
formed using the COGITO profile integrated with the ITR 
one. For both scenarios feedback evaluation results are 
given in Table 4. 

For pairvvise comparison of methods, the non-
parametric Wilcoxon signed rank test is used 
[Orkin and Drogin, 1990], since the number of inde-
pendent trials is relatively low and does not justify the 
application of a parametric test, such as the t-test. In 
this experiment, the test is adopted in order to evaluate 
the difference between the effectiveness of the different 
profiles by means of the metrics pointed out in Table 4, 
requiring a significance level p <0.05. 

On the basis of the values of the W statistic calculated 
above, we can deduce that there is a consistent statistically 
significant difference in performance among the two differ
ent profiles. 

5 Conclusions and Future Work 

In this paper we discussed the potential influence of using 
customers' profiles in retrieving relevant items in extremely 
large Web repositories, such as online catalogues. The suc-
cess of the retrieval process can be measured in terms of 
the percentage of relevant and extraneous Information re-
trieved. It is difficult to identify qualitatively the effective
ness of the retrieval process because only an individual user 
can determine what is truly relevant. 

One way to address this issue is the use of techniques that 
automatically learn a personal profile containing a user's 

preferences by analyzing his or her browsing and purchas-
ing history. In our approach, the added value of the profiles 
is to provide an intelligent search support in retrieving In
formation customers are really interested in. 

In this work, we propose a two-step profile generation 
process: in the first step, the system leams coarse-grained 
profiles in which the preferences are the product categories 
the user is interested into. In the second step, the profiles 
are refined by a probabilistic model of each preferred prod
uct category, induced from the descriptions of the products 
the user has labelled as interesting. The final outcome is a 
more specific fine-grained profile able to rank products ac
cording to the preferences it contains. Experimental results 
demonstrate the effectiveness of the strategy proposed. 

In each classification problem, it is necessary to give 
many pre-classified examples, many of which positive, in 
order to learn a good classifier. This pre-classification pro
cess is often expensive and noise because it is done by a 
user who must classify each instance chosen to train the 
classifier, as in the second step of our profiling process. 
A possible solution for avoiding this hand-labelling job is 
using unlabelled examples in the learning phase maintain-
ing the same classification process. The underlying idea is 
to use an algorithm for learning from few labelled exam-
ples and a large pool of unlabelled examples. In the future, 
we are planning to combine the Expectation-Maximization 
(EM) [Dempsteretal., 1977] technique with the naive 
Bayes classifier as in [Nigam et al, 2000]. EM is a class of 
iterative algorithms for maximum likelihood esfimation in 
problems with incomplete data. The algorithm first trains a 
classifier using the available labelled documents, and prob-
abilistically labels the unlabelled documents. It then trains 
a new classifier using the labels for ali the documents, and 
iterates. In this way, a method for incorporating unlabelled 
data into supervised learning process is provided. 
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Attribute 
User_id 
Access_date 
Connections_num 

ScaTch_num<CategoryName> 
Search_freq< CategoryName > 
Purchass_nuin< CategoryName> 
Furchase_fieq<CategoryName> 

Description 
Unique identifier of each user 
Identifies the date of the last access performed by the user 
Total number of connections to the site performed by the 
user 
Number of searches for a specific category 
Frequency of searches for a specific category 
Number of purchases for a specific category 
Frequency of purchases for a specific category 

Table 1: Description of the attributes used to represent examples. 
book categories of the BOL Web site. 

<CategoryName> denotes each one of the ten main 

Category Book Books with Avg. 
descriptions annotation annotation 

1 1 length 

User Id 

Computer & Internet 
Fiction & Hterature 
Travel 
Business 
SF, horror & fantasy 

5414 
6099 
3179 
5527 
667 

4190(77%) 
3378 (55%) 
1541(48%) 
3668 (66%) 
484 (72%) 

42.39 
35.54 
28.29 
42.04 
22.33 

Userl 
User2 
User3 
User4 
User5 

Total 20886 13261 

Table 2: Dataset Information. 

Category Pr Re NDPM I Rs 

Computer & internet 
Fiction & literature 
Travel 
Business 
SF, horror & fantasy 

0.8500 
0.5971 
0.8100 
0.7364 
0.4695 

0.5476 
0.7033 
0.8900 
0.6800 
0.7833 

0.6660 
0.6459 
0.8481 
0.7070 
0.5871 

0.3241 
0.4458 
0.3322 
0.3741 
0.3583 

0.5499 
0.0676 
0.4683 
0.3466 
0.3970 

0.3498 
0.3489 
0.2885 
0.3576 
0.4105 

Avg. 0.6926 I 0.7209 I 0.6909 I 0.3670 I 0.3659 I 0.3611 

Table 3: Results of the 10-foIdcross vaUdation. 

User 

1 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
4 
4 
4 
5 
5 
5 

Query 

Java 
Graphics 
Security 
Realism 

romanticism 
Science fiction 

Islands 
Guides 

restaurants 
Business manager 
enterprise solution 

investment 
s king 
Space 
King 

Avg. 
W= 

Pr 
COGITO 

0.50 
0.30 
0.80 
0.35 
0.60 
0.65 
0.65 
0.40 
0.30 
0.35 
0.20 
0.50 
0.30 
0.10 
0.70 
0.45 

130 

ITR 
0.90 
0.70 
0.75 
0.50 
0.55 
0.55 
0.90 
0.60 
0.35 
0.60 
0.30 
0.70 
0.60 
0.40 
1.00 
0.63 

NDPM 
COGITO 

0.594 
0.465 
0.636 
0.421 
0.505 
0.468 
0.600 
0.539 
0.505 
0.513 
0.365 
0.547 
0.589 
0.447 
0.550 
0.516 

-74 

ITR 
0.423 
0.328 
0.410 
0.400 
0.636 
0.476 
0.536 
0.694 
0.415 
0.494 
0.292 
0.605 
0.197 
0.184 
0.326 
0.428 

Rs 
COGITO 

-0.288 
0.156 
-0.412 
0.258 
-0.053 
0.042 
-0.288 
-0.130 
0.037 
-0.074 
0.405 
-0.118 
-0.261 
0.178 
-0.154 
-0.047 

72 

ITR 
0.300 
0.490 
0.278 
0.329 
-0.362 
0.109 
-0.136 
-0.581 
0.338 
0.018 
0.595 
-0.312 
0.806 
0.839 
0.517 
0.215 

Table 4: Results of the comparison between the COGITO and the ITR profiles. 
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P«r»onai details InteractHn <liet<Ms 

Figure 1: The Architecture of the Profile Extractor. In addition to the profiling sub-modules, the figure shows the Usage 
Patterns Extractor, that groups usage sessions in order to infer usage patterns exploited for understanding trends useful to 
further market studies. 

There are 11 rules extracted for class Kinderbiicher: 

if search_number_Kinderbucher > 1.0 
and purchase_number_Schule_Und_Bildung < = 38.0 
and search_freq_Schule_Und_Bildung < = 0.26 then 
Class: yes 

else if purchase_freq_Kinderbucher > 0.24 
and purchase_number_Computer_Und_Intemet < = 29.0 
and purchase_number_Computer_Und_Intemet > 5.0 then 

Class: yes 
else if purchase_freq_Kinderbucher > 0.25 

and purchase_number_Schule_Und_Bildung < = 24.0 
and purchase_number_Kultur_Und_Geschichte < = 18.0 then 

Class: yes 
else if search_num_Kinderbucher < = 1.0 

and search_number_Reise < = 3.0 
and search_freq_Nachschlagewerke < = 0.33 
and purchase_freq_Nachschlagewerke > 0.14 
and search_number_Reise < = 2.0 
and search_number_Sachbuch_Und_Ratgeber > 0.0 then 

Class: no 
end if 

Otherwise Class: no 

Figure 2: An example of classification rules for the book category "Kinderbiicher" 
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Profile for User: 11 
|CONNECTIONS_NUM j| 23 I 
jSEARCHJTOMBeiičtristiJc | 3 i 

|ŠEAIlCHjlEQBeiietristik [ [ o i j 

IPUECHASE NimffiellelrUtik (j 23 i 

|pURCHASEJREQBeUetristik |]05S| 

jSEARCH_NUMCou9Uter_und_In.teme* j| 1 1 

|S£ASCH FIUEgCaniputei und Internet | | o ^ i 

iHJRČHASELNTMČon^uteivuiidjr^ || 131 

|PtIRCHASE_FREQCon^<iteouid_Ijiternet |J0^4l 
|sEARCH_NUMKiiideilnicher jf 0 i 
Icr-ir-u rpFOK--J-j„.,-i..- K n i 

{BelletmtLk ||yesiiOil962:{iu JO^OPSI 
jCamjuiteriuidlntemet 

JKiiideibucher 

|yes[|li) [itoilOJD j 

|yesj|OiJ !Jno,p̂ X) 
|Ktiltur_imd_G«!chKKte i|yes:l07902 |na |0:2098 

JNacluchlageveTke Iĵ sjIOJO [no iJO 

JReise i|yesiiaX)03S Iiuii{0£l962 

|SacMnu:h_undJlatgeber i|yes|{0j6702jiiii'|05298 

{ScKuIe_unl_^iUuiig ||yes!|OJO |no!{lJO ^ 

|TOrtschaft_uiid_Rficht j|yesiiOi) |iu)i|lX) 

|TOssenjchaft_imd_Tec}imk Iyes;i0i) |iu):{lJO 

Figure 3: A COGITO coarse-grained profile. 

t':i^iii,ii',i'mriiwnn;m'i{w«BffiHfflgi,ci 
I m »aUtU f»MSi ftefarU SbunenU T 

K i -̂ aaja 

Ergsbnltsssoitieren 

/ 

|TililA-2 ~3 

Siirl^D fni jn i r iz i i i 

iJffbif^TUl.ggtnj 

SucherBebnisse - liefeitare 11^^ 

Di8 Tre^fer Jhrer Suchanfraga nach: Autor; KIrig (b-jinhalt^nd) 

VorschMge; 

MSi 

m 

Black Hou»ft 
A Novel 
Au to rM: ^ igphgn Kino & Pfltaf strat,'!;) 
Gebunden | Karper Coirms, Lordon | 2CQ* 
Preis: C 2 5 . 5 1 
Heute vafsaBEJfJertigi 

|D(mdlts.Drfi^m&fttr.hftf 
i f i a m a i . A l « ti. ArrW(iUa. y. Jcchoft i t n w i n i « r | S * 

iGebunden | uUstein. Bb 1 2001 

i P r O i r C 2 S D Q 

[l«iAut»l<ingim'6Ktiivth3ttn ^) 

'« - - s ' Ti 

^Cip«ruon*(G«(]l«mi, . Tr.;«-t:i«- Tirr 

Figure 4: Susanna offers a long list of books belonging to several categories by authors whose last name is King. 

feHll;;f^m^r^B^^}fi^aimrllffm^ga 
Ho Hottfka KuAu« FieftnS Stun««! 7 , JD 

ITUHAZ 

""m 

|OorTiput«rAll»rnel j 

» Hrrf^lMtrViri-ftTdtMgffii 

Suchergebnisse - lieferbare TItel 

01» Treffer Uirer Suchanjrage n a d t r ^ t o r : King (bi^inh^It^nd) 

~. . . -,. 

.^M^.: 

.^Genrfl! Computer ftlmBm^ 

Oi« EtgebfHitft ilnd tortisrt nsch nslovini. 

VorschiSge: 

With Cd-ROrn 

AutorM! soben iiina a ^rv.gpvariMs 
G9bjnden | W I L E Y , J O H N & SOfJS LT | 2D01 

preis: C 7a.eo 
Verjettdfertig ki L bfs 2 Wochen, 

*^.« [nsldaATL.[n.CP-RQM 
Scinfipotieman'£tnwi£S;!itjig ftir verteiUe AnwgndUfiQer. (r 

•Autoren: ĵ ^̂ rro? iî ^P^^ r̂'̂  & Eifat!„King 
iGf lb i indan | MICEODSOFT PflESS oeUTSCHLANO 1 1999 

' p r e i s C 45 90 

r r i » 

Figure 5: List of books by authors vvhose last name is King and that belong to the book category "Computer & Internet". 
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•J i 
ii 

• \ - . - — ' 

• t ;s; 

? . 1 • -• 

• 

v 

.••• -. 

•; •.- 1 • ".-'^^s^,!'; 

• r'i- - II : !:Mdt:llJ 

• . „ . . . . . 1 - - : ) b g : l , 
• ' • " • • • • » • • • .-pl,-.'.} 

11 

Figure 6: The BOW extraction process. 

User ID: 117 
Categorj?: Computer & 

Internet 

Class Priors: 0,61€?947952023346 

Slot- title p̂ °̂̂  
CI.3830052047574654 

Feature 

gisn 

dtrectK 

ciitcnpiir 

edt 

^«fl 

Strength 

2 4155710451915797 

2 2707400973131233 

1 6517008S89069003 

|l 5504909869753871 

h 4822S273"694ii536 

|tb 1-2 3039708S1190259 

'sjmpos ••2 303 97083 n 90259 

\ee -24745920310301264 

Figure 7: An example of ITR profile. The features are ranked according to a measure that indicates the discriminatory 
power of a word in classifying a book. 
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,v. •^- -:Q 13 /S rs m§Qi tt-"ir® • a fi • 

Sjrslera 

Aiithoi<») 

Feiguson, R. Stuart 

Abctnct 

Thu title <k>uld piovuie tli# toots for creating a corapbta suite of piograms far three-
-dnnensional compnlu anmation, modellin^ and imag; stmlhesb. The tezi ta]g» the leader ftora 
the constructiOR of pol^gcmalniodels of objects Ihrougli rigid body aiumalion into hierarchial 
;cbaiaclet anutalnri. ard fbtAlly down the rendenng pipeliiD! fot the synlhesi£ of realistic 
images.Tlie fust pait of tfae book, Basic Princ^iles, covers the hey concepts of 3D compter 
graphJcfl.Thesecordpaitofthabookis intendedfor thepiof^$Gbna]'pli:]gm."andgar[teengme 
[ievekipet erul piovides a collwtion of \ueful a]|pnlhni3. The aJgDrithnis aie introduced in Guch ft 
wty that they canb« put ieaiii)7 into practiBei where posslile, the algatithms aio accompanied 
bycompiitercade.The finalpartof thebookisdevoted tosamplepiogramspniducedmthtlit 
vviieIy(nvil3ble3Dgr&p}ucsIft)iaiie5, OpenOLandDirect SD.ThebookEhouldba usefulfor 
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also Genrs as a referenca to a uide nngp of piactical algortlhros. The level eDends to the needs 
of mote «xpeiienc«d pmfessuna] 5oflwue devebpets, for sxampla tktse who wish to wnte 
p l u ^ Rtodoles fot any 3D application piogram or coinir>en:iaOy sv&ilable gune dn^M. 
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SyEtein 

David Flanagan 
IimFarfey 
William Crawford 

"The Java Professjonal L4)rary" conlains haidcover edilions of foui Java references, "Jan.̂  in a 
iNutsheU* IS a qtiick rcfereiee foi aH Java prog^amniers. TKis accelerated intnxliictbn to the Java 
languaga and its key APIs allouv Eaasoned prc%ranuners to stul wiiting code light away. The 

' third «dition coveis Java 1.3 and Java 1,3."Javii Ezamples in a Kulshell, 2nd Editbn'piDvides 
Java ptogtamnung eKamples Ihal dcrvftbpeis canboth leara ftom and Riodify for their ovn use 
ThetecondedilbncoveisJavai.3andcontains IMcomplelcpiKticalesamples:overi7,900 
lines of densel/ commented, pioressbn&lIy writlen Java code covering 20 dislinct Java APIs, 
incidding Servlets, JavaServer Pages, XML, Swin& md Java 2D.Final]y, "Java Foundatbn 
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applicatbna Ihal usegKphii:vorgiaphica]useiinteifBces. This intiodoction to the Java APIs 
Ihal comptise the Java Foundatbn CUsses <|JFC) is also a q\iick reference to oll of the ctasses in 
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Figure 8: An example of result set obtained by the ITR profile. 
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This article deals with a conscious cntity being the building block of conscious systems. Such an informa
tional entity is called informon, with its local and global function. The idea of informon as a conscious unit 
roots in the property of a sufficient complexity and leaming capabilities, realized by different sorts of in
formational interpretation, formalism, general and metaphysicalistic decomposition conceming informon. 

Emotional and cognitive informons show the complexity, intention, and capability of consciously, sub-
consciously, and self-consciously autonomous entities informing within a conscious system. 

1 Understanding informon a. 
Consciousness seems to be an informational phenomenon 
emerging within an individual (physical, biological, phe-
nomenal) brain. This kind of conscious informing is 
grasped as an instantaneous informational process of tem-
porary active attention conceming definite matters in in-
formationaIly complex ways, coming into the foreground 
out of possible conscious background with conscious po-
tentialities. The search for an realizable concept of con
sciousness concerns the possibility of design leading to 
something which could be called artificial, machine-like, 
or robotic consciousness. 

To be conscious means to be involved informationally in 
a matter (entity, problem, process, event) of awareness, in 
an instantaneous way, in a moment of attention informa-
tionally conceming a distinct matter, that is, by an inime-
diate concem that is spontaneous and transitory simultane-
ously, being a form of an informational event, happening 
as a matter of individual experience. This state of con
scious possibility and possible experience conceming a de-
termined or verbally named matter a is symbolized and 
informationally formalized by the notion of informon ô , 
published for the first time in German [9] and described 
before in [8]. 

To be more clear let's take the example of an emotion. In 
English, up to 2,500 names or name phrases for emotions 
can be distinguished. In Slovene, we can probably identify 
some hundreds names marking emotional states'. Taking a 
concrete emotion, for instance, named anger, information-
ally formalized by Oanger. we search for the meaning of this 
word in English. Using dictionaries, thesauri, encyclope-
dias, and our own imagination conceming anger, we can 
write a dissertation on anger. The meaning of anger is now 

' I believe that a study of this sort was not made until now. I tried some
thing in this direction by translating known English tenns for emotions, 
however, it happens that many distinguished English terms fell into the 
domain of one and the same Slovene term. 

determined by a collection of anger explaining sentences, 
paragraphs, psychological sketches, and the like. We un-
derstand that the collected meaning is in no way a final 
result and can be continued, refined, advanced, etc. The ac-
quired meaning given by the linguistic collection concem
ing anger we call anger informon or informon, conceming 
anger, denoting it symbolically by Oanger-

What do we have in mind by the obtained result of the 
concept? The name aanger> a pure marker or basic infor
mational operand conceming the English word anger, is 
now expanded or informationally propagated within the 
language to a meaning of anger, the stili emerging infor
mon denoted by agnger- In the complexity of language, 
this meaning is expressed by meanings of other emotional, 
cognitive, and other sorts of informons. The complexity 
becomes interweaved —informonically perplexed. In gen
eral, for such a situation, we can introduce the informon 
notations named a in a formula-dependent way, 

^ a — f^la, Oi, 02, . . . , Oj, .. .j 

or, in a formula-system way, 

^a ^ (a; oi;, £2; . . . ; Oi; •..) 

The third possibility would be to express the informa
tional dependence of operands by the so-called informa
tional conceming of the form 

^a ^ a [a, en, a^, . . . , o , , . . . ] 

The first expression is something we know as mathe-
matical expression of a function or formula ip„ depend-
ing on its operands (variables) a, a^, o^, . . . , oj^, ... 
. In čase of an informational formula, parenthesis-like 
floor delimiters ' [ ' and 'J' are used instead of '( ' and 
' ) ' , respectively. The last parenthesis pair is used for 
delimiting subformulas occurring in informational for-
mulas and, simultaneously, delimiting or enclosing the 
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operands (elements) of a formula system * „ as shown 
in the second expression. In the third expression, infor-
mon a concems informationally in a complex manner the 
name a and informons O] ,̂ oa ,̂ . . . , Oi, . . . emerged dur-
ing a system informing. It is essentially to stress that 
operands a, a^^, «2 ,̂ . . . , a^, ... certainly possess com-
mon operands and, in this way, become circularly struc-
tured, that is, inform circularly in one or another way. De-
tailed meanings of such expressions can be found in the 
study [8] and elsewhere in its references. 

Let us show the examples of the discussed three infor-
monic system notations # « . Let the emotion of anger, 
Oanger. inform dominantly in a situation within the con
scious system, together with cognition conceming anger 
and some other involved emotions. Ali of these compo-
nents are informonic (complex and consciously structured 
by themselves) and build up the informonic system of anger 
as the dominant intention. In the formula dependent way it 
means, according to the first kind of expression, 

- oanger ^~ '''aanger I'"angeri ^cognition | t^anger | ; • • • > 

trage | langer | j Ssadness | langer | j "depression | fanger | 

In this expression components of the informonic formula 
faanaer ^''^ linked by operators. In the second, formula 

system expression, components are linked through com-
mon operands, that is, 

*aanger ^ I Clanger; Ccognition | Oanger | j • • • , 

trage | Oanger | j .-Ssadness | ^anger 11 ^'depression | ^anger | 1 

In the third, informational-concerningexpression, 

*aanger ' ^ ^anger Ccognition ( ̂ anger \> • • • ; 

Vrage | Oanger | ; Ssadness | ^anger | j "depression | langer | 

the system becomes circularly perplexed according to the 
dominating informon Oanger- It becomes evident that the 
three systems marked by ^aanger represent nothing other 

than the actual informon ttanger within a complex conscious 
system. 

2 Consciousness versus complexity, 
learning versus tirne, and 
decomposition versus emerging of 
informon 

The main problem of informon concept is the implemen-
tation of its autonomous conscious function. In principle, 
each informational entity represented by an informational 
operand has the property to function consciously per se, to 

possess the conscious capability within its own informa
tional organization. The hypothesis of the necessary com-
plexity [2], exponential process of learning [3], and infor
mational organization of emerging [8], offers a smart and 
believable approach to make informational entities inten-
tionally conscious in an artificial way, that is, outside a nat-
ural biologically founded consciousness. 

Learning of 
skills 

Skill mastering 
Professionalism 

Knowledge of 
a professional 

Development tirne 

Informational 
consciousness, 3 a> 

o 

[Linear measure] 

Threshold of self-conscious 

Informonism 
, 

(b) 

Province of 
unconscious 

C 

.D) 

"5 
C 

"o 
O) 
c: 
'c 

/^ Province of 
/ conscious 

Operand-operator 
complexity 

Intentional 
complexity 

[Logarithmic measure] 

Threshold of conscious 
complexity 

(C) 

O 
Area of technical 
complexity 

Area of 
enormous 

complexity 

Number of decom
position steps 

[Logarithmic measure] 

Figure 1: (a) The exponential acceleration of an en-
tity's knowledge through learning versus development tirne 
(Kurzweil [3] p. 34, the learning curve yj. (b) The 
step curve J~of emerging of informational consciousness 
versus operand-operator complexity (Buttazzo [2]). (c) 
The complexity acceleration versus the number of informa
tional decomposition steps fA, 9Jt, 3 , and other sorts of 
decomposition). 
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Fig. 1 shows the leaming versus time exponentialism (a) 
and the emerging of consciousness versus component com-
plexity (b) being necessary for the occurrence of a con
scious system. The leaming curve ^ i n (a) shows how the 
State of a skill mastering advances through leaming versus 
time from the knowledge of a beginner. In this part of the 
curve the acquiring of knowledge has an exponential na-
ture when the beginner grasps a lot of new knowledge and 
begins to use it as his or her own experience. In a point 
of development, the critical knowledge is reached putting 
the beginner near the threshold of becoming the master of 
the leamed skill. Finally, the skill mastering is reached, 
characterizing the skill of a professional, which then can 
be stili improved in an advanced manner. The point of crit
ical knovvledge is a kind of the donkey bridge and, when 
crossed, the way to the professional side becomes open. 
One of the best examples of the leaming curve is the expo-
nential acceleration in computer technology, where com-
plexity of components and their speed of operation ad-
vance exponentially through time. It is understood, that the 
critical knowledge of the complex technology is already 
reached, so the advancement to an artificial conscious sys-
tem becomes possible through the next decades. 

The step curve _J~m (b) is crucial for the occurrence of 
consciousness or conscious system. Human brain is an ex-
ample of neuron and synapse complexity being sufficient 
for the real occurrence of consciousness in man. In prim-
itive biological systems, the unconscious nervous activity 
takes čare for the functioning of the necessary conditions 
of life. At some complexity of the neuronal system, in-
telligence can be observed being a manifest of the species 
successfully fitting to the environment. The state of the be-
ginning of intelligence can be observed in machines using 
the technology of artificial intelligence (house equipment, 
today expert systems, and the like). As we see in Fig. 1 
(b), this kind of intelligence is stili far under the complex-
ity needed for the most primitive form of consciousness. 
When complexity raises, a kind of jump to the conscious 
ability occurs. In man, some 10^^ synapses and lO '̂̂  neu-
rons constitute the conscious function being already sub-
stantially above the limit of consciousness occurrence. 

Finally, the third curve (c) shows how a part of inten-
tional complexity depends on the number of decomposition 
steps. The point of critical complexity, critical knowledge 
(a), and the beginning of intelligence (b) coincide. This 
coincidence is the condition for an informational system 
to become conscious, as the step curve (b) shows. The 
transition from unconscious to conscious happens along the 
"step" in curve (b). The other part of complexity might be 
conditioned by the number of physical components avail-
able for the machine in which a conscious system is em-
bedded. 

By the acquiring and emerging of knowledge the com-
plexity of conscious system raises. Vice versa, the enlarged 
complexity accelerates the acquiring of knowledge. Un
der artificial or machine-like circumstances, artificial con
sciousness can widely surpass a biological consciousness 

in the brain. A silicon or quantum-technology brain wi\\ 
substantially surpass the biological brain in complexity, 
speed, interior and exterior communication (informational 
connectivity), and in (unforgettable) memory, being capa-
ble to accumulate everything happened to a conscious sys-
tem in the past. 

Functional and componetial complexity, building up the 
intentional informational complexity, remains one of the 
major requirements in the design and implementation of 
artificial consciousness. The informon as a component of 
conscious system needs the complexity in itself and in its 
environment. 

3 To verbal and formal etymol- ogy 
of the word informon, informoron, 
and cogniton 

For a physicist or an electronic engineer, the comparison 
betvveen the electron concept and the informon concept 
may be instructive. For instance, electron is in no way a 
static, definite, or even transparent notion. On the contrary, 
electron is a dynamic phenomenon imagined in the brain 
of a physicist constructing the atom theory. It is not only a 
particle with mass and charge, but a moving particle vvithin 
the atom organization and outside of the atom as an electri-
cally charged particle. The invisible trajectories of electron 
within an atom concept exist just as a logical predisposition 
of the atomic model. Mainly, electron is characterized by 
its charge, mass, and the dynamics originating in the charge 
moving along an electro-magnetic field. The point of this 
story concerning electron is that its definition is in no way 
as simple as it would be seen at the first glance. The origin 
of the word electron is Greek and means amber. 

Can we expect a simple story of an informon etymology 
after ali? There will be several additions determining infor-
mon's nature in the vvorld of informational. The word infor
mon is a fusion of the Latin informo and the Greek on (be
ing, entity). Translated into English, the meaning of infor
mon is informational being or Being of the informational. 
Informational entity is the most general term to vvhich the 
term informon belongs. It comes fore as the intentionally 
extremely complex entity connecting, interweaving, and in 
this manner including other informational entities and, in 
this way, informing and being informed consciously by it
self. Informational entities, as they occur in conscious sys-
tems, are conscious, self-conscious, and subconscious as 
informational units. In this respect, informon brings a new 
meaning into the discourse of conscious structuring and or
ganization, and understanding of its informational consti-
tution. A conscious system —biological or artificial—can 
be imagined as an informonic organization, possessing ini-
tially a basic shell structure, complexly connected to vari-
ous and numerous other entities in a circular way, ensuring 
the conscious maintaining and development of the involved 
informational entities. 
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Informing 
complexity 

Operand's 
informing 

Intentional 
informing 

Counter-
informing 

Information-
al embed-
ding 

z 

a 

-^a 

C 

CQ, 

Local informon 

a ^ (a; S ; a ) 

Xa^ —̂ 

[^a; 2̂ 1̂ ; Cx„; £x„ j 

(^Ca;Xc„;Cc„;£c^j 

(^^a;2rf„;Cf„;££^j 

Global informon 

oi ^— 1 0:5-*-3 5 ^ ^ i ^ s 1 

5̂  

Local 
informoron 

S ?=i fT«; Ca) 

£ ^ (̂ '̂ ̂ 5-) 

Ca ^ (^c„; Cco j 

^ g ^ {^£SL' ^^ffij 

Local 
cogniton 

a^£a 

1-CL ^ £x„ 

CQ ?^ f c„ 

^ g ^ £f „ 

Table 1: This table shows, how the initial (sublocal) components a, Ta, Ca, and £„ ofinfonnon a become local informons 
a, Ta, Ca, and £„ and, in this sense, perform as individual informons by themselves. The similar is shownfor the global 
informon. 

Nouns 
Adjectives 
Adverbs 
Verbs 
Participles 

Information, a Informon, â  Informoron, â  Cogniton, a 

informational informonic informoronic cognitonic 
informationally informonically informoronically cognitonicalIy 
to inform to informonize to informoronize to cognitonize 
informing informonizing informoronizing cognitonizing 

Table 2: An overview ofmeaning concerning the words information, informon, informoron, and cogniton and their English 
derivations. 

Etymologically, it can be useful to structure the informon 
into a more detail. For instance, it could be quite appropri-
ate to distinguish the so-called informing-counterinforming 
subsystem and cognitive subsystem in the initial and fur-
ther developed informon organization. For such a purpose, 
two new terms can be coined: informoron and cogniton, re-
spectively. In this texture, informon a is an informational 
fusion of the informon's namena, informon's informoron 
a , and informoron's cogniton a , that is, a formula system 

[a; a; a j . a 

The informon comparison table Tab. I can be useful: it 
forces us to rethink the recursive definitions of informon 
and make the introduced symbolism transparent for the 
common use in the future. According to the table, in a con-
crete čase, the informon a components are infonnonically 
constituted as I Q ^ (Xa] Xz„; ^Tc^; X£„ 1 (informon's 

informing), C^^ ^ (Ca; Cz^; Cc^; Cf^j (informon's 

counterinforming),and£a ;=i ff«; £ 1 ^ ; £c„; ££„) ('"" 
formon's informational embedding, called also cogniton). 

Evidently, the informon definition is recursive and can 
reach any reasonable informational depth of a situation de-
composition. 

In a similar way, this happens to the initially local com
ponents a, Za, Ca, and Sa (being named operands only), 
which in the framevvork of the global informon 3 become 
global informons S, 2 5 , Ca, and £a as presented in Tab. 1. 

Adequately to the local informorons and local cognitons 
in Tab. 1, global informorons can be defined in the form 

I ;=; (g; Cj) ; I^^ fe; Čĝ  ; 

^9L ^ (-^c^^' '~'^) ' £ a . ^ (•^£s' ^^) 

and global cognitons in the fgrm 

S ^ £3 T^ ^ £ . X a ' C- ^ Ep. 

Global cognitons leave the question "What do they repre-
sent?" open. They certainly include a global understand-
ing of the name (title, topic) a, its derivatives, and sub-
names, acquired through the informational decomposition 
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propagation in global circumstances, for instance, includ-
ing the meaning of a in different languages and image pre-
sentations and processing [5]. Such a sort of cogniton can 
emerge probably on a natual and an artificial level of con
sciousness, when the meaning material is assembled and 
systematically ordered and treated in a nervous system [6] 
and an informational machine. 

To keep in mind the introduced symbols the follovving 
list with supplementary explanations could be helpful: 

a Name of entity, operand 

OL^ Informon, as con.sciously organized complex entity in local or 
individual environment 

OL_ Informoron, a complex component of informon, a sub.system of 
intentional and counterinformational part 

g Cogniton, a complex component of informon, a subsystem rep-
resenting the cognitive part 

OL_ Global informon, as consclously organized coniplex entity in 
global environment, expanding over local or individual informa
tional borders 

(X Global informoron, a complex component of global informon, a 
subsystem of intentional and counterinformational part 

a 
Global cogniton, a complex component of global informon, a 
subsystem representing the cognitive part 

Into the etymological view of informon additional vvords 
can enter, as shown in Tab. 2. The meaning of adjec-
tives, adverbs, verbs, and participles must be understood 
in a pragmatic commonsense of the English language. For 
instance, informonic means to have an informational orga-
nization of informon. To informonize means to make an 
informational entity informon-like. Informoronic means to 
have an interior organization of informing and counterin-
forming simultaneously, etc. 

4 Understanding consciousness in 
an innovative way 

Usually, references conceming the topics of consciousness 
or mind root in some kind of traditional philosophy, for 
instance, such as Chalmers' conscious mind. In the last 
couple of years, questions touching problems of an artifi
cial consciousness implementation come to the foreground 
(e.g., Buttazzo, 2001 [2]). The characteristic of references 
is a typical reductionism rooting on one side in an ab-
stract philosophical discourse and, on the other side, in a 
too small numberof properties pertaining to conscious sys-
tems. To such a conceptualism, usually a hierarchical or
ganization of consciousness is studied and being disputed, 
rooting in the structure of brain and its functional locations. 

For instance, the main question of the traditional con
sciousness studies remains if and when the design and im
plementation of an artificially conscious system would be 
possible. So, the experienced properties of conscious mind 
are rather very abstract concepts of unity, representation, 
supervenience, being in relation with, complexity, learning, 
and the like. A descriptive and exact formalism of con
scious phenomena is practically not known, with few ex-

ceptions found in an exhaustive formalistic study of artifi
cial consciousness in [8]. In this ongoing research some of 
the characteristic concepts or properties of conscious sys-
tems —biological or artificial —are systematically listed in 
Tab. 3. 

The right column of the table is dedicated to the inno
vative philosophy, formalism, and methodology, aH being 
relevant for the future artificial consciousness implementa
tion. As the reader might observe, a substantial number of 
criteria for conscious system is identified—some of them 
by an entirely new approaches, for instance, how to gen-
erate, acquire, embed the meaning of solutions as a sort of 
results coming up in conscious systems. So, we can discuss 
some items of the table additionally and complemetarily. 

The main point of this paperis to discuss the constitution 
of informon and shovi' its functional (structural, organiza-
lional) sufficiency to operate or inform consciously, that is, 
as an independent conscious subsystem, coming into the 
conscious foreground upon the inner and environmental 
impulses, and putting it into the background, when other, 
for a particular informon relevant impulses, force other in-
formons into the conscious foreground. 

The concept of informonic consciousness does not re-
fiect the physical and biological organization of the human 
brain with a specific and hierarchically structured architec-
ture impacting and conditioning the information-functional 
specificity of human mind. It concentrates on informational 
possibility of conscious phenomena as they appear to an in
dividual consciousness and can freely inform vvithin a ma
chine. 

5 A concise definition of informon 

5.1 The hypothetic background 
Formal informational definition of informon needs a com-
plex and environmentally perplexed definition of a formula 
system. Informon as an informational entity needs its ver-
bal and formal definition. Verbally a lot conceming infor
mon was said. What we need is a unique symbolism for 
informon a rooting in its name a. 

The name a, representing for instance a word, notion, 
concept, existent, imagined, etc, carries an intention of its 
meaning. The intentional means something which is al-
ready informonic in structure, organization, and propaga
tion of a's meaning through and into informational envi
ronment (space): 

- Structure of that which emerges out of the initial name 
a is informonic, e.g., basically metaphysicalistic in 
such or another way. 

- Organization of the emerged is spontaneous and emer-
gent in the propagation of the a's meaning. We usu-
ally say that the meaning of a arises in complexity, 
however in an intentionally consistent (predominant) 
way. 
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Item Commonplace mind philosophy Informational consciousness philosophy 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 

(4) 
(5) 
(6) 

(7) 

(8) 
(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 
(21) 

(22) 
(23) 
(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 
(28) 

Properties of conscious mind 
Unity of consciousness 
Consciousness representation: language, 

image, sound, etc. 
Being in relation with other components 
Compiexity of brain (neurons), mind 
Phenomenal intentionality: in cognition, 

emotions, sensory domain 
Conscious spontaneity, occasioning, 

happening, being 
Direct and circular causality 
Conscious entity, event, process, 

experience 

Parallelism of conscious events, 
processes, experiences 

Conscious serialism, consequentialness, 
with simuUaneous conscious 

parallelism of events 

Conscious emergentism, experiential 
happening 

Conscious structure and organization, 
embodied in the brain architecture 
and its properties, depending on it 

Metaphysics of consciousness, the inner 
organization of conscious systems 

Conscious ontogenesis 

Conscious solving of problems 

Events: conscious, sub-conscious, self-
conscious, and not being conscious 

Conscious counterfactual relations 

Conscious components, as subsystems of 

C.S., e.g., cognitive, emotional, atten-

tional, behavioral, metastatic, etc. 

Biological, individual consciousness 

Physical embodiment of consciousness 

Brains 
Conscious system 
Formalisra: exact, physicalistic, scientific, 

mathematical 
Methodology: scientific and experimental 

Authenticity of consciousness 

Qualia 
Pure consciousness 

Properties of Informational consciousness 
systematlsm, Informational formula systems 
operands (Q), I. operators ([=), I. formulas {ip), l.f. 
systems ((p'^",$j 

causality captured by I. formulas, common operands 
Complexlty of I. formula systems: operands, operators 
. lntentionallty in meaning, goals, alms, I. stablllty, 

I. perseverance, i. orlentatlon, ideolog/ 
. unforeseeabllity, unpredlctabllity, emergence of the 

lnformatlonally unexpected, possible 
. causal relationship of I. entities 
. entlty Is: i. operand, i. operator, i. formula, I. formula 

system, emergence of meaning, understanding, 
expressed formally, generated by I. decomposition 

I. parallelism of operands, operators, formulas, formula 
systems, represented formally 

Non-circular and circular serial, reverse serial, biserial, 
spllt biserial I. formulas (fl), and uniform and non-
uniform i. formula systems f (^^", $ j , vvhere v e 
{A, o } and > e {->, •!-, ^, (->, <-)} 

I. arising of entities causally, unforeseeably, occaslonally, 
happening accldentally, environmentally dependent 

I. structure and organization, expressed by I. entities, 
Informing contlnuously in an Intentlonal, emotional, 
and cognitive way 

I. metaphyslcallsm, wlth m. shell 9JZ>" Tal, where a e 
r 7 7II 1 

<P,ific,ip^ 1 * f; /3 marks a primitive operand 
I. heaping, accumulatlng, eniarging of complexity, entlty 

relatedness, causality, meaning 
Producing of I. entlty specific meaning, lnformatlonally 

fused In the solution f. systems 
Informing entities are operands, operators, formulas, and 

f. systems, representing conscious and other events, 
processes, and experlences 

„011 
H. Counterinforming of i. entities, in decomposition m^ 

wlth counterinforming components £„ and Ca 

Informons, Informing In parallel: o i ;=i (ai;Xai_;Cai^;£ai), 

vvhere i = 1,2,...; a,- is the name, a ?^ (Xaii Coi] 

is Informoron, and a ^ f »̂ ^ is cogniton 
Artificial, computatlonal, i. Individual consciousness 3 
I. embodiment In I. machines, robots, local and global 

vvebs, lnformatlonally accessible archives 
I. machines, global web computing systems 
Informonic systems, systems of Informing Informons 
I. formalism: embodied In I. axlomatism, informons, 

by operands, operators, formulas, and f. systems 
I. methodology: decomposition {A, M), parenthesizing 

(̂ 3), schematizing (6), gestaltizing (T), rotation of 
operands (SH), i. axiomatlsm, Inferentialism 

Intentlonal i. emergentism, individualism, creatlvlty, 
objectivism 

Individual, unlque, sensory and metaphyslcal experlence 
Artificial consciousness as informon 3, concentrating on 

consciousness name 3 as such 

Agenda: c —conscious, f. —formula, i. —informational, m. —metaphysicalistic, s. —system 

Table 3: A correspondence concerning the commonplace concepts and the informational concepts of consciousness. For 
details see [8]. 
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- The propagation of a's meaning comes into be-
ing by informational decomposition of that vvhat 
emerged through previous processes of decomposi
tion. Decomposition itself depends of the intentional-
ity (meaning) of the name a, beginning from the ini
tial shell of informon a, where the initial intention of 
the meaning is being captured. 

- Decomposition of something is informational propa
gation of something's meaning through the informa
tional space. 

Hypothesis 1 (COMPLEXITY AND INITIAL SHELL) An 
informational entity (operand, formula, or formula system) 
is said to inform consciouslj, ifand only if 

1. it possesses a sufficient amount of complexity, that is, 
sufficiently large or larger number of informational 
components (operands, formulas, formula systems), 
and 

2. has an initial informonic structure of organization, 
that is, an informonic shell, from which the complex-
ity can start according to the intention, given by the 
entity's name, e.g., a. An example of such a simple 
initial shell is informational metaphysicalism (decom
position) Tl\ a]. • 

Complexity is comprehended as substance (e.g., being ma
terial, brain-like) and spiritual (e.g., mental, phenome-
nal, mind-like, informational, informonic). Complexity 
emerges intentionally, as a consequence of intention in 
orientation, materialization, informational decomposition, 
meaning the propagation of informational intention in the 
complex informational space. 

Hypothesis 2 (LEARNING AND DECOMPOSITION) A 
conscious entity develops, that is, enlarges and advances 
its organization by 

- learning, happening through the sensory system of 
the conscious system (e.g., nervous system including 
memory), and 

- informational decomposition, meaning interpretation, 
deduced from intentional name and its semantic 
derivatives. D 

An informonic shell has, by definition, its intentionally in-
forming part conceming the informon's name. Complexity, 
intentionality, learning, and decomposition are ali emergent 
informational phenomena, being structured and organized 
spontaneously in a serial, biserial, parallel, and circular 
way of informing. 

5.2 Definitions and a consequence 
concerning informon 

We need a couple of definitions determining the con-
cept of informon gradually, from the initial determination 

to its conscious informational function. The necessary 
conditions are, certainly: intentionality (informon's name 
a), complexity (in local and global informational circum-
stances), emerging of complexity by decomposition pro
cesses and, finally, the constitution of an informonic con
scious system. 

Definition 1 (LOCAL AND GLOBAL FORMULA SVSTEM) 
Informon is a complex and perplexed local or global for
mula system, denoted by a or a, respectively, with the 
operand name (argument) a, possessing a conscious struc
ture of informational organization. D 

Definition 2 (LOCAL AND GLOBAL INFORMON OF IN-

FORMONS) A local informon a informs in an information-
ally localized area, e.g., in an individual brain or machine 
and its sensory environment. A global informon a is meant 
to inform in a global area up to the cosmological dimen-
sions and, in this respect, represents an informonic system 
ofother, informationally involved informonic systems. Both 
local and global informon are systems ofinformons. D 

Definition 3 (GENERAL INITIAL INFORMONIC DECOM

POSITION 3 j^ \a]} Initial informonic decomposition of 
operand (name) a, called informonic shell, is, in its most 
general form, a circular biserial formula system, expressed 
schematically by 

I a \= Xa\= Ca\= £a\= a;"^ 

g =1 Xn =j Cg =1 gg =1 g; 

Q 1= Cg 1= 2a 1= gg 1= g; 
6 3:"M1^ 

where > £ {—̂, ^, (^, (->, ^ ) } . The correspondinggraph 
ofthis schema is presented in Fig. 2A. D 

The scheme 6 3 ^ \a] covers the graph in Fig. 2A. 

We see how by considering this graph many different for
mula schemes can be formed. The graph corresponds ex-
actly to the primitive formula system 

3> M 
a =\ 2 ^ ; a =j C^; g =| Eg; 

As expressed by the general form of informonic decom

position 3 > ["^1' particular cases are the follovving: se-
Oll ' 

rial informonic decomposition 3_> \oi\, reverse serial in-
Oll ' 

formonic decomposition 3<_ \oi], (proper) biserial infor

monic decomposition 3 ^ 1^1, and split biserial infor-
monic decomposition 3_+,<_ IQI • 

The informonic organization presented in Fig. 2A is un-
derstood as the maximal form of basic (initial) informonic 
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(A) Outputs to the global area S 

Initial informonic 
decomposition 

Intentional informing 

Local informoron 5 ?=i f x „ ; C« j 

Inputs from the global area S 

Intentional informational embedding 
^ ^ Local informon's cogniton a,^ £a 

Informon a 's name a 

^ g ) Intentional counterinforming 

(B) 
Outputs to the local and global 
area, a and S, respectivelj 

Initial metaphysicalistic 
decomposition 

la Initial metaphysicalistic 
intentional informing 

< \a\ 

Initial informoron 5, 
captured by the circular 
system scheme 

C Jcv 1^ I« F^ ^ a r^ ^a p^ -J« j 

•Ja ^ la r^ J a ! ^ a ^ C^ p= ^a 

Inputs from the local and global 
area, a and S, respectively 

£a Initial metaphysicalistic 
intentional embedding 

Initial cogniton 5, captured by the 
circular scheme £„ [= e« |= e« 

Metaphysicalistic shell name 
a of the initial informon ot 

Initial metaphysicalistic 
intentional counterinforming 

Figure 2: (A) The possible graph structure presents a rnaximal biserial form, called also the bicircular informational 
supervenience of informing, counterinforming, and informational embedding [8]. (B) Serial metaphysicalistic decompo
sition of a is an example ofthe initial shell of informon, developing into the local and global informonic area. 

structure. Also, connections between the components of 
the graph are multitudinous and biserial. What is the min
imum form of informon stili guarantying the development 
from an initial informonic state to the conscious inform
ing? The only condition of the informonic graph could be 
that ali the components are circularly linked, thus, some of 
the connections sketched in Fig. 2A may not occur. Dif-
ferent forms of informational metaphysicalism satisfy this 
criterion [7, 8, 9]. The simplest form would be the initial 
serial loop with a, la, Ca, and £a, that is, a circular causal-
ity conceming ali the informon's components. 

The graph in Fig. 2B shovvs the initial metaphysicalistic 
0̂11 variant of informonic structure marked by 9Jl_>. One can 

see how informonic components a, Ta, Ca, and £a are 
configured and connected within the graph. By a slightly 
modified graph to Fig. 2B, of the form 

an intentionally stronger controlled initial cogniton is ob-
tained. Intention i^ informs the cognitive informing (£„ 
being directly involved into the emergence of the resulting 
cognition e^. The graph is structured in a stronger way than 
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the graph (S 9J1_> [a] in Fig. 2B. The primitive initial 
informon for the stronger graph, as presented above, can 
be expressed transparently by the system of subsystems of 
basic transitions corresponding to informonic componetns, 
that is. 

Ve« \=^a J 
representing, transparently, 

V 

*-« ^ Ca! 

Definition 4 (CONSCIOUS SVSTEM) A conscious system 
3 w a system of informonic components 3^, i = 1,2,. . . , 
where some of the components, corresponding to a situa-
tion and time, represent the contents being currently in the 
conscious foreground (attention). • 

Consequence 1 (CONSCIOUSNESS OF INFORMONS) 
An informational entity (formula system) named (3 informs 
consciously if and only ifit is initially structured in an in-
tentional way according to Defs. 1—4, and if it, through 
sufficient number of decomposition steps, became struc
tured and informationally organized to a sujficient degree 
of complexity. In this čase, the named entity (3 has reached 
the informonic, that is, conscious organization (3. • 

Proof 1 Although the proof of Cons. 1 is evident, its prov-
ing interpretation might be truly useful. How did the initial 
name (3 expand or arrive to informon /3? At the beginning, 
the first step tovvard the informonizing of/3 is the initial, the 
so-called informonic shell decomposition of /3, marked by 
31"/?] (see, for instance. Fig. 2A or Fig. 2B). By the initial 
decomposition 3 [ /3 ] , the initial informon /3 ^ Df/^l is 
coming into existence. This decomposition gives to /3 the 
necessary intentionally informing, intentionally counterin-
forming (emotional), and intentionally embedding (cogni-
tive) organization of the shell. In the next procedures of 
decomposition, the inner components of the initial infor
mon will propagate and expand into the environmental, in-
tentionally related tissue of the informational space. Thus, 
the complexity of /3 will rise and, gradually, will reach 
the complexity, being necessary for /3's conscious behav-
ior. Defs. 1 —4 conceming /3 will gradually, by decompo-
sitions considering the /3's intention, structure and organize 
in a complex way the informon /3 for its conscious func-
tion. 

To stress, decomposition considers leaming and, with 
/3 as the meaning structure and organization of intentional 
meaning conceming the name /3, the acquired knovvledge is 
accumulated as the /3's experience up to the moment, when 
in a situation, ^ enters into the occurring conscious do-
main. Virtually, this proves the value of the consequence. 
D 

5.3 A new phiIosophy with informonic 
consciousness 

Informon is an informational unit being in the foreground 
of the instantaneous consciousness. Consciousness is noth-
ing else than a momentary happening among informons, 
some of them coming to the conscious surface (attention). 
In a time interval, consciousness is understood to be a sys-
teni of actively informing informons, that come into con
scious existence, that emerge from the unconscious back-
ground of consciousness into the conscious existence; they 
emerge as momentary conscious entities, out of the sub-
conscious domain, where they inform, and depend emer-
gently and crucially on the temporary sensory situation. 
Consciousness is an informonic theater in which informons 
play their informational roles for the observing and infor-
mationally acting conscious system. In this view, con
scious system happens as a momentary sequence of groups 
of informons marching through the time of conscious ex-
perience. Consciousness is experienced as a column of 
informon groups in the understanding of past, present, 
and future situations. In this sort of grasping, conscious
ness is just an informon by itself and to itself. The con
sciousness informon 3 understands currently active infor
mons 3 i , 32, • • • and specific informons 3 1 , 3 ^ , . . . under-
stand (are avvare of) consciousness 3. 

Each informon is a conscious entity per se. As such, 
an informon consciously grasps other informons and itself. 
For instance, aanger grasps consciously itself and other, the 
informon informationally accompanying informons as, for 
mstance, Ssadness 1 Cembarrassmenl; -Ssurprise! Uhatei Pploti Stc. 
In such an angry conscious happening, the informational 
interplay of the listed and other informons takes plače. 
Thus, anger or any other emotional or cognitive conscious 
components can puli into the conscious orchestration sev-
eral other emotional and cognitive components. In a mo
ment of conscious happening, a distinct orchestra of infor
mons plays it informational prelude into the next conscious 
happening. 

The distinction to the common understanding of con
sciousness is in the ability of conscious informing of each 
single informon together with other informons. Conscious
ness 3 is just a specific informon Cconsciousness and nothing 
more. In the framework of this understanding, informon 
a means a specific name a, propagated into the possible 
meaning of a, conceming intentionally and attentionally 
the entire conscious system. As we know, a is consti-
tuted by system complexity, Q;-intentionaIity, learaing or 
informedness coming from other informons, and the own 
ability of decomposition or interpretation accelerating the 
complexity of the momentary conscious situation. 

Now, lefs say the said about a conscious system again by 
other words, with the aim, to acquire the additional clarity 
in informonic understanding of consciousness. The infor
monic concept does not stress so much the so-called hierar-
chically organized system being characteristic for the func-
tioning of the human brain (informational machine). Inten-
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tionalities of complexly linked informons make the sponta-
neous and circular informing of the current conscious mat-
ter possible. 

Consciousness about something emerges as an informa
tional overlapping of informons, being currently relevant 
for a specific situation and tirne. A conscious event is con-
stituted by the currently informing informons, as they occur 
spontaneously in a distinct time interval. The conscious
ness about something consists of yet consciously informing 
informons, transiting from a current situation to the next 
situation, where the next informons are coming to the con
scious surface, that is, in the conscious foreground. In such 
a happening of conscious events, the hierarchy of the in-
formationally relevant is not so much in the game as the 
informons' intentions and their interweavedness with cur
rent situations and time. 

This kind of conscious mind comes fore as a sponta-
neous sequence of conscious events, that is, informons, 
depending on interior and exterior circumstances, occur-
ring randomly but, certainly, in an intentionally unforesee-
able and unpredictable way. Each individual conscious
ness about something confronts itself with a spontaneous 
stream of conscious, sub-conscious, self-conscious, and 
unconscious events, with an existing and entirely new ex-
perience, with leamed and just learning facts, objectivities, 
irrationalities, beliefs, attention, cognition, and emotions. 
Such a conscious happening is offered through an informa
tional overlapping and time-transiting of informons, consti-
tuting the feeling, unwinding, and revealing of conscious
ness about something. 

6 Substructuring informon 
schematically, graphically, and 
meaningly 

Capturing the inner organization of informon, its syntactic 
(formula-like) and semantic (perenthesis-setting) structur-
ing, can be useful for informational decompositions, start-
ing from the beginning informon's shell components. De-
composition of a current informon development of the form 
a into a more sophisticated and more complex form of 
the emerging entity, now in a new form a, hides the ba-
sic informon's intentional orientation, given to it by the 
initial meaning, at that time an informon's pure shell form 

a ^ (a; Z«; C^; £a),characterizedintentionally by the 
meaning of its name a. 

The emerging of informon is reflected in the initial (start-
ing) pure informon's shell, at that time a 3 [ a ] , and, af-
ter some decompositional steps, advanced to a more de-
veloped meaning of a, then a and, finally, to the cur-
rently developed form a, in which the maximal amount 
of meaning was gathered (accumulated) up to now. This 
meaning, a, is the semantic representation of the name a, 
structured schematically out of the graphical representation 
© \a\. Informational schemes form a formula scheme sys-

tem 6|"$], which can finally be parenthesized, *P [©[$]] , 
so the final and precise form of meaning conceming a is 
obtained, hovvever, merely up to now. 

New and new decompositions of the obtained informon's 
situation are only parts of an infinitesimal procedure, ap-
proaching to a more and more precise meaning of a, how-
ever never reaching a final or exact meaning, but coming 
near to a virtually final meaning as close as possible [7]. 

In this respect, an informon reflects informationally to 
some extent the slogan One in ali and ali in one (OA&AO). 
An informon propagates into the informational space galh-
ering a specific (intentional) meaning conceming the in-
formon's name. Using the graph of an informon, (S[a], 
the OA&AO problem can be made more transparent. First, 
let's remind that a system graph (S [$] is equivalently de-
scribed by the primitive system $' . This yields 0 [ $ ] ;=̂  
$ ' . Second, we introduce a relation of graphical inclusion, 
-<, with the meaning, 

( 6 r ^ l x 0 [ a 2 l ) ^ ( a ; c a ^ ) 

This means that ali the primitive transitions of system a'^ 
enter into the primitive system a'2. Precisely, by a primitive 
transition a \= P, the operand a, the subscribed operator 
t= (e.g., t=subscript). and the operand /? is meant. 

The way from system $ ^ (ip^,(f2,- • •, V«,) to the 
corresponding graph 0 [ $ ] , that is, to $', leads via the 
de-parenthesizing of system formulas (6 [$ ] ) and, then, 
via the primitive partition of formula schemes into primi
tive system $'. An original formula </?; G $ of length i^. 
(number of operators in ip^), has been dissolved in the for
mula scheme 6 [tpj] and definitively lost in the possibility 

of j i - ( ^ '̂ M differently parenthesized formulas. Further, 

in the transition from the system scheme S [ $ ] to $', the 
formula schemes are definitively lost. From a primitive sys-

tem $ ' (graph ©[$!), nr=i ^ f^"' ) different formula 
systems can be derived for each reasonable n$ (a complete 
overlapping which covers the graph). 

Lefs mark the informing ali (cosmos) by a^n, a part of 

the aH by Ppartf^alll' ''"'^ ^^^ informational shell encir-

cling the part of the ali by Sgt̂ gn ppart [°alll • Using the 

language of graphs, the following can be said: 

<5\a\ -< © ̂ auV, 

Ppart ["alllj; (Sfppartfaallll ^'^l^auV^ 

^sUe\\\ppan\^a\\] \ |; 

^^fsshellfppartroaiil]] -< ©[ppartKlll j 

The interpretation of this situation is presented topologi-
cally [7] in Fig. 3. Namely, expressedby the corresponding 
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|ppart[oalll | 

<5|sshell|ppart["all 

<»klll 
(C) 

Figure 3: The solution as an informon's meaning, that is, the up-to-the-minute developed informon—the 
one — represented graphically: (A) The informon as a possibility of the ali. (B) The informon as a possibility of a 
part ofthe ali. (C) The informon as a possibility of a shell surrounding a part ofthe ali. 

primitive formula systems, there is 

a ' C a: ali' 
^ C Ppartr^alll; Ppart^^alll C a^,,; 
a ' C s: Shell I Ppart 

"shell 

»alll 

Ppart "alll I Cppartr^aill 

This set-theoretical presentation helps to make the graphi-
cal situation in Fig. 3 definitely transparent. 

The meaning of something means to have an informa-
tional expression for something called the informational 
solution on something. For instance, in searching a so
lution of something a, the at-hand solution is a sort of 
decomposition, in general, A [a] . However, out of a 
formula (/p or formula system $ in which a occurs, the 
solution conceming a can be explicitly expressed. Let 
^ mark the formula parenthesizing (setting of parenthe-
sis pairs), fH the operand rotation in a circular formula, 
& the schematizing (deleting the parenthesis pairs) of a 
formula, and (p^[ai,..., ai-i, ai, Oj+i , . . . , a„J a cir
cular formula. In this čase it is possible to solve for
mula (Pt> [cti,..., ai-i, Oi, aj-i-i,..., a„J on each of its 
operands a i , . . . ,Qj_i,aj,at-i-i,- • • ,an> that is, to get n 
different solutions, expressing the meaning of each partic-
ular operand. Then, for a solution, using the operand rota
tion principle, there is 

¥'> [o:i,ai+i,... ,a„,Q;i,. ..,ai-ij ^ 

V\^\G\'P>[.ai,...,ai-i,ai,ai+i,...,anU 
j = 1,2,... ,n 

It is understood that the solution upon operand ai is al-
ready <̂ t, [ a i , . . . , ai_ i, a j , Oj+i , . . . , a„ J, obtained by an 

operand oi decomposition, for instance, etc. 
A solution upon an operand can be obtained from a com-

plex formula system taking into account ali its formulas. 
That what comes out of such a consideration are informons 

O^li • • • ) 0 ! i — I J ^ i ' - ^ i - l - l ' , a ' 

7 The pure informon 

The pure informon, iintormon. is the searching, propagating, 
and determining the meaning of the newly coined and in-
troduced word informon in the informational space. By 
the acquired meaning, the concept of informon is fortified 
and made familiar and understood in communities of re-
searchers, scientists, and publicists. For instance, the new 
word can enter into an English or other dictionary and be 
regularly explained together with its etymology. 

Additionally, the concept of informon can be grasped 
formally by informational formalism. In fact, at the begin-
ning, we concentrate on a name (phrase, named informa
tional entity) marking it by a. What will be the informon 
named a and how will it develop informationally? Accord-
ing to the discussed definitions, initially, 

linformon 

/ Iintormon I Ct I i \ 

'informon I " i ' 

'informon 1 " ! ' 

\ ^'informon F« ! / 

In general, an initially decomposed informon, e.g., 
3 [iintormon [c^] 1. attains the required complexity through 
the linkage to other informons. For the informonic com-
ponents of the pure informon there is, evidently, in čase of 
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intentional component, 

Xc informon r«i 

/ 'informon T " ! ' ^ 

'intormon*""^' 
n 

•^'informon I'""' ' 

Xi informon r»i 

in čase of counter-intentional component, 

(C. 
^c. 

'informon T " ! '' 

informon M; \ 
informon r°T 

Cc, 
informon f " ! ' 

£c, 
informon r « ! 

and in čase of cognitive component, 

'informon i " I '' 

/ "^'Informon T«! ! ^ 

'informon ̂ "^ 

informon '^"^' 

^£- r T 
\ ' informon'" ' ) 

The next, being extremely interesting, is the intentional 
contents of each of informonic components. Beside the in-
formons' names, the informing of intentional contents con-
cems informons and their components. The general proper-
ties of each informon and its components are the following: 

1. the existence of the name-a-specific intention 
iintentionM, the name-a-specific counter-intention 
Ccounter-intention r<̂ l > and the name-a-specific inten
tional COgnition iintentional. _cognition 

2. the development of the name-a-specific inten
tional COmplexity CcomplexityRintentionr«ll' ^he 
name-a-specific counter-intentional complexity 
CcomplexityrCcounter-intentionr"ll> and the n a m e - a -
specific complexity of intentional cognition 
Ccomplexity | ^intentional_cognition 

[ali;and 
3. the emerging of the name-a-specific intentional 

decomposition 3[iintentionMl, the name-a-specific 
counter-intentional decomposition 
3r<̂ counter-intention ["11. and the name-a-specific com-
plexity of intentional cognition 
3 1 lintentional_cognition Ml-

Within this circle of emergence, the intention is refined, 
stepping into greater details, and complexity is enlarged, 
being more and more intervveaved into the informational 
space. The consequence is the enriching of meaning 
conceming the informon's name a, that is, the name-
specific intentionality ijntention \o\ • For an informon a ;=̂  

(a; la', Ca] ^a), thereis, evidently, 

~ , / 'intention 
[al 

i fcomplexity I lintention 

—=^ \ D r ^ i n t e n t i o n M l ; • • • 

( f^counter-intention 

t̂ complexity I ^counter-intention Ml; 

3 1 Ccounter-intention I "^ I I i • • • 

( 'intentional_cognition M; 

Ccomplexity | Mntentional_cognition Ml; 

3 1 lintentional_cognition Ml;... 
8 Conclusion 
The concept of informon calls for a different, in some 
way new understanding of consciousness or, precisely, con
scious system. It comes close to that what a conscious ob-
server experiences on the own consciousness, its happening 
in a time slice and in the sequence of conscious time slices. 
It enables a straightforward reasoning in the direction of ar-
tificially conscious systems constituted by informons. In
formon seems to be finally just an informational entity de-
pending on complexity, intention, leaming, and decompo
sition conceming meaning of the intentional name. The re-
quired complexity seems to be a problem of future techno-
logical development, and the remaining necessary require-
ments are already in the visible scope of mastering them 
philosophically and technically. 

After ali, a meme [1] seems to be nothing else than 
a specific self-replicating informonic entity^ in individual 
brains which breaks down the reasonable immunity of con
scious systems against an informational excess, exaggera-
tion, plethora, or surfeit. By the philosophy of informon, a 
concrete meme can be studied as an authentically conscious 
sort of informon, in an innovative general and meaning-
specific way. E.g., totalitarian memes have informed as po-
litically local informons. 

Regarding the building block of conscious system, called 
informon, it might be reasonable to understand it as a con-
sequence of macroscopic quantum nature of conscious
ness—vvhich is pointed out in Peruš [5], as well as in 
Rakovič [6], from where it follows that informons might 
be related to quantum eigenstates of the conscious macro-
quantum sysrem. The whole story should be then related 
closely to quantum algebra, and naturally explains the non-
local (holistic) aspect of consciousness. 
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In this paper we propose a new static scheduling algorithm for allocating the task graph without commu-
nication costs to fully connected multiprocessors. A global comparison is carried out for the proposed 
algorithm and three reported scheduling algorithms. The proposed algorithm outperforms the previous 
algorithms in terms of the generated schedule length using Standard Task Graph set. 

1 Introduction 

To efficiently execute a program on a multiprocessor sys-
tem [11, 19, 20, 8, 18], it is essential to solve a mini
mum execution tirne multiprocessor scheduling problem 
[16, 13, 14, 2, 4, 5], which determines how to assign a 
set of tasks to processors and in what order those tasks 
should be executed to obtain the minimum execution tirne. 
The tasks can then be scheduled to the processors for ex-
ecution by using a suitable scheduling algorithm, static in 
compile-time or dynamic in run-time [7, 9, 3]. The optimal 
static scheduling, except for a few highly simplified cases, 
is an NP-complete problem. Thus, heuristic approaches 
are generally sought to tackle the problem. Traditional 
static scheduling algorithms attempt to minimize the sched
ule length through iterative local minimization of the start 
times of individual tasks. On the other hand for example 
the Dynamic Level Scheduling (DLS) algorithm dynami-
cally selects tasks during the scheduling process [15]. As 
optimal scheduling of tasks is a strong NP-hard problem, 
many heuristic algorithms have been introduced in the lit
erature [6]. 

In this paper we proposed a low time complexity mul
tiprocessor static scheduling algorithm called MCP/CLR 
without communication costs, which is based on critical 
path (CP) algorithm, such as, for example, the MCP [21] 
algorithm. It generates high quality scheduling solutions. 

The remaining paper is organized as follovvs: In the next 
section, we present a brief overview of various approaches 
that have been proposed for the DAG scheduling problem. 
In Section 3, we present the proposed algorithm, and dis-
cuss its design principles. We present the experimental re-
sults in Section 4, and conclude the paper with some final 
remarks in Section 5. 

2 The Multiprocessor Scheduling 
Problem 

In static scheduling, a parallel program is presented by a 
direcled acyclic graph (DAG) [19]. In a DAG, G = (V, E), 
y is a set of v nodes, representing the tasks, and £J is a set 
of e directed edges, representing the communication mes-
sages. Edges in a DAG are directed and, thus, capture the 
precedence constraints among the tasks. The cost of node 
rii, denoted as ui(ni), represents the computation cost of 
the task. The cost of the edge, emerges from the source 
node Uj and incidents on the destination node rij, denoted 
by Cij, represents the communication cost of the message. 
The source node of an edge is called a parent node, while 
the destination node is called a child node. A node with no 
parent is called an entry node and a node with no child is 
called an exit node. A node can only start execution after 
it has gathered aH of the messages from its parent nodes. 
The b-level of a node is the length (sum of the computation 
costs only) of the longest path from this node to an exit 
node. The t-level of a node is the length of the longest path 
from an entry node to this node (excluding the cost of this 
node). 

The objective of scheduling is to minimize the schedule 
length, which is defined as the maximum finish time of ali 
the nodes, by properly assigning tasks to processors such 
that the precedence constraints are preserved. 

The existing scheduling algorithms are classified into 
four categories by Ahmad and Kwok [2, 14]: 

1. BoundedNumberofProcessors(BNP) Scheduling: A 
BNP algorithm schedules a DAG to a limited number 
of processors direcdy. The processors are assumed 
to be fully connected vvithout any regard to link con-
tention and scheduling of messages. The proposed al
gorithm belongs to this class. 

2. Unbounded Number of Clusters (UNC) Scheduling: 
An UNC algorithm schedules a DAG to an unbounded 
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number of clusters. The clusters generated by these 
algorithms may be mapped onto the processors using 
a separate mapping algorithm. These algorithms as-
sume the processors to be fully connected. 

3. Arbitrary Processor Network (APN) Scheduling: An 
APN algorithm performs scheduling and mapping on 
an architecture in which the processors are connected 
via a network topology. An APN algorithm also 
explicitly schedules communication messages on the 
network channels, taking čare of the link contention 
factor. 

4. Task-Duplication-Based (TDB) Scheduling: A TDB 
algorithm duplicates tasks in order to reduce the com
munication overhead. Duplication, however, can be 
used in any of the other three classes of algorithms. 

For our purpose, we will compare the proposed algo
rithm with three other BNP scheduling algorithms. 

In a traditional scheduling algorithm, the scheduling list 
is statically constructed before node allocation begins, and, 
more importantly, the sequencing in the list is not modified. 

The Earliest Task First (ETF) algorithm [10] ušes static 
node priorities and assumes only a bounded number of pro
cessors [16,17]. The High Level First with Estimated Time 
(HLFET) algorithm [1] assigns the nodes in a DAG to the 
processors, level by level. 

Similar to the ETF and HLFET algorithms, the Modified 
Critičal Path (MCP) algorithm [21] constructs a list of tasks 
before the scheduling process starts. The MCP algorithm 
ušes the ALAP (As-Late-As-Possible) start tirne of a node 
as the scheduling priority. The MCP algorithm first com-
putes the ALAP times of aH the nodes, then constructs a 
list of nodes in ascending order of ALAP times. Ties are 
broken by considering the ALAP times of the children of 
a node. The MCP algorithm then schedules the nodes on 
the list one by one so that a node is scheduled to a pro
cessor that allows the earliest start tirne using the insertion 
approach. The MCP algorithm looks for an idle time slot 
for a given node. The algorithm is briefly described in Fig
ure 1 [21, 16, 14]. The complexity of the MCP algorithm 
is 0(f^ logf). 

3 The Heuristic Algorithm 
In this section we discuss some of the principles used in 
the design of proposed algorithm. To minimize the final 
schedule length, we select a node as it is selected in the 
MCP algorithm. At each step of the scheduling process, 
the first node is removed from the list of nodes (the list 
of nodes is sorted in increasing lexicographical order of the 
latest possible start times) and it is scheduled to a processor. 
While we are able to identify a selected node, we stili need 
a method to select an appropriate processor for schedul
ing that node into the most suitable idle time slot. At each 
step, the algorithm needs to find the most suitable proces-

(1) Compute the ALAP time of each node. 
(2) For each node, create a list vvhich consists of the 

ALAP times of the node itself and aH its children 
in descending order. 

(3) Sort these lists in ascending lexicographical or
der. Create a node list according to this order. 

Repeat 
(4) Schedule the first node in the node list to a pro

cessor that allows the earliest execution, using the 
insertion approach. 

(5) Remove the node from the node list. 
Untii the node list is empty. 

Figure 1: The MCP algorithm. 

sor which contains the most suitable plače in time for a 
selected node. 

The MCP algorithm schedules the selected node to a pro
cessor that allows for the earliest start time. The proposed 
algorithm has another processor selection criteria and they 
are described as follovvs. 

3.1 The IMCP/CLR Algorithm 

Build_ALAP{); 
Sort_ALAPO; 
//v is number of tasks 
for (i = 0; i < u; i++} 
{ 

ti = EST(ALAP(ni)); 
if a processor j exists where SLj (i) < ti 
then 

schedule node n^ to a processor j where 
SLj{i) — ti is minimal 

else 
schedule node rii to a processor that 
allows the earliest execution 

Figure 2: The MCP/CLR algorithm. 

The function Build_ALAP{) computes the ALAP time 
of each node and creates a list, which consists of the ALAP 
times of the node itself and aH its children in descending or
der. Function Sort_ALAP{) sorts these lists in ascending 
lexicographical order as in the MCP algorithm. 

Assumed that, in the scheduling process there are al-
ready scheduled i — 1 nodes. Next selected node is HJ. 
SLj{i) is the schedule length of the step i of the scheduling 
process on the processor j . The MCP/CLR (MPC/Close-
Left-Right) algorithm (see Fig. 2) tries to find a processor 
j for the selected node n^. It is needed to distinguish two 
cases of the processor selection step. If a processor ex-
ists, say j , which satisfy that SLj{i) is less or equal to 
the earliest start time (EST) of the selected node Uj, our 
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algorithm assigns the selected node n^ to the processor j 
with the smallest value SLj{i) — t^. Otherwise it assigns 
the selected node ni to a processor that allows the earliest 
execution (like the MCP algorithm), using non-insertion 
approach. The complexity of the MCP/CLR algorithm is 
0{v^\ogv), too. 

3.2 Scheduling Example 

In this section, we present an example to demonstrate the 
operation of the proposed algorithm using the task graph 
shown in Fig. 3. The task graph was drawn using the 
Graphlet Tool {http://www.fini.uni-passau.de/Graphlet). The 
schedules of the algorithms are shown in Fig. 4. The entry 
and exit node are dummy. The MCP algorithm creates a list 
of edges and schedules the task graph onto the multiproces-
sor machine with 2 processors (processing elements) in the 
order: ni,n2,ns,n3,ns,n7,n4,nii,nio,ng,n6,ni2. The 
HLFET and MCP/CLR schedule the nodes in the same or
der aš the MCP algorithm. The ETF algorithm schedules 
the nodes in the order: ni,n2,n5,n3,ni,nT,ns,nio,ne, 
ng,7111,1112. The order of nodes n4,nr,ns and the pro
cessor selection during the scheduling process, have caused 
different schedules of the task graph, and therefore also dif-
ferent schedule lengths. 

Figure 3: An example of a task graph with 12 nodes. 

4 Results 

In this section, we present the performance results of the 
proposed algorithm and compare them with the results of 
the HLFET, ETF and MCP algorithms. 

We have implemented the scheduling algorithms on a 
SUN workstation using C/C-H-. They were evaluated by 
using a Standard Task Graph set: 
http://www.kasahara.elec.waseda.ac.jp/schedule/. The Stan
dard Task Graph set has 900 task graphs with 50 to 2700 
tasks. 
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Figure 4: The schedules of the task graph on Fig. 3 gen-
erated by: (a) ETF algorithm (schedule length - 67 tirne 
units); (b) HLFET and MCP algorithms (schedule length 
= 64 time units); and (c) MCP/CLR algorithm (schedule 
length - 63 time units). 

Table 3: Number of times the optimal schedule is found, 
and a global error 

Algorithm 
ETF 

HLFET 
MCP 

MCP/CLR 

Optimal 
schedule 

33 
50 
57 
167 

% 
12.94 
19.61 
22.53 
65.49 

GTdbar 
error 
5577 
3189 
1531 
257 

The results obtained in our experiments are shown in Ta
ble 1. The second and third columns indicate the name of 
the task graph instance and number of nodes, respectively. 
In next four columns results of the schedule length for the 
ali of algorithrns are shown, respectively. In the last column 
the optimal schedule length value is shown. If the optimal 
schedule is found,,the schedule length value is.boldface. 
For some problem instances, the optimal schedule length is 
not known. 

In order to rank aH the algorithms in terms of the sched
ule lengths, we made a global comparison [17]. We ob-
served the number of times each algorithm performed bet-
ter, vvorse or the same compared to each of the other algo
rithms. This comparison is presented in Fig. 5, where some 
boxes have the left and the right side. Each left side of the 
box compares two algorithms - the algorithm on the left 
side and the algorithm on the top. Each left side of the box 
contains three numbers preceded by ">", "<", and "=" 
signs which indicate the number of times the algorithm on 
the left performed better, worse, or the same, respectively, 
compared to the algorithm shown on the top. Each compar
ison is based on the total of 300 task graphs. Each right side 
of the box contains the number of times when one of algo
rithms, the algorithm on the left side or the algorithm on 
the top, find the optimal schedule length. Optimal sched-

http://%7bhttp://www.fini.uni-passau.de/Graphlet
http://www.kasahara.elec.waseda.ac.jp/schedule/
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Table 2: Schedule length with 
Quality of the 

solution (Error) 
0% (optimum) 

< 5 % 
5%- 10% 
10%-15% 
15%-20% 

Optimum not known 
Total 

ETF 
33 
178 
30 
11 
3 

45 
300 

respect to the optimal 

HLFET 
50 
182 
21 
2 
0 

45 
300 

MCP 
57 
195 
3 
0 
0 
45 
300 

solution 

MCP/CLR 
167 
88 
0 
0 
0 
45 
300 
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Figure 5: A global comparison of four algorithms in terms 
of better, worse, and equal performance. 

these experiments, ali the algorithms can be sorted in the 
foUovving order: MCP/CLR, MCP, HLFET and ETF The 
same order of the MCP and ETF algorithms can be found in 
[17], where Communications are also assumed among the 
tasks. 

5 Conclusion 
This paper presents the static task scheduling algorithm 
which can schedule directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) with a 
complexity of 0{v^ log v), where v is the number of tasks 
in the DAG. The algorithm schedules the tasks and it is suit-
able for the graphs with arbitrary computation and with-
out communication costs, and is applicable to the system 
with homogeneous fully connected processors. The per-
formances of the proposed algorithm has been observed by 
comparing it with other existing bounded number of pro-
cessor (BNP) scheduling algorithms in terms of the sched
ule length. 

ule lengths are known for 255 of ali 300 task graphs. They 
were computed on a parallel machine using the ISH algo
rithm [13, 12]. For example, the MCP/CLR algorithm per-
formed better than the MCP algorithm in 238 cases, never 
performed worse, and performed the same in 62 cases. The 
MCP/CLR algorithm or the MCP algorithm or both of them 
found optimal solution of the schedule length in 167 cases. 
An additional box for each algorithm compares that algo
rithm with ali other algorithms combined. 

The experimental results of the quality of the schedu
le length are summarized in Table 2. For example, the 
MCP/CLR algorithm found the optimal schedule length in 
167 cases and, additionally, the solution vvithin 5% in 88 
cases. 

Table 3 shows number of times the algorithm has found 
the optimal schedule, and global error which is defined as 
difference between the sum of ali the optimal schedule val-
ues and the sum of ali the schedule values generated by the 
algorithm. 

It can be noticed that the proposed MCP/CLR algorithm 
outperformed three other well known algorithms. Based on 
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